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Announcements and News
New Training Course

A new web-based training course is now available from Mainframe Software Education: Smart/RESTART:
Restarting Db2 Applications and Resolving Application Performance Issues 200 (06RAI20040)
This 30-minute course explains how to:

• Restart Db2 applications with or without code changes
• Restart Db2 applications after making changes to resolve an application performance issue

Training Access
Web-based training is available at no charge to customers who are on active maintenance. For information about
accessing Broadcom web-based training, see Mainframe Software Education and also view our course catalog.
If you would like to share your ideas for Broadcom mainframe product training, subscribe to the Mainframe
Education Community, where we share calls for input.

Mainframe Community:
Learn, connect, and share knowledge and experiences with other users by joining the Broadcom Mainframe
Software Community.

New Security Advisories Consolidated CSV FIle
Broadcom now offers a .CSV file that contains a consolidated list of security advisories affecting all supported
Broadcom mainframe products. This file lets you easily search the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
information and access the Security Advisory articles that include more details and context about the security or
integrity exposure. Broadcom updates this file daily. For CSV download instructions, see this Broadcom Support
article (login required).

Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023
Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.

Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented
in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of
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End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM installed, we
recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Host/EDIT Release 20.1.

Host/EDIT is a traditional, on-demand Db2 table editor to manipulate information stored in Db2 TABLES, VSAM FILES,
and ISPF TABLES. Host/EDIT is also an application development tool. Data presentation functions are encapsulated in a
set of menu driven procedures that enable you to design custom screens that display data obtained from various sources.
Host/EDIT features include:

• A functionally rich editor whose presentation and commands exhibit an ISPF/Edit look and feel. Presentation of data
is uniform regardless of the data source. Thus you must learn only one set of commands to be able to edit any type of
data.

• Fully customizable Query By Example and SQL Draw dialogs that can be attached to an edit session to allow Db2
table row selection without knowledge of SQL.

• Host/EDIT can also be used as a dialog development tool. Host/EDIT provides an Object Repository (a VSAM file or
Db2 table) in which Host/EDIT profiles, forms, queries, QBE forms, and procedures are stored. These objects enable
you to develop custom ISPF dialogs with which to edit and browse host-resident data, implement your own primary
and row commands, validate data, and so on.

• Host/EDIT Utility dialogs allow you to create Db2 table spaces, tables, and indexes by cloning existing Db2 objects.
• The SQL Explain Facility helps you tune your SQL statements.

Transition to Continuous Delivery
We have transitioned from an Incremental Release model to a Continuous Delivery (CD) release model. The Incremental
Release model bundled groups of features and fixes together into incremental updates. The CD model provides more
flexibility to select which service stream elements you want to apply and lets us provide you with earlier access to features
and fixes.

For CD, new features will be delivered as individual PTFs, separate from product fixes, as the features are completed.
Where possible, we will deliver features disabled by default, which lets you plan for the introduction of the new
capabilities. You control when to make the new feature available for use in your environment. Review the PTF HOLDDATA
and product documentation for specific details and activation requirements.

Fixes are delivered when needed as individual PTFs, separate from product features. This model means that you can
apply fixes without enabling new features.

After full integration and regression testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and fixes are
rolled into the Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), ensuring product quality and the integrity of your environment.
Broadcom is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and implement a
proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.
You do not need to reinstall your product to take advantage of enhancements. Apply the new feature PTFs as you have
applied PTF maintenance previously.

IMPORTANT
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product maintenance. This service
uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes.
You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which eliminates time-
consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support Portal.
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New Features
The new features in this  release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency. We release features using PTFs for simple
installation.

Release 20.1 provides the following enhancements. To ensure availability of all features and fixes, ensure that your
products are current on maintenance. We recommend that you use the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to have
maintenance that is downloaded and received automatically on your system regularly.

Transition to Common Components and Services

Beginning with this release, RAI Server is no longer required or supported. Common Components and Services (CCS)
replaces the functionality that was previously provided by RAI Server. CCS provides authorized services to various
Broadcom products that run in unauthorized, client address spaces. CCS also verifies the authority levels of users.

For information about installing this product, see the Installing section. For information about installing CCS, see the CCS
documentation.

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
As part of our ongoing Mainframe strategy, Broadcom now offers a new maintenance delivery service: SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval. This new delivery method uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom
Mainframe product maintenance over the internet by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote
Broadcom server.This service can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers
more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. “This capability has drastically reduced the time and
effort needed to find and download updates. Best of all, it is easy to use!” said Rob Capel, Senior Operating System
Programmer, Sentara Healthcare.SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom Support
Portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom product maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS and preventive services

With the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can acquire maintenance on demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run
regularly. The Broadcom Order server supports the IBM-documented order types, which include: ALL, APARS, CRITICAL,
HOLDDATA, PTFS, and RECOMMENDED.If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this new service to
download maintenance and dramatically reduce the time needed to download PTFs.To get started, review the SMP/E
Internet Service Retrieval documentation in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Resolved Issues
This article describes resolved issues.

The following issue that was was resolved in product release 20.0 is included in this release:

Relocating REXX IRX Initialization Parameter Modules (LU04261)

PTF LU04261 resolves the communication issue between Smart/RESTART and Smart/RRSAF, which resulted in Smart/
RESTART and Smart/RRSAF batch job failures. Communication issues occur when batch jobs do not specify a STEPLIB
or JOBLIB DD statement and the CRAIDPT library was added to a linklist or Link Pack Area (LPA).

By default, the IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM, and IRXISPRM REXX initialization-parameter load modules are installed in
the RAI product common CRAILOAD load library. The operating system then loads them during TSO region and REXX
environment startup.
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Applying this PTF moves the IRXPARMS, IRXTSPRM, and IRXISPRM REXX initialization parameter load modules to the
CRAILRAI library.

This PTF is required to circumvent S66D abends in Smart/RESTART jobs executing in a IKJEFTxx TSO batch
environment. However, even after applying the PTF, when RLX users run REXX executables that invoke any RLX service
and only the CRAILOAD load library, and optionally Db2 DSNLOAD and DSNEXIT, are allocated in the STEPLIB, the RLX
REXX executable fails with RC=-3 and error messages are displayed. For example:

* REXX error occurred at line 26

* EXEC IN ERROR......... RLXVSQL

* TYPE OF EXEC.......... COMMAND

* USER TOKEN............ ?

* ERROR CONDITION....... FAILURE

* REXX ERRROR........... -3

* ERROR MESSAGE......... NO ERROR TEXT AVAILABLE FOR RC = -3

* ERROR DESCRIPTION..... RLX DECLARE QUERY_REULT REXXSTEM FOR SELECT DISTINCT NAME, COLNO, COLTYPE, LENGTH

 ORDER BY COLNO

* ERROR IN SOURCE LINE#. 26

* Error source line:

* > "RLX DECLARE QUERY_RESULT REXXSTEM FOR"

RC= -3 indicates that a valid REXX language environment does not exist for executing the indicated REXX exec.

To circumvent this error, use one of the following methods:

• Edit the user REXX exec and add a CALL SDKINIT at the top and CALL SDKTERM at the end of the exec.
• Add the CRAILRAI library before the CRAILOAD library in the STEPLIB concatenation.

NOTE
The CRAILRAI and CRAILOAD libraries must be APF Authorized.

Product Accessibility Features
Product accessibility features help all users, regardless of ability, use this product and its supporting documentation to
accomplish vital business tasks.

Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

supports the following accessibility enhancements through the use of your emulator or operating system.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments through your operating system:

• Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is pressed.

• Tones
Defines tones that indicate when certain keys are pressed.

• Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options through your operating system to make your mouse easier to use:

• Click Speed
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Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.
• Click Lock

Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.
• Reverse Action

Reverses the actions that are controlled by the left and right mouse keys.
• Blink Rate

Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.
• Pointer Options

Lets you adjust the following options:
– Hide the pointer while typing.
– Show the pointer location.
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen.
– Choose the pointer size and color for increased visibility.
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box.

Keyboard Shortcuts

supports the operating system based and browser-based keyboard shortcuts.

Documentation and Support

• Documentation can be viewed online or downloaded in PDF files.
• Support is available online, by email, and by phone.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• Host/EDIT
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services (CCS)
• RAI
• RAI Server
• Resource Recovery Services Attachment Facility (RRSAF)
• REXX Language Xtensions (RLX)
• Smart/RESTART
• Smart/RRSAF
• SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval
• TASKLIB+
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Getting Started
This section introduces Host/EDIT for Db2 and provides an overview of its capabilities. Most of the discussion also
pertains to VSAM FILE and ISPF TABLE editing.

Concepts and Facilities
Host/EDIT is a traditional editor to browse and edit information that is stored in Db2 tables. Host/EDIT also allows you to
edit related Db2 tables following predefined Db2 Referential Integrity constraints.

In addition, Host/EDIT is a powerful ISPF dialog development tool. Data presentation functions are encapsulated in a set
of menu driven procedures that let you design custom panels that display and edit data that are obtained from various
sources. Custom application development is discussed in detail in Part III of this publication.

Data View and Manipulation Capabilities
You can view and change data in the following ways:

• Db2 table data can be selected using three methods:
– (a) Directly, using SQL SELECT QUERY
– (b) Using QBE Dialog
– (c) Using SQL DRAW dialog. If no selection criterion was specified, then entire table data is selected.

• Db2 table data may be viewed in Tabular mode (where all table columns are displayed horizontally and can be viewed
by using LEFT / RIGHT commands) or in Row mode (where a single row with all columns is shown vertically and can
be viewed by using UP / DOWN commands).

• Support for Null values is provided in Row display mode.
• Host/EDIT supports the major Db2 data types including CHAR, VARCHAR, LONG VARCHAR, TIME, DATE,

TIMESTAMP, and FLOATING POINT. Host/EDIT performs basic checking for data type and range.
• The ZOOM command lets you edit long character columns in an ISPF Edit dialog.
• A full-featured Query By Example (QBE) dialog allows you to select specified table rows without the need to construct

SQL SELECT statements. Sort order and direction can be specified for every column. Note that you can customize a
QBE form and can save it in the Host/EDIT Object Repository for later reuse.

• The SORT command arranges rows that are selected for display in ascending or descending order to provide multiple
views of the data -- without the need to re-retrieve the data.

• The SELECT command excludes all but specified table rows from the active display without re-retrieving the data.
• The LOCATE command searches for the desired table row and positions this row at the top of the display.
• The CHANGE command lets you change multiple rows by specifying search/change criteria. Single row CHANGE as

well as CHANGE ALL commands are supported.
• The INSERT command can be used to insert several rows in the table using fixed or random patterns that are

generated by Host/EDIT. This method can be used to quickly and easily generate an entire data object (such as a Db2
table) for application testing.

• ISPF-like row commands (insert, delete, exclude, copy, and move) are fully supported. The Block commands (move,
copy, delete, and exclude) are also supported.

• An RI Dialog graphically displays all tables which have Referential Integrity Constraints that are defined in the Db2
system catalog. Db2 tables may then be selected for edit from this list.

• The ‘J’ (join) row command lets you recursively re-invoke the editor to process a table which bears a referential
relationship to the table currently being edited. Up to 10 levels of recursion are supported.

• A FILTER command allows you to select display rows by column values. The values to be filtered are entered in a
new filter screen row that is displayed above the column heading. Column filters can be enabled and disabled during a
Host/EDIT session as required.
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Customization of Data View and Dialog Development
The following describe how you can view data:

• The Db2 table display structure (a Form) is available throughout the edit dialog and can be modified at any time.
Columns may be excluded, protected, and made modifiable. Column widths can be changed and column headings on
the display can be modified.

• Host/EDIT lets you write exits for column validation and for Primary and Row-oriented commands to customize Host/
EDIT dialogs.

• Host/EDIT dialogs can be invoked from REXX and CLIST command procedures and from compiled applications that
are written in any High-Level Language which adheres to OS linkage conventions (Assembler, COBOL, PL/1 and C).

• Host/EDIT dialogs can be recursively re-invoked from user exits. This lets you cascade Host/EDIT dialogs in order to
edit tables hierarchically.

• Host/EDIT now enables you to edit ISPF temporary and permanent tables with the same dialog and commands
that are used to edit Db2 tables. New dialogs based on Db2 and/or ISPF tables can easily be developed with user
written Primary and Row commands to customize and extend Host/EDIT. Host/EDIT continues to serve all standard
presentation and editing needs for Db2 tables, VSAM files and ISPF tables.

Db2 Utility Functions
The Db2 utility lets you do the following:

• Use a function that allows you to EXPLAIN SQL statements that are coded in COBOL, PL/I, Assembler, and C
application programs. The EXPLAIN Report assists you in designing better SQL statements.

• A Table View Dialog supports a growing list of Db2 utility functions. These presently include DDL cloning, Table DROP,
FORM Designer, and online RUNSTATS.

Host/EDIT Primary Menu
This article describes the Host/Edit Primary menu.

Issue the RTE MENU command to display the Host/EDIT Primary Menu. The Primary Menu is the starting point for using
Host/EDIT. Specify whether you want to edit data stored in Db2 tables, VSAM files, Sequential files, PSD(E) members, or
ISPF tables.

RTE$PRIM ------------------- Host/EDIT Primary Menu ----

Option ===>

Select option

1 DB2 - DB2 Tables and Views

2 VSAM - VSAM KSDS, RRDS, and ESDS files

3 SAM - Sequential Files and PDS members

4 ISPF - ISPF Tables

5 REPO - Repository Manager

A About - Host/EDIT Tutorial

X Exit - Leave the HOST/EDIT dialog

Release 20.1 (c) Copyright Broadcom, Inc. 2022
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Product Parameters
The operation of Host/EDIT is controlled by parameters you supply. These parameters may be categorized as follows:

• Db2 table identification parameters directly name a Db2 table or build a search argument to locate a table name in
the SYSTABLES catalog table. These parameters are not saved. You must enter them for each Host/EDIT session.

• Session control parameters -- also referred to as the Session PROFILE -- are a group of variables that control edit
session flow, commit frequency, edit modes, and so on.

• Table data presentation parameters describe how table rows will be viewed. These parameters are collected in the
object that is called FORM.

• Parameters that control the construction of the SQL SELECT command govern which rows are fetched for editing.
There are three mutually exclusive sets of parameters that govern row fetch: QUERY, QBE FORM and SQL DRAW.

Invocation Modes for Db2 tables
You can invoke Host/EDIT in ad hoc or custom mode.

In ad hoc mode, Host/EDIT is invoked by issuing the RTE command without specifying a full Db2 table name. Once the
Host/EDIT for Db2 panel is displayed, you can specify a fully or partially qualified Db2 table name. In the latter case, a
Db2 table selection panel is shown that allows you to complete the selection of the Db2 table.

In custom mode, you invoke Host/EDIT with a fully specified Db2 table name. You use custom mode only in customized
ISPF dialogs. For example, you can code the following statement in a REXX exec to launch a Db2 Table Edit Dialog
encapsulated in the form and stored in the Host/EDIT Repository repository:

CALL RTE ‘OWNER(owner) OBJECT(table) FORM(form) REPO(repository)

The Db2 Table Specification should contain a valid Table Creator and Table Name. If you leave one or both of
these fields blank or use the wild-card characters % or _ (underscore) in the name specification, Host/EDIT accesses
SYSIBM.SYSTABLES (or a shadow copy of this table if you so specified in your session profile) to produce a scrollable
list of tables that meet your selection criteria. You can specify more Location, Database and Tablespace qualifiers,
separately or in combination to search SYSTABLES. You can also specify the wild-card characters % and _ (underscore)
with any or all of these qualifiers.

_____________________________________________________________________

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for Db2 --------------------------------

Option ===>                            

   e  - Edit dialog (default)          o  - Modify session options             

   b  - Browse dialog                  f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

   ri - Referential edit dialog        ex - Explain or run SQL statements      

Db2 Table Specification                          

   Table Creator  ===>            (Owner of the Db2 table or view   )

   Table name     ===>            (Name of the table, view or alias )

   Location       ===>            (Server name defined to local Db2 )

   Database       ===> DSNDB06    (List tables within databases     )

   Tablespace     ===> SYSDDF     (List tables within tablespaces   )

Data presentation control                        

   Start from row ===> 1          (First row from answer set to edit)

   Max # of rows  ===> 0          (To retrieve and display for edit )

   Query method   ===> Q          (S = SQL, Q=QBE, D=Draw, N=None   )

   Form name      ===>            (Display FORM name for Db2 table  )

_____________________________________________________________________

For example, the following panel, shows the list of tables that reside in the Database named DSNDB06 and the
Tablespace named SYSDDF.
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_____________________________________________________________________

 Host/EDIT ---------------------- Select Db2 Table ------------ Row 1 to 7 of 7 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

 Row Cmds: Edit, Browse, Form, DDL, DROP, RUNS              

 SYSTABLES Specification                          

    Owner name   ===> SYSIBM                      

    Table Name   ===> SYSTABLES                   

 Rcmd Owner    Name             Type  DbName   TsName   Created  ColCount Card  

 '''' SYSIBM   MODESELECT         T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   5        -1    

 '''' SYSIBM   LUMODES            T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   4        -1    

 '''' SYSIBM   LULIST             T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   3        -1    

 '''' SYSIBM   USERNAMES          T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   6        -1    

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

_____________________________________________________________________

After you select a table, you can further qualify which rows of the table to fetch through several methods:

• You can respond to prompts on a Query by Example panel
• You can key in more SELECT clauses
• You can use the Host/EDIT SQL DRAW facility.

The option to use SQL, QBE, DRAW, or NONE for row qualification is governed by the Query Method you specify.

The options that are grouped under Data Presentation Control remain in effect only during the current Host/EDIT
session. You can enter ‘O’ in the Option field of the Host/EDIT for Db2 panel in Figure 1.2 to change profile options you
wish to persist across Host/EDIT sessions. Option ‘O’ causes the series of Profile panels that are described and illustrated
in Chapter 4 to be displayed.

The options that are grouped under Data Presentation Control are as follows:

• Start display from row specifies the first row of the answer set to display for the edit session.
• Maximum number of rows specifies the maximum number of rows Host/EDIT fetches and displays for an edit

session. If 0 is entered, the entire answer set is retrieved. This parameter is useful in limiting how large an answer
set is retrieved for edit. Maximum rows are a performance tuning parameter that can eliminate reading more rows
than necessary. You can use the Start display from row and Maximum number of rows parameters together to
incrementally process a large answer set without overtaxing system resources.

• Query method specifies whether Host/EDIT should conduct a Query By Example (QBE) dialog (option Q), allow you
to directly specify an SQL SELECT statement (option S), conduct a DRAW style dialog (option D), or select an entire
Db2 table (option N).

• Form Name specifies the data structure that describes the presentation of the current table.

View Modes
Host/EDIT provides two basic modes for viewing table rows: Tabular mode and Row mode.

The Display mode can be set to T (Tabular display mode) or R (Row display mode) before the dialog begins. The
Display mode can also be toggled between Tabular and Row modes using the SWITCH Primary command or the S row
command.

Tabular Display Mode
In Tabular display mode, each table row appears as one row of the display. Rows and columns that do not fit on the
current display can be viewed by issuing the scroll commands UP, DOWN, LEFT, and RIGHT. The supported scroll
amounts are: PAGE, HALF, CSR, and a specific number of characters to be scrolled. You can also specify MAX or M as
a scroll amount to display the first column if the LEFT command was entered and the last column if the RIGHT command
was entered.
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In Tabular display mode, truncated columns are identified by the '>>  string in their column header. These truncated
columns cannot be modified directly. To change a truncated column, you can issue the ZOOM command or can toggle to
Row display mode. The following panel is a Table Display.

____________________________________________________________________

Col 1 of 258 --------- Data Object: RTE.DEMO_TABLE -------------- Row 1 from 9 

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

-    -        1                               2 3          4         

Rcmd Status   COMPANY_NAME         COMPANY_RANK CEO        FOUNDED_DA

''''          Company A___________      ______1 Anthony.A.Allen_____ 01/01/1990

''''          Company B___________      ______2 Barry.B.Baker_______ 01/01/1991

''''          Company C___________      ______3 Charles.C.Collins___ 01/01/1992

''''          Company D___________      ______4 David.D.Davis_______ 01/01/1993

''''          Company E___________      ______5 Eric.E.Edwards______ 01/01/1994

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

____________________________________________________________________

Tabular Display Mode – FILTER command
When you enter a FILTER primary command, a highlighted line is displayed. To select desired columns by value, replace
an asterisk with a value mask. As shown in the following panel, only rows that start from 1 in the column STAFF_
GROWTH are shown. To display all rows, replace the value in the filter line with an asterisk (*).

_______________________________________________________________________

Col 7 of 13 --- RTE.DEMO_TABLE ---------------------------------- Row 1 from 9 

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 

EDIT - Db2(D7GA)                       

              *                                    *           1*              

Rcmd Status   COMPANY_NAME         EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR STAFF_GROWTH REVENUE      

''''          Company A___________    __________9000      _____11 1000000000.00

''''          Company B___________    __________8000      _____12 900000000.00 

''''          Company C___________    __________7000      _____14 800000000.00 

''''          Company D___________    __________6000      _____16 700000000.00 

''''          Company I___________    __________1000      ____100 200000000.00 

******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

_______________________________________________________________________

Row Display Mode
Row display mode displays a single row as shown in the panel that follows and is started with the S row command or a
SWITCH primary command. You can use the UP and DOWN scroll commands to bring more columns into view. You can
use the NEXT and PREVIOUS Primary commands (typically assigned to PF11 and PF10, respectively) to display the next
or previous row of the table.

____________________________________________________________________

 Col 1 of 13 ------------- Db2 Table: RTE.DEMO_TABLE --------------- Row 1 of 9 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

 Row Cmd ===> _ Status ==>                        

 Rc Seq Column name/Type          Null Column Value                   

 ''   1 COMPANY_NAME (C20)..........   Company A___________           

 ''   2 COMPANY_RANK (S2)...........   ______1              

 ''   3 CEO (C20)...................   Anthony.A.Allen_____           
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 ''   4 FOUNDED_DATE (DT10).........   01/01/1990           

 ''   5 FOUNDED_TIME (TM8)..........   10.34.21             

 ''   6 FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP (TS26)....   1990-01-01-10.34.21.012345     

 ''   7 EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR (I4)......   _________10000                 

 ''   8 EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR (I4)......   __________9000                 

 ''   9 STAFF_GROWTH (S2)........... N _____11              

 ''  10 REVENUE (D132).............. N _____1000000000.00             

 ''  11 FLOATING_REVENUE (F4).......   ___________1000000000          

 ''  12 COMPANY_RATING (C3).........   A+_                  

 z'  13 COMMENTS (C40).............. N The leader in green widgets_____________ 

____________________________________________________________________

Column ZOOM command
You can also use the ZOOM primary command or the Z row command, to browse and edit extra wide columns in a Zoom
window as follows.

____________________________________________________________________

 Host/EDIT --------------- Zoom edit ------------------------- Columns 000 000  

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===>      

 Object Name... DEMO_TABLE          Column Name... COMMENTS           

 Object Owner.. RTE                 Column Type... CHAR(40)           

 ****** ************* Top of Data ************** +-----------------------------+

 000001 The leader in green widgets              + Edit Window       +

 ****** ************ Bottom of Data ************ +    for long columns. You can+

                                                 +    use any ISPF EDIT command+

                                                 +                   +

                                                 + Each window row is 40       +

                                                 +    characters wide, rows are+

                                                 +    appended one to another  +

                                                 +    as they are placed into  +

                                                 +    the original column      +

                                                 +-----------------------------+

____________________________________________________________________

While in the Zoom dialog, you can use all ISPF/Edit commands to edit data. If the data you enter is longer than the
defined width, it is truncated to the defined length.

Selecting Data for Edit
This topics that follow describe Host/EDIT facilities that allow you to select which Db2 table rows are fetched for edit.
These facilities are the QUERY specification dialog, Query By Example (QBE) dialog and SQL Draw dialog.

QUERY modification
If the Query Method specifies SQL (option S), Host/EDIT displays the following panel. You can specify any valid SQL
SELECT clause to be used by Host/EDIT to select a subset of table rows for edit. The only part of the SELECT statement
you cannot change is the SELECT * FROM table_name which is fixed.

____________________________________________________________________

---------------------------- Execute SQL Statements ---------------------------

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> PAGE 
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    Instruction:       

                 

       Enter WHERE clause to be used with SELECT statement.  Do not enter       

       the SELECT clause itself.  This fixed SELECT statement is assumed:       

         SELECT * FROM RTE.DEMO_TABLE    

                   

       Enter EXEC to start table edit    

                   

       Enter END or CANCEL to exit                

 ****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

 000001 where company_rank > 4                    

 ****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

____________________________________________________________________

You can use all ISPF/Edit commands to enter more clauses for the SQL SELECT statement. When you finish, press PF3
to save the data or issue the CANCEL command to abort the changes. The clauses that you enter are saved in the Host/
EDIT profile variable named RTEDSEL. By default, RTEDSEL is set to NULL (so an entire Db2 table is selected).

After you complete the Query Modification Dialog, Host/EDIT continues with the table display. You can save the current
query in the object repository by issuing the QUERY SAVE Primary command at any point during the Host/EDIT dialog.

Query By Example
The QBE Dialog lets you construct the SQL Select statement dynamically for each edit session without prior knowledge of
SQL syntax. The default QBE Dialog shows all table columns for selection in the order they are defined. The sample panel
that follows shows an example of the QBE Dialog for the Host/EDIT demonstration table.

NOTE
Host/EDIT provides a dialog to alter the default QBE form, allowing you to select some of the columns and order
them in the desired sequence. The default dialog also allows you to exclude selected columns.

_____________________________________________________________________

 Host/EDIT ---- Query By Example: RTE.DEMO_TABLE --------------------------------

 Command ===>     

                      

 Use symbols % and _ to activate LIKE predicate logic.  Use  > and < as a first 

 character in numeric column types.  ENTER to continue or END to exit dialog   

 

 Ord Dir Seq Column Name/Type             Column Value                

 ... .     1 COMPANY_NAME...........(C20) --------------------        

 ... .     2 COMPANY_RANK............(S2) -------           

 ... .     3 CEO....................(C20) --------------------        

 ... .     4 FOUNDED_DATE..........(DT10) ----------                  

 ... .     5 FOUNDED_TIME...........(TM8) --------          

 ... .     6 FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP.....(TS26) --------------------------            

 ... .     7 EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR.......(I4) --------------              

 ... .     8 EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR.......(I4) --------------              

 ... .     9 STAFF_GROWTH............(S2) -------           

 ... .    10 REVENUE...............(D132) ------------------          

 ... .    11 FLOATING_REVENUE........(F4) ---------------------       

 ... .    12 COMPANY_RATING..........(C3) ---               

 ... .    13 COMMENTS...............(C40) -----------------------------------   

_____________________________________________________________________
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If necessary, you can use the UP and DOWN PF keys to scroll through multiple pages of QBE prompting columns. When
finished, press ENTER to create the SQL query and execute it. If you want to cancel the dialog, press the END key. The
columns in Figure 1.8 have the following meanings:

• Ord contains an ordinal number (1,2,3...n) to specify the ordering of the rows of the query result. This information is
used to build the SQL query ORDER BY clause as illustrated in the example that follows.

• Dir specifies sort direction: Ascending or Descending. The default is A. Thus, ascending is assumed when you assign
Ord for a column but entered no value for Dir.

• Column Value specifies the value of the column to be used to select query result rows. You can use % and _
characters to select table rows using generic patterns via the SQL LIKE predicate. For numerical column values, you
can use the ‘>’ and ‘<’ operators in the first position of the column value to create a comparison predicate.

Example
_____________________________________________________________________

   Ord Dir Seq Column Name/Type     Column Value

   ..1 .     1 EMPNO...........(S2) >100--

   ..3 .     2 EMPNAME........(C16) Smith%----------

   ..2 D     3 EMPCITY........(C20) Chicago____________

   ... .     4 EMPPOSITION....(C10) CLERK--------------

_____________________________________________________________________

After you press ENTER, Host/EDIT constructs a SELECT statement corresponding to the values entered on the QBE
panel:

_____________________________________________________________________

   SELECT * FROM EMP.TABLE1

    WHERE EMPNO >100

      AND EMPNAME LIKE 'Smith%'

      AND EMPCITY LIKE 'Chicago___________'

      AND EMPPOSITION = 'CLERK'

    ORDER BY EMPNO ASC, EMPCITY DESC, EMPNAME ASC;

_____________________________________________________________________

NOTE

• When the `_’ (underscore) is used, the entire column value must be filled with `_’ (underscore) characters
• The EMPCITY and EMPPOSITION columns are case-sensitive so mixed and lower case characters are

significant
• The sort direction for the EMPNO and EMPNAME columns is ASC by default

The generated SELECT statement can be viewed in the active edit session by executing the QUERY
MODIFY command.

SQL Draw Dialog
Enter D in the Query method field of panel 1.2 to display the panel that follows. In the column whose heading label is S,
enter one of the following row commands:

• S - to select the column for display
• X - to exclude the column from display
• I - to insert a row if you need more space to specify a column value
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If you must present table rows in some sorted order, then use the columns that are labeled Ord and D to specify sort order
and sort direction respectively. Specify an integer such 1, 2,… to identify the sort columns and their sort order. Use the
column labeled D to specify the sort direction: A for ascending order and D for descending order.

For example, the SQL DRAW specifications show how to sort the table first by the CEO column in descending order and
second by FOUNDED_DATE in ascending order. In addition, display only those companies with a rank greater than 5.

_____________________________________________________________________

 Draw SQL WHERE clause for SELECT * FROM RTE.DEMO_TABLE ----- Row 1 to 13 of 13 

 Option ===> exec        

               

 Primary command:  EXEC execute query, END exit             

         SELECT / EXCLUDE all columns from display   

       

     S   accepts a row command such as (S)elect or e(X)clude          

     Ord denotes the sort order of the selected column(s)             

     D   denotes the sort direction: (A)scending or (D)escending  

    

       Sort- ----Column spec-----                 

 S Seq Ord D Type   Name          WHERE <column> ........             

 ============================================================================== 

 _ 1   ___ _ C COMPANY_NAME______ ______________________________________________

 _ 2   ___ _ S COMPANY_RANK______ > 5___________________________________________

 _ 3   1___D C CEO_______________ ______________________________________________

 _ 4   2__ A D FOUNDED_DATE______ ______________________________________________

 _ 5   ___ _ T FOUNDED_TIME______ ______________________________________________

 _ 6   ___ _ T FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP_ ______________________________________________

 _ 7   ___ _ I EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR_ ______________________________________________

 _ 8   ___ _ I EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR_ ______________________________________________

 _ 9   ___ _ S STAFF_GROWTH______ ______________________________________________

 _ 10  ___ _ D REVENUE___________ ______________________________________________

 _ 11  ___ _ F FLOATING_REVENUE__ ______________________________________________

 _ 12  ___ _ C COMPANY_RATING____ ______________________________________________

 _ 13  ___ _ C COMMENTS__________ ______________________________________________

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

_____________________________________________________________________

When you enter the EXEC primary command, the panel that follows appears. If you wish to see the actual SQL query that
is built by the SQL Draw Dialog, enter the QUERY MOD command next panel. This displays the generated SQL query on
the panel.

_____________________________________________________________________

Col 1 of 249 --------- Data Object: RTE.DEMO_TABLE -------------- Row 1 from 4 

Command ===> QUERY MOD                      Scroll ===> HALF 

-    1                               2 3          4            5     

Rcmd COMPANY_NAME         COMPANY_RANK CEO        FOUNDED_DATE FOUNDE

'''' Company I             9 Iris.I.Ivy           01/01/1998   10.34.

'''' Company H             8 Harry.H.Harper       01/01/1997   10.34.

'''' Company G             7 George.G.Gardener    01/01/1996   10.34.

'''' Company F             6 Frank.F.Friendly     01/01/1995   10.34.

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************
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_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

---------------------------- Execute SQL Statements ----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE 

    Instruction:             

           

       Enter WHERE clause to be used with SELECT statement.  Do not enter       

       the SELECT clause itself.  This fixed SELECT statement is assumed:       

         SELECT * FROM RTE.DEMO_TABLE   

                    

       Enter EXEC to start table edit 

                      

       Enter END or CANCEL to exit                

 ****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

 000001 WHERE  COMPANY_RANK > 5 ORDER BY CEO Desc, FOUNDED_DATE Asc             

 ****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

_____________________________________________________________________

For tables with many columns, you may wish to exclude all but several columns from the display. You can enter the
EXCLUDE and SELECT primary commands from the SQL DRAW panel to globally select or exclude table columns for
display. You can exclude or select individual columns by entering the X and S row commands in the column that is labeled
S. The default action, if no commands are entered, is to select all columns for display.

Resource serialization
To ensure Db2 table data integrity and contention-free operation, Host/EDIT provides the following serialization
mechanisms, which are controlled by the Host/EDIT profile variable RTEDSER:

• Db2 locking allows multiple users to fetch rows from a Db2 table for edit. All users may attempt simultaneous table
updates. Data integrity is controlled by Db2, based on table and application plan definitions. This is the default
serialization setting.

• Db2 table locking is accomplished by issuing the SQL statement:
LOCK TABLE table_name IN SHARE MODE

With Db2 table locking, only one user at a time can access a particular Db2 table. The table remains locked until the
edit session for this table is terminated. Should another user try to access this table while it is locked, their edit session
is aborted with a warning message.

• An ENQ/DEQ serialization protocol provides an alternative to Db2 locking. When a user attempts to edit a Db2 table,
Host/EDIT issues an ENQ macro with the following parameters:
          SCOPE: SYSTEM

          QNAME: RTEEDIT1

          RNAME: fully_qualified_db2_table_name

All future attempts to acquire this table for edit fails until table editing is complete and Host/EDIT issues a DEQ macro.

Commit Control
While a table is being modified and one of the Db2 locking mechanisms is in effect, periodic COMMIT commands should
be issued to minimize the contention associated with table access. Since there is significant overhead that is associated
with SQL COMMIT operations, your choice of commit frequency represents a trade-off between commit overhead versus
concurrency of access.
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Host/EDIT provides two explicit Primary commands, COMMIT and ROLLBACK, to give you direct control over commit
processing. There is also an auto-commit mechanism that causes Host/EDIT to issue a COMMIT after n-changes to a
Db2 table.

NULL Values
Host/EDIT supports (and displays) NULL column values in Row display mode only. If a column of a Db2 table is allowed to
have NULL values, then a non-blank NULL indicator appears on the Row display panel. For example, in the Row display,
columns 1 through 8 and column 11 cannot assume a NULL value. As such, their NULL indicator displays as a blank.
In contrast, columns 9, 10 and 13 permit NULL values, but currently contain non-NULL values as denoted by a non-null
indicator value of N.

To set a column to NULL, simply type Y in its null indicator field. To set a column which has a NULL value to some non-
NULL value, type that value into the column value field. The NULL indicator is changed to N when the column receives a
valid non-NULL value.

Updated Db2 data
Host/EDIT uses two different methods when updating existing data in the Db2 table that depend upon presence of primary
keys in the table being updated. In the following illustration, assume Host/EDIT is updating the Db2 table that is named
my_table which contains three columns: COL1, COL2, and COL3.

Updating Db2 tables with primary keys

In this example, COL1 is assumed to be a primary key. Host/EDIT constructs the following SQL statement to accomplish
the update:

UPDATE my_table

     SET   COL2 = new_col2value,

           COL3 = new_col3value

     WHERE COL1 = old_col1value;  

The value old_col1value within the WHERE clause ensures that only the row being updated on the screen is updated in
Db2 – a value of key column COL1 ensures the uniqueness of the row.

Updating Db2 tables without primary keys

In this example, COL1 is not a primary key. Host/EDIT constructs the following SQL statements to ensure that only the
intended row is updated:

DECLARE CSRx CURSOR FOR

 SELECT COL1, COL2, COL3 FROM my_table

  WHERE COL1 = old_col1value

    AND COL2 = old_col2value

    AND COL3 = old_col3value;

OPEN  CSRx;

FETCH CSRx INTO :hv1, :hv2, :hv3;

UPDATE my_table

 SET    COL2 = new_col2value,

        COL3 = new_col3value

  WHERE CURENT OF CSRx;   

CLOSE CSRx;
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In this case, only the row being changed on the screen is updated. If the Db2 table contains multiple rows which are
identical (all columns have the same values), then only the first row in the set of identical rows is updated. This is not a
problem since identical rows are indistinguishable. Thus, it makes no difference which row in the group is updated.

Pending State
Edit operations produce various pending states which require the appropriate user action. This article discusses the
pending states which can appear in the ‘Status’ column.

• PendIsrt This state is set when an Insert or Replace command is executed. You must modify at least one column in
the display for a new row to be inserted in the Db2 table. This operation is similar to the ISPF/Edit Insert command. If
you press the ENTER key without making any change to the new row, the row is not inserted in the Db2 table. Instead,
it is deleted from the display.

• Updated, Inserted, Deleted One of these states is shown only if you specify AUTOCMT as 0, i.e. no automatic
COMMIT follows any update operation. Even though row values are changed, these changes are not permanent until a
COMMIT is successfully issued. You can either issue a COMMIT command to complete the update operation or issue
a ROLLBACK command to abort the changes you made. If neither COMMIT nor ROLLBACK is performed, you are
presented with the ‘Editor END Confirmation’ panel (see Figure 1.12), which lets you accept or reject the changes
that you made to the table.

Figure 1.12 Editor END Confirmation

_____________________________________________________________________

 Host/EDIT ---------------------- Select Db2 Table ------------ Row 1 to 2 of 2 

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR  

 Row Cmds: Edit, Browse, Form, DDL, DROP, RUNS        

      

 SYSTABLES Specification                          

    Owner na +-------------------------------------------------+      

    Table Na |             Editor END Confirmation             |      

             |                                                 |      

 Rcmd Owner  | Confirm whether to save all changes to data     | ColCount Card  

 E''' RTE    |                                                 | 13       -1    

 '''' RTE    |    Added         Changed       Deleted          | 13       -1    

 *********** |    1             2             1                | ***************

             |                                                 |      

             | Do you want to save all edit changes?           |      

             | Y  Y - Save (COMMIT) all changes                |      

             |    N - Do not save (rollback) all changes       |      

             |                                                 |      

             +-------------------------------------------------+      

_____________________________________________________________________

NOTE
When operating with AUTOCMT set to 0 and updating a Db2 table, you hold this table in exclusive mode, so that
no other user can access it until you issue COMMIT or ROLLBACK.

Data Type Validation
When you enter data, Host/EDIT performs basic data type verification and range checking that is based on the defined
datatype. Host/EDIT enforces the following rules:

• Numeric Data Type -- all numeric values must be represented by numeric digits and must fall within these ranges:
-32,767  <  SMALLINT  <  32,767
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-2,147,483,647  <  INTEGER  <  2,147,483,647

• Decimal Data Type – Host/EDIT checks the scale and precision of column data.
• Float, Real, Double Precision -- Data must conform to either numeric or scientific notation. A range check is not

performed by the editor, but is checked by Db2.
• Character Data Type -- If the data length exceeds the length that is defined for the character column, then Host/EDIT

truncates the extra characters.
• DATE, TIME, and TIMESTAMP -- are fully supported in all formats: European, USA, ISO and Japanese.

In addition to the default data type validations described above, you can implement your own data validation exits, in
REXX or a high-level language, to enforce any data validation rule you choose (see Part III for details).

The Object Repository
The centerpiece of Host/EDIT is its Object Repository. The repository is a VSAM file or Db2 table that contains the
following Host/EDIT dialog building blocks: Profiles, Forms, Queries, QBE forms and Procedures. You may create one
or more Repositories or none at all. If a Repository is not defined, then default Profile, Form, Query, and QBE forms are
used. The Host/EDIT Default Profile is stored in the ISPF profile variable pool for the ISPF application ID RTE (member
RTEPROF of the ISPF profile dataset). The default Form corresponds, column for column with the structure of the Db2
table being processed. Column headings on the form are the same as the names of the column defined in the Db2
catalog. Column widths are derived from the column data type and length. The Default query selects an entire Db2 table
(‘SELECT * FROM table_name’). The default QBE dialog presents all table columns to allow you to specify row selection
criteria.

User Exits
You can develop exit routines to customize the operation of Host/EDIT. Site written exit routines can receive control at the
following points in processing:

• Edit session initialization
• Edit session termination
• Before a query is issued to select data from a Db2 table
• Data validation
• When row commands are entered (allowing you to develop your own row commands)
• When Primary commands are entered (allowing you to develop your own primary commands)
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Installing
The batch job streams must be modified in keeping with your installation conventions regarding dataset names, device
names, and so on. Installation-dependent JCL parameters appear in this section as values within quotes ?Likethis? to
make them easier to recognize. Modify these parameters before the job streams are submitted.

See the $RTEREAD member of the restored CRAIJCL library for the values you should substitute for the ?quoted
variables?. Some symbolic variables should be replaced with literal values exactly as defined in the $RTEREAD member
while other symbolic variables are replaced with site-specific values that you designate.

Pre-installation Planning
This article lists the Host/EDIT library and dataset names and descriptions.

Before you begin the installation process, identify:

• The name of the Db2 plan to be used by Host/EDIT. The default plan name is of the form RTEvrm, where v, r, and m
are Host/EDIT Version, Release, and Modification levels respectively.

• The name of the Db2 database (and tablespace) in which the Host/EDIT demo table will be created.

The installer must also have authority to BIND the Db2 application plan to be used by Host/EDIT.

The Host/EDIT libraries that are installed during the SMP/E process are:

• CRAIDBRM: Db2 database request modules
• CRAIEXEC: REXX Execs
• CRAIJCL: Release notes, installation JCL, and JCL to build and run sample applications
• CRAILRAI: The extended base load library, which also includes IRX REXX initialization modules
• CRAILOAD: The base load library, which also includes a load module that contains an RAI PC sub-function to be

loaded by CCS
• CRAIMAC: Macro library
• CRAIMSG: ISPF message library
• CRAIPNL: ISPF panel library
• CRAIPROC: JCL procedures
• CRAISAMP: Sample data for IVPs, assembler, C/C++, PL/1 program sources, and DBD gen for a sample IMS

database
• CRAISKL: ISPF file tailoring skeleton library
• CRAISQL: Db2 DDL files
• CRAIOPTN: Various product customization and runtime options and parameters
• CRAIHELP: ISPF help library

Installation Summary
This section summarizes the steps to install Host/EDIT.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain mainframe z/OS products.
The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire the
products and make them ready for use in a production environment. 

This section summarizes the steps necessary to install Host/EDIT.

1. Install the RAI pax file, including the RAI Server. For the installation and configuration steps, see the RAI Server
documentation. After you complete the installation, return to this topic to complete the Host/EDT configuration.
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2. Customize the RTE and RTESTART members of the CRAIEXEC library to specify the high-level qualifiers of the Host/
EDIT target libraries installed at your site. See Customize the RTE Exec.

3. BIND the Host/EDIT plan in each Db2 subsystem in which Host/EDIT will be installed. See Prepare Host/EDIT for
Invocation (Job RTEJTI).

4. Verify Host/EDIT installation by creating the Host/EDIT DEMO_TABLE and conducting the tutorial dialog that is
described in Getting Started.

5. Deploy Host/EDIT for general usage. See Deploy Host/EDIT into Production.

Define the RAI Server Address Space
For information about how to define the RAI Server Address space, see the RAI Server documentation.

Customize the RTE Exec
Copy the execs that are named RTE and RTEBOOT from the Host/EDIT distribution library whose low-level qualifier is
CRAIXEC to a partitioned dataset that is pre-allocated (using LOGON JCL, REXX exec, or TSO CLIST) to the SYSEXEC
or SYSPROC DDname.

You must modify the RTE exec before you can run the Host/EDIT dialog. However, do not alter the RTEBOOT exec.

The following example shows the modifiable portion of the RTE exec. The numbers in parentheses correspond to the
notes that follow the example.

rtequal = '?rtehlq?'                          (1)

Dynamic_libraries = 'Y'                       (2)

(1) In the string '?rtehlq?', replace rtehlq with the high level qualifiers of your Host/EDIT target libraries.

(2) The default value 'Y' directs Host/EDIT to dynamically define its panel, message, and load module libraries to ISPF.
You can accept this default during the initial installation of Host/EDIT.

The value N provides better performance but requires the Host/EDIT panel, message, load module, and exec libraries be
pre-allocated before ISPF is invoked.

WARNING
Before you run Host/EDIT, verify that the SDSNLOAD library is allocated in your TSO session. The SDSNLOAD
library may be allocated to STEPLIB or ISPLLIB or may be defined in the LINKLIST concatenation.

Prepare Host/EDIT for Invocation (Job RTEJTI)
This article explains how to tailor and successfully execute installation job RTEJTI.

You must tailor and successfully execute installation job RTEJTI to:

• Specify default parameters
• Bind the Db2 application place used by Host/EDIT
• Grant execute authority for Db2 application plan to PUBLIC

The job RTEJTI is found in the CRAIJCL library.

______________________________________________________________________________________

//jobcard  JOB                            

//*                             

//  SET  Db2HLQ=?db2hlq?     High level qualifier of Db2 libs 

//  SET  RAIHLQ=?raihlq?     High level qualifiers of the RAI 

//*                             

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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//*                             

//*    (c) Copyright Broadcom, Inc. 2022.            

//*                             

//*    Job = RTEJTI                       

//*    Status = Version 05 Release 01 Modification level 00             

//*                             

//*    This job performs the following functions:             

//*                             

//*       1. Zap RLX$TSD with specified defauls               

//*                             

//*       2. Tailor DSN BIND control statements and BIND      

//*          the RTE packages and plans             

//*                             

//*       3. Grant public access to the RTE plan              

//*                             

//*    Note: Make sure to edit this JCL with CAPS ON          

//*                             

//*                             

//*    Edit this jobstream as follows:              

//*    ===============================              

//*                             

//*    1.  Add a valid job card                     

//*                             

//*    2.  Change '?db2hlq?' to the high level qualifier      

//*        of the Db2 SDSNLOAD library.             

//*                             

//*                             

//*    3.  Globally change all occurences of the following              

//*        parameter strings as described below:              

//*                             

//*        a.  Change '?raihlq?' to the high level qualifiers           

//*            of the RTE libraries you created at you site.            

//*            Default: RTE.R21.                 

//*                             

//*        b.  Change '?sn?' to Db2 subsystem name where you will BIND  

//*            RTE packages and plans.              

//*                             

//*        c.  Change '?plan?' to RTE plan name base - must be six      

//*            characters. The name will be used to form plan names     

//*            ending with all possible ISOLATION values: CS,RR,UR,RS.  

//*            Default - RTE510 will result in four RTE plans being     

//*            bound with names: RTE510CS, RTE510RR, RTE510UR, RTE510RS 

//*                             

//*        d.  Change '?owner?' to secondary authorization ID to be     

//*            be used in BIND command as OWNER and in GRANT command as 

//*            an SQLID.                  

//*                             

//*    4.  Submit this job.               

//*                             

//*    Expected completion: COND CODE  0000                   

//*                             

//*                             

//*    History : 03.23.2010 - piv                   
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//*                             

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*                             

//*       1. Zap RLX$TSD with specified defauls               

//*                             

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//DEFAULT EXEC PGM=RLXJTSD,COND=(4,LT),REGION=2M,             

//        PARM=(?sn?,RTE510CS,N)  

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&RAIHLQ..CRAILRAI,DISP=SHR  

//         DD  DSN=&RAIHLQ..CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR                  

//         DD  DSN=&Db2HLQ..SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR                 

//         DD  DSN=&Db2HLQ..SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR                 

//SYSLIB   DD  DSN=&RAIHLQ..CRAILOAD,DISP=SHR       *for IMASPZAP        

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                             *for IMASPZAP        

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*                   

//SYSIN    DD  DSN=&&SPZAPIN,DISP=(,PASS,DELETE),UNIT=SYSDA,            

//             SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000)   

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*                             

//*       2. Tailor DSN BIND control statements and BIND the            

//*          RTE packages and plans                 

//*                             

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//BIND    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT1A,COND=(4,LT),DYNAMNBR=20,REGION=0M           

//STEPLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&Db2HLQ..SDSNEXIT                 

//         DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&Db2HLQ..SDSNLOAD                 

//DBRMLIB  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&RAIHLQ..CRAIDBRM                  

//SYSEXEC  DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=&RAIHLQ..CRAIEXEC                  

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*                   

//SYSPRINT DD  SYSOUT=*                   

//SYSTSIN  DD  *                          

TSOLIB ACT DA('?raihlq?.CRAILRAI, ?raihlq?.CRAILOAD')                   

RTEJBAP Db2(?sn?) PLAN(?plan?) OWNER(?owner?)                 

/*                              

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//*                             

//*       3. Grant public access to the RTE plan              

//*                             

//*-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//GRANT   EXEC PGM=RLXJGPDP,COND=(4,LT),REGION=0M, 

//             PARM=(?sn?,?plan?CS,?owner?) 

//STEPLIB  DD  DSN=&RAIHLQ..RTELOAD,DISP=SHR 

//         DD  DSN=&Db2HLQ..SDSNEXIT,DISP=SHR 

//         DD  DSN=&Db2HLQ..SDSNLOAD,DISP=SHR 

//ISPMLIB  DD  DSN=&RAIHLQ..CRAIMSG,DISP=SHR 

//SYSTSPRT DD  SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=629) 

                       

___________________________________________________________________________________

Follow the instructions embedded in the JCL to change the variables within question marks, like ?db2hlq?, with site-
dependent values. Submit the BIND job and expect a Completion code = 0000.
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Invoking Host/EDIT
This article describes how to invoke the product.

Host/EDIT is invoked by executing the RTE exec with parameters. To display Host/EDIT Primary Menu, execute the
following command:

RTE MENU

You must complete steps documented Deploy Host/Edit into Production to make Host/EDIT operational.

  ---------------------- Host/EDIT Primary Menu ------------------------

  Option ===>                                                                    

                                                                                 

  1  DB2      DB2 tables and Views                                              

  2  VSAM     VSAM KSDS, RRDS, and ESDS files                                    

  3  SAM      Sequential Files and PDS members                                  

  4  ISPF     ISPF tables                                                        

  5  REPO     Repository Manager                                                

  X  Exit     Leave the HOST/EDIT dialog                                        

      

  Release 20.1 (c) Copyright Broadcom, Inc. 2022

Specify Option 1 and press ENTER to invoke Host/EDIT for Db2.

The following panel appears.

You can also enter Host/EDIT for Db2 directly, bypassing Host/EDIT Primary Menu, by executing the following command:
RTE (without any parameters)

_____________________________________________________________________

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for Db2 --------------------------------

 Option ===>                            

                              

    e  - Edit dialog (default)          o  - Modify session options             

    b  - Browse dialog                  f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

    ri - Referential edit dialog        ex - Explain or run SQL statements      

                              

 Db2 Table Specification                          

    Table Creator  ===> RTE        (Owner of the Db2 table or view   )

    Table name     ===> DEMO_TABLE (Name of the table, view or alias )

    Location       ===>            (Server name defined to local Db2 )

    Database       ===>            (List tables within databases     )

    Tablespace     ===>            (List tables within tablespaces   )

                              

 Data presentation control                        

    Start from row ===> 1          (First row from answer set to edit)

    Max # of rows  ===> 0          (To retrieve and display for edit )

    Query method   ===> Q          (S = SQL, Q=QBE, D=Draw, N=None   )

    Form name      ===>            (Display FORM name for Db2 table  )

_____________________________________________________________________

On the line with the Option prompt, enter the DEMODb2 N command.

_____________________________________________________________________
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---------------------------- Host/EDIT for Db2 --------------------------------

 Option ===> DEMODb2 N                    

                              

    e  - Edit dialog (default)          o  - Modify session options             

    b  - Browse dialog                  f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

    ri - Referential edit dialog        ex - Explain or run SQL statements      

                              

 Db2 Table Specification                          

    Table Creator  ===> RTE        (Owner of the Db2 table or view   )

    Table name     ===> DEMO_TABLE (Name of the table, view or alias )

    Location       ===>            (Server name defined to local Db2 )

    Database       ===>            (List tables within databases     )

    Tablespace     ===>            (List tables within tablespaces   )

                              

 Data presentation control                        

    Start from row ===> 1          (First row from answer set to edit)

    Max # of rows  ===> 0          (To retrieve and display for edit )

    Query method   ===> Q          (S = SQL, Q=QBE, D=Draw, N=None   )

    Form name      ===>            (Display FORM name for Db2 table  )

_____________________________________________________________________

The panel entitled Create Db2 Demo Table appears:

___________________________________________________________________

 +-------------------------------------------------------------+

 | Host/EDIT ----- Create Db2 demo table --------------------- |

 | Option ===>                                                 |

 |                                                             |

 | Host/EDIT Demo Table Specification                          |

 |    Owner Id    ===> RTE                                     |

 |    Name        ===> DEMO_TABLE                              |

 |    Table Space ===>                                         |

 |    Data Base   ===> DSNDB04                                 |

 |                                                             |

 | Press ENTER to create Host/EDIT Demo Table or END to exit   |

 |                                                             |

 |                                                             |

 +-------------------------------------------------------------

___________________________________________________________________

You can specify an explicit Table Space and different database for the Host/EDIT demo table. Press ENTER to create the
table and populate it with data.

After the Demo table is successfully created, you can verify Host/EDIT installation by running the tutorial.

Deploy Host/EDIT into Production
Once Host/EDIT is installed and verified, you can deploy the product to the general user community. We recommend the
following deployment procedure:

1. Grant the EXECUTE PLAN privilege to those users authorized to run Host/EDIT.
2. Define Host/EDIT as an ISPF selection menu option.
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Define Host/EDIT as an ISPF Selection Menu Option
The following panels illustrate how to set up Host/EDIT as option ‘E’ on the Db2I Primary Option Menu.

                   Db2I PRIMARY OPTION MENU                 

 COMMAND ===>                           

                              

 Select one of the following Db2 functions and press ENTER.           

                              

  1  SPUFI                  (Process SQL statements)                  

  2  DCLGEN                 (Generate SQL and source language declarations)

  3  PROGRAM PREPARATION    (Prepare a Db2 application program to run)          

  4  PRECOMPILE             (Invoke Db2 precompiler)                  

  5  BIND/REBIND/FREE       (BIND, REBIND, or FREE plans or packages)           

  6  RUN                    (RUN an SQL program)            

  7  Db2 COMMANDS           (Issue Db2 commands)            

  8  UTILITIES              (Invoke Db2 utilities)          

  D  Db2I DEFAULTS          (Set global parameters)                   

  E  Host/EDIT for Db2      (Edit Db2 tables)    

  X  EXIT                   (Leave Db2I)                    

  PRESS:           END to exit      HELP for more information 

&SEL = TRANS(TRUNC(&OPT,'.')                        

           0,'CMD(%DSNEAC01)'             /* Service aids (debugging)*/ 

           1,'CMD(%DSNESC01 FUNC(SPUFI))' /* SPUFI                   */ 

           2,'CMD(%DSNEDC01)'             /* DCLGEN                  */ 

           3,'CMD(%DSNEPC01)'             /* Program preparation     */ 

           4,'CMD(%DSNETC01)'             /* Precompile              */ 

           5,'PANEL(DSNEBP01)'            /* BIND primary option     */ 

           6,'CMD(%DSNERC01)'             /* RUN                     */ 

           7,'CMD(%DSNEKC01)'             /* Db2 commands            */ 

           8,'CMD(%DSNEUC01)'             /* Utilities               */ 

           D,'CMD(%DSNEOC01)'             /* Defaults                */ 

           E,’CMD(RTE)’                   /* Host/EDIT for Db2       */

           X,'EXIT'                       /* Leave Db2I              */ 

           *,'?')                         

 &ZTRAIL = .TRAIL                         /* Allow selection chaining*/ 

)END                            

Pre-allocate the Host/EDIT Libraries
For the fastest access to Host/EDIT, pre-allocate the Host/EDIT dialog libraries in any logon procedures, CLISTs, or Execs
in which they might be allocated. The following example shows the DDNAMEs to which the Host/EDIT datasets must be
concatenated.

DD name    Host/EDIT dataset

-------    ----------------------------------------------

SYSEXEC    ?RTEHLQ?.CRAIEXEC   Host/EDIT execs

ISPMLIB    ?RTEHLQ?.CRAIMSG   Host/EDIT Message Library
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ISPPLIB    ?RTEHLQ?.CRAIPNL   Host/EDIT Panel Library

To properly pre-allocate the Host/EDIT load module library (the data sets whose low-level qualifiers are CRAILRAI and
CRAILOAD), ensure that the CRAILRAI and CRAILOAD libraries are in the MVS search order through one of the following
methods:

• Allocate it to STEPLIB in your TSO LOGON procedure
• Allocate it to DDNAME ISPLLIB (the ISPF task library) before invoking ISPF
• Define it as part of the MVS LINKLIST concatenation

You must also inform Host/EDIT that its dialog libraries are pre-allocated. To do so modify the RTE exec. The following
sample illustrates the line in the RTE exec you must change.

Dynamic_libraries = 'N'                          (1)

(1) Change the default value for the variable Dynamic_libraries from 'Y' to 'N'. This value tells Host/EDIT that its panel,
message, exec, and load module libraries are all pre-allocated.
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Using
The topics in this section provide a tutorial. They guide you through editing a Db2 demonstration table. With the Db2
Demonstration Table, you can exercise most Host/EDIT commands and can see the results of their execution. You
can insert, modify, and delete rows of this Demo table without restriction because the demonstration table can be
recreated with the DEMODb2 Primary Command at any time. We recommend you create your own demonstration table
so you will not impact other users running this tutorial. The following discussion assumes a Db2 table that is named
RTE.DEMO_TABLE, the default name supplied by Broadcom.

Ad-hoc Table Editing
First, we demonstrate a session for ad-hoc Db2 table editing. If Host/EDIT is installed on an ISPF Menu panel, then select
it, otherwise enter the following command from ISPF Option 6: RTE

You should see the Host/EDIT for Db2 panel as follows.

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for Db2 --------------------------------

Option ===>                

            

   e  - Edit dialog (default)          o  - Modify session options             

   b  - Browse dialog                  f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

   ri - Referential edit dialog        ex - Explain or run SQL statements    

  

Db2 Table Specification                          

   Table Creator  ===> RTE        (Owner of the Db2 table or view   )

   Table name     ===> DEMO_TABLE (Name of the table, view or alias )

   Location       ===>            (Server name defined to local Db2 )

   Database       ===>            (List tables within databases     )

   Tablespace     ===>            (List tables within tablespaces   )

Data presentation control                        

   Start from row ===> 1          (First row from answer set to edit)

   Max # of rows  ===> 0          (To retrieve and display for edit )

   Query method   ===> Q          (S = SQL, Q=QBE, D=Draw, N=None   )

   Form name      ===>            (Display FORM name for Db2 table  )

If at any time you need assistance, press the PF1 key to display a help panel. When using Host/EDIT for the first time, or
if you are unsure which Db2 system you are using, enter the O command in the Option ===> field to display a Session
Profile panel. Verify the name of the Db2 subsystem and the plan name. Then press the END key (PF3) to redisplay the
Host/EDIT for Db2 panel.

Review the Session Profile
You can review your Host/EDIT session profile and modify it as needed.

Enter the O command or use the PROFILE MODIFY command to review your ISPF Session Profile. It unfolds on the
panels in this topic. Press the ENTER key to display successive panels, or PF3 to return to the Host/EDIT for Db2 panel.

1. Enter the O command in the Option field to display the Session Profile panel. Alternatively, you can use the PROFILE
MODIFY command.

2. Modify the parameters and options in the Dialog Profile Variables screen as needed.
3. Press Enter to edit the next panel of options.
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4. Press F3 to exit and save your changes.

 --------------------------- Dialog Profile Variables --------------------------

 Option ===>                            

 Db2 Connection Parameters                       

    Db2 Subsystem Name........ ===> DSN1      (to which Host/EDIT will connect)

    Db2 Application Plan...... ===> RTEvrm                 

    Current SQL ID ........... ===> authid  

 Table access control and display modes                     

    Auto commit frequency .... ===> 0         (1 = after every change )         

    Resource serialization ... ===> N         (N=None, L=Lock, E=ENQ )          

    Initial display mode ..... ===> T         (T=Tabular display; R=Row display)

    Edit or browse ........... ===> E         (E=Allow to change; B=Browse only)

    Truncate wide columns .... ===> N         (Y/N - Show only first 40 bytes ) 

    Maximum rows to retrieve.. ===> 0         (0 = all rows )         

    Translate to uppercase.... ===> N         (Y/N)         

          

Default width for datatypes                      

    Maximum column width (Tbl) ===> 30        (Number 1-99999, for Tabular mode)

    Maximum column width (Row) ===> 40        (Number 1-40, Row mode)           

    Float datatype width ..... ===> 21        (Number 1-21)           

    Integer datatype width ... ===> 14        (Number 1-14)           

    Smallint datatype width... ===> 7         (Number 1-5)            

 -------------------------- Dialog Profile Variables 2 --------------------------

 Option ===>                            

 RTE016 - Profile variables were successfully updated                 

 Host/EDIT Dialog Flow                            

    Ad hoc QUERY  ===> N        (Specify any SQL SELECT statement)              

    QBE Dialog    ===> Y        (Conduct Query By Example Dialog)     

    Form Dialog   ===> N        (Conduct Initial Form Tailoring Dialog) 

        

 Host/EDIT Repository                             

    Repo Name     ===> RTE.VtRtMt.RTEREPO                   

    Resides in    ===> V        (D=Db2, V=VSAM)       

      

 Run-Time Parameters                    

    QBE form name ===>                            

    QUERY name    ===>                            

    User Initialization exit name   ===>                    

    User Termination exit name      ===>                    

    User Row Selection Exit name    ===>                    

    User Primary Commands Processor ===>                    

    User Row     Commands Processor ===>                    

    User Data Validation exit name  ===>                    

 ------------------------- Dialog Profile Variables 3 --------------------------

 Command ===>                           

 Db2 System table (or shadow table) to search for table names:        

    Table creator   ===> SYSIBM                   

    Table name      ===> SYSTABLES     
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 Date / Time Format                     

    Date format     ===> U           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS)

    Time format     ===> I           (I - ISO,U - USA,E - EUR,J - JIS)

 Specify Color Attributes             W - White             

    Input  - Normal ===> G            R - Red               

    Input  - High   ===> P            B - Blue              

    Output - Normal ===> Y            G - Green             

    Output - High   ===> R            P - Pink              

    Text   - Normal ===> T            Y - Yellow            

    Text   - High   ===> W            T - Turquoise                   

Creating a Db2 Demonstration Table
Enter the DEMODb2 primary command to display the pop-up panel that follows. You can keep the default parameters
shown or can change them as required.

Host/EDIT ------ Create Db2 demo table ---------------------

      Option ===>                  

      Host/EDIT Demo Table Specification                

         Owner Id    ===> RTE                

         Name        ===> DEMO_TABLE                   

         Table Space ===>                    

         Data Base   ===> DSNDB04            

Selecting from a list of Tables
When filling in fields in the Db2table qualification group of fields on the panel that follows, you can do one of the
following:

1. Fully qualify the Db2 table name by entering both Table Creator and Table Name fields and do not use the ‘%’ and ‘_’
characters in either field.

2. Omit values for Table Creator and/or Table Name or use the ‘%’ or ‘_’ characters in the Table Creator and Table
Name fields.

In case (1), an Edit or Browse dialog commences immediately, provided a fully qualified Db2 Table exists. In this case, the
fields Database and Tablespace are ignored.

In case (2), Host/EDIT internally creates the SQL query that selects rows from the Db2 catalog table SYSTABLES (or
its shadow) that satisfy the selection criteria that are entered in the group of fields labeled Db2 Table Specification.
To illustrate this, suppose we enter fields as shown in Host/EDIT for Db2 panel that follows. Host/EDIT constructs and
executes the following SQL statement:

SELECT * FROM SYSIBM.SYSTABLES WHERE DBNAME = 'DSNDB06’ AND TSNAME LIKE ‘SYSDD%’

This produces the scrollable presentation that is shown in the Select Db2 Table panel.

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for Db2 --------------------------------

Option ===>                            

   e  - Edit dialog (default)          o  - Modify session options             

   b  - Browse dialog                  f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

   ri - Referential edit dialog        ex - Explain or run SQL statements  
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Db2 Table Specification                          

   Table Creator  ===>            (Owner of the Db2 table or view   )

   Table name     ===>            (Name of the table, view or alias )

   Location       ===>            (Server name defined to local Db2 )

   Database       ===> DSNDB06    (List tables within databases     )

   Tablespace     ===> SYSDD%     (List tables within tablespaces   )

Data presentation control                        

   Start from row ===> 1          (First row from answer set to edit)

   Max # of rows  ===> 0          (To retrieve and display for edit )

   Query method   ===> Q          (S = SQL, Q=QBE, D=Draw, N=None   )

   Form name      ===>            (Display FORM name for Db2 table  )

 Host/EDIT ---------------------- Select Db2 Table ------------ Row 1 to 7 of 7 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

 Row Cmds: Edit, Browse, Form, DDL, DROP, RUNS    

          

 SYSTABLES Specification                          

    Owner name   ===> SYSIBM                      

    Table Name   ===> SYSTABLES        

           

 Rcmd Owner    Name             Type  DbName   TsName   Created  ColCount Card  

 '''' SYSIBM   MODESELECT         T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   5        -1    

 '''' SYSIBM   LUMODES            T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   4        -1    

 '''' SYSIBM   LULIST             T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   3        -1    

 '''' SYSIBM   USERNAMES          T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   6        -1    

 '''' SYSIBM   LUNAMES            T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   9        -1    

 '''' SYSIBM   LOCATIONS          T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   5        -1    

 '''' SYSIBM   IPNAMES            T   DSNDB06  SYSDDF   SYSIBM   5        -1    

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Enter one of the supported Row commands in the Rcmd column and press ENTER. If you enter E or B, the selected table
or view is Edited or Browsed respectively.

Table Editing in Tabular Mode
The following panel displays the demonstration table in tabular display mode. The edit session starts in tabular mode
because we specified Initial display mode as T on Session Profile Panel I.

 Col 1 of 258 --------- Data Object: RTE.DEMO_TABLE -------------- Row 1 from 9 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

 -    -        1                               2 3          4         

 Rcmd Status   COMPANY_NAME         COMPANY_RANK CEO        FOUNDED_DA

 ''''          Company A___________      ______1 Anthony.A.Allen_____ 01/01/1990

 ''''          Company B___________      ______2 Barry.B.Baker_______ 01/01/1991

 ''''          Company C___________      ______3 Charles.C.Collins___ 01/01/1992

 ''''          Company D___________      ______4 David.D.Davis_______ 01/01/1993

 ''''          Company E___________      ______5 Eric.E.Edwards______ 01/01/1994

 ''''          Company F___________      ______6 Frank.F.Friendly____ 01/01/1995
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 ''''          Company G___________      ______7 George.G.Gardener___ 01/01/1996

 ''''          Company H___________      ______8 Harry.H.Harper______ 01/01/1997

 ''''          Company I___________      ______9 Iris.I.Ivy__________ 01/01/1998

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Press PF11 to see the columns of the table beyond column 4. The following panel appears.

 Col 33 of 258 --------- Data Object: RTE.DEMO_TABLE ------------- Row 1 from 9 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

 -    -        2 3                    4            5            6     

 Rcmd Status   K CEO                  FOUNDED_DATE FOUNDED_TIME FOUNDED_TIMESTAM

 s'''          1 Anthony.A.Allen_____ 01/01/1990   10.34.21     1990-01-01-10.34

 ''''          2 Barry.B.Baker_______ 01/01/1991   10.34.21     1991-01-01-10.34

 ''''          3 Charles.C.Collins___ 01/01/1992   10.34.21     1992-01-01-10.34

 ''''          4 David.D.Davis_______ 01/01/1993   10.34.21     1993-01-01-10.34

 ''''          5 Eric.E.Edwards______ 01/01/1994   10.34.21     1994-01-01-10.34

 ''''          6 Frank.F.Friendly____ 01/01/1995   10.34.21     1995-01-01-10.34

 ''''          7 George.G.Gardener___ 01/01/1996   10.34.21     1996-01-01-10.34

 ''''          8 Harry.H.Harper______ 01/01/1997   10.34.21     1997-01-01-10.34

 ''''          9 Iris.I.Ivy__________ 01/01/1998   10.34.21     1998-01-01-10.34

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

By default, PF11 is assigned to the RIGHT command. Initially, the scroll amount is set to HALF (40 chars). Enter 1 in
the Command field and then press PF11. Observe the change to the display. Repeat this several times. Then, enter M
in the Command field and press PF10 (the LEFT command) to request a leftward scroll for the maximum amount. You
should see Figure 2.8 again with the table that is positioned at column 1.

Table Editing in Row mode
Enter S in the Rcmd field of the first row in Tabular Display to produce the Row-oriented display.

 Col 1 of 13 -------------- Db2 Table: RTE.DEMO_TABLE -------------- Row 1 of 9 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

 Row Cmd ===> _ Status ==>                        

 Rc Seq Column name/Type          Null Column Value                   

 ''   1 COMPANY_NAME (C20)..........   Company A___________           

 ''   2 COMPANY_RANK (S2)...........   ______1              

 ''   3 CEO (C20)...................   Anthony.A.Allen_____           

 ''   4 FOUNDED_DATE (DT10).........   01/01/1990           

 ''   5 FOUNDED_TIME (TM8)..........   10.34.21             

 ''   6 FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP (TS26)....   1990-01-01-10.34.21.012345     

 ''   7 EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR (I4)......   _________10000                 

 ''   8 EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR (I4)......   __________9000                 

 ''   9 STAFF_GROWTH (S2)........... N _____11              

 ''  10 REVENUE (D132).............. N _____1000000000.00             

 ''  11 FLOATING_REVENUE (F4).......   ___________1000000000          

 ''  12 COMPANY_RATING (C3).........   A+_                  

 Z'  13 COMMENTS (C40).............. N The leader in green widgets_____________ 
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The ZOOM command lets you edit character-datatype columns that exceed 40 characters in length. Enter the Z (ZOOM)
command in the Rc field next to the column named COMMENTS (column 13) and press ENTER. Host/EDIT displays the
Zoom Edit panel.

Host/EDIT --------------- Zoom edit ------------------------- Columns 000 000  

Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> PAGE 

Object Name... DEMO_TABLE          Column Name... COMMENTS           

Object Owner.. RTE       Column Type... CHAR(40)        

   

****** ************* Top of Data ************** +-----------------------------+

000001 The leader in green widgets              + Edit Window                 +

****** ************ Bottom of Data ************ +    for long columns. You can+

                                                +    use any ISPF EDIT command+

                                                +                             +

                                                + Each window row is 40       +

                                                +    characters wide, rows are+

                                                +    appended one to another  +

                                                +    as they are placed into  +

                                                +    the original column      +

                                                +-----------------------------+

You can use any ISPF/Edit command while in Zoom-edit mode. Modify data as appropriate and press PF3 to exit. If you
want to abort the changes, enter the CANCEL Primary command.

Use UP (PF7) and DOWN (PF8) commands to page through one-row display.

While in row display mode, press PF11 (the NEXT primary command) to display the next table row or press PF10 (the
PREV primary command) to display the previous row of the table.

Finally, you can enter the SWITCH Primary command to display the table in tabular mode once again.

Requesting and Using Online Help
Press PF1 or enter the HELP command to request on-line help. Host/EDIT help is displayed using ISPF Browse so you
can use all valid Browse commands to locate information. A help panel displayed when you press PF1 while in Edit or
Browse.

 BROWSE -- Help facility  --------------------------- Line 00000000 Col 001 080 

 COMMAND ===>                                                   SCROLL ===> CSR  

********************************* Top of Data **********************************

                   Host/EDIT Primary Commands                

                   =========================                

Primary commands are commands you enter on the panel's COMMAND line. The primary

commands are described in alphabetical order.  Each description includes full   

command syntax and usage notes where applicable.  All Primary commands can be   

abbreviated to the first three characters of the command name. 

       

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

| AUTOCMT nnnn                                                                | 

+-----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
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The AUTOCMT command defines a numeric count of the maximum number of update     

operations before Host/EDIT commits the changes.  If nnnn is set to 0 then       

Host/EDIT does not automatically commit data changes.  The profile variable      

RTEPACF has the value nnnn assigned to it.  

                

Related commands: COMMIT, ROLLBACK.               

If a Primary command is entered incompletely or with the incorrect syntax, Host/EDIT prompts you with a command
syntax message. For example, if you entered the command QBE without operands, the following message appears in the
following panel.

 Col 1 of 258 --------- Data Object: RTE.DEMO_TABLE -------------- Row 5 from 9 

 Command ===> QBE                                              Scroll ===> HALF

 -    -        1                               2 3          4         

 Rcmd Status   COMPANY_NAME         COMPANY_RANK CEO        FOUNDED_DA

 ''''          Company F___________      ______6 Frank.F.Friendly____ 01/01/1995

 ''''          Company G___________      ______7 George.G.Gardener___ 01/01/1996

 ''''          Company H___________      ______8 Harry.H.Harper______ 01/01/1997

 ''''          Company I___________      ______9 Iris.I.Ivy__________ 01/01/1998

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

---------------------------------------------------------------------------     

| RTE060 - Command syntax is: QBE {MODIFY | LOAD | SAVE | TEST} <qbeName> |     

| <access> <description>                    |     

---------------------------------------------------------------------------     

Specific Table Edit
If you have already designed a FORM, QUERY or QBE object for a specific Db2 table, you can invoke Host/EDIT and
bypass the Edit and Browse Options panel. To accomplish this, you must specify a fully qualified Db2 table name:

RTE OWNER(rte) OBJECT(demo_table) FORM(form) QUERY(query)

This command invokes the Host/EDIT demonstration table for edit with the form named form. The edit session
commences immediately and uses the SQL Query that is named query to fetch selected Db2 table rows.

A Host/EDIT dialog can be invoked from a REXX EXEC using a CALL command, for example:

CALL RTE ‘OWNER(rte) OBJECT(demo_table) FORM(form) QUERY(query)’

A Host/EDIT dialog can be invoked from any High-Level Language as follows:

CALL ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(RTE OWNER(rte) OBJECT(demo_table)

    FORM(form) QUERY(query))
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Commands
This section describes the Host/EDIT Primary and Row commands.

Primary Commands
This article describes the primary commands.

Primary commands are entered in the Command field of a panel. The primary commands are presented in alphabetical
order and include full command syntax and usage notes where applicable. All Primary commands can be abbreviated to
the first three characters of the command name.

AUTOCMT
 AUTOCMT <nnnn>

The AUTOCMT command defines how many rows can be altered (using INSERT, DELETE, and UPDATE commands)
before Host/EDIT issues a COMMIT command. If an AUTOCMT value of 0 (zero) is specified, Host/EDIT does not
automatically issue the COMMIT command. If you apply massive changes to a table and want to obtain the best
performance, then set AUTOCMT to 0. While updating a table, an exclusive lock is held so that no other application can
access this table until you issue COMMIT or ROLLBACK commands or exit table edit.

Related commands: COMMIT, ROLLBACK

Profile variable: RTEDACF has the commit frequency value that is assigned to it.

CAPS
 CAPS

The CAPS command acts as a toggle switch to turn on or off uppercase translation for data that are stored as characters.
When caps are set on, it overrides the non-uppercase specification of the default or custom-built FORM associated with
the Db2 table. Character data can be stored in the Db2 table in mixed case but appears on the display in uppercase. The
character data remains in mixed case until it is changed and stored in uppercase. Beware of CAPS uppercase translation
because it may be confusing when searching for data. When caps are set on, you cannot retrieve data that are stored in
mixed case because the search arguments are translated to uppercase. Uppercase translation also affects the QBE and
SQ L DRAW dialogs, where search arguments containing character data are translated to uppercase.

Profile variable: RTESUC is set to Y (Translate to uppercase) or N (otherwise).

CHANGE
 CHANGE <OldValue> <NewValue> [ <ColNo> | 1 ] [ ALL ]

The CHANGE command changes data in a specified column or in all columns of a displayed answer set. If <ColNo> is not
specified, column 1 is assumed. Table rows, starting from the first, are searched for the <OldValue> in <ColNo> column.
If a match is found, the <OldValue> is replaced with the <NewValue>. If ALL is not specified, the change operation
terminates after the first match. Otherwise, the change operation is performed for all table rows. <OldValue> and
<NewValue> may be quoted or unquoted expressions. You may use a single quote ( ' ) or a double quote ( " ). When the
column data type is numeric (INTEGER, SMALLINT, PACKED, or FLOAT), then OldValue must exactly match the entire
column value for substitution with the <NewValue> to take place. For character data types, multiple string substitutions
may occur in the same table row if CHANGE ALL is specified.

Related commands: RCHANGE

Example: CHANGE ‘ABC’ “abc” 2 ALL
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In this example, all occurrences of the string ‘ABC’ (in capitals) are changed to lowercase ‘abc’ in the second column of all
rows of the answer set.

COMMIT
 COMMIT

The COMMIT command causes Host/EDIT to issue the SQL COMMIT command. When commit is issued successfully,
all table changes are made permanent. To restore the original data, use a Db2 utility such as IMAGE copy or point-in-
time recovery. You can defer COMMIT processing to the end of the edit session whereupon Host/EDIT displays a panel
showing statistics of all changes that are applied to the Db2 table. Currently, you can either proceed with COMMIT or
request ROLLBACK processing.

Related commands: AUTOCMT, ROLLBACK

DEBUG
 DEBUG

The DEBUG command functions as an On / Off switch that causes Host/EDIT to start a diagnostic trace of key Host/
EDIT events. To stop debugging, enter the DEBUG command again. Only use DEBUG for problem diagnosis under the
direction of Broadcom support.

Related commands: TRACE

DEBUGLOG
 DEBUGLOG

The DEBUGLOG command is used to display the Host/EDIT debug log. Logging debug information is started and stopped
using the DEBUG command. Only use DEBUGLOG for diagnostic purposes as directed by Broadcom support.

Related commands: DEBUG

DEMODb2
 DEMODb2 <keys>

The DEMODb2 command creates a Db2 demonstration table with which users can learn Host/EDIT operation with Db2
data. Users should create their own demo tables so they can modify and delete data without impacting other users.

Parameter <keys> have one of the two values:

• N – indicates to create the demo table without primary keys.
• Y – indicates to create the demo table containing primary keys.

DEMOISPF
 DEMOISPF

The DEMOISPF command creates an ISPF demonstration table to illustrate ISPF table editing. Users should create their
own ISPF demo tables to learn Host/EDIT operation with ISPF data.

DEMOVSAM
 DEMOVSAM

The DEMOVSAM command creates a demonstration VSAM KSDS, ESDS, and RRDS file to illustrate VSAM dataset
editing. Users should create their own VSAM demo datasets to learn Host/EDIT for VSAM operation.
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EXCLUDE
 EXCLUDE <Col1> <Col2> ... | ALL 

EXCLUDE is a form modification command. EXCLUDE specifies a list of the ordinal numbers of those columns (or the
keyword ALL) to be excluded from the display. Columns can also be excluded using the Form Modification Dialog by
setting the D (Display Mode) field of the columns to X (exclude). Excluded columns can be made visible with the MODIFY
and PROTECT commands.

Related commands: MODIFY, PROTECT

FILTER
FILTER 

The FILTER command functions as an On / Off switch that causes Host/EDIT to display a filter entry line. You can then
specify selection criteria so that only rows with specified values are displayed.

FIND
 FIND 'Value' [ <ColNo> | 1 ]

The FIND command locates a table row which contains Value in the column whose ordinal number is <ColNo>. The
default column number is 1. If the value is found, the row with the matching value is positioned to the top of the Tabular
display.

Related commands: LOCATE, RFIND

FORM
 FORM MODIFY

 FORM LOAD <FormName> <Auth> 

 FORM SAVE <FormName> <Auth> [ Descr ]

The FORM MODIFY command allows you to view and modify the active data presentation form. The data may be the
default form or a user created form. The FORM LOAD and SAVE commands allow you to save and load the FORM object
from / in the Host/EDIT Repository.

NOTE
<Auth> denotes the access authorization: P = Public, U = User. Only public access is supported currently.
<Descr> is an optional description of the object that is stored in the repository.

Related commands: PROC, PROFILE, QBE, QUERY

FREEZE
 FREEZE <Col1> <Col2> ... | ALL 

FREEZE is a FORM modification command. FREEZE specifies the ordinal numbers of those columns (or the keyword
ALL) to be frozen. Frozen columns cannot be scrolled using the RIGHT and LEFT Primary commands. The freeze
operation can be accomplished in the FORM Modification Dialog by setting the F (Freeze) field of the column to 1.

Related commands: MELT

HELP
 HELP

Display a help panel. The output of this command depends on the panel from which the command was issued and
contains help information explaining fields that are shown on the panel.
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INSERT
 INSERT MODEL <nnnn> | 1 

 INSERT RANDOM <nnnn> | 1

The INSERT command inserts the specified number of rows in the table being edited. If MODEL is specified, the inserted
rows have fixed, predefined values. For example, numerical columns are set to zeros, character columns are set to the
literal New, Date columns are set to the CURRENT DATE, and Time columns are set to the CURRENT TIME. If RANDOM
is specified, all columns are set to randomly generated values. The latter is useful in generating test data containing
unpredictable (random) data.

LEFT
 LEFT [ <nnnn> | MAX | PAGE | HALF | CRS ] 

In Tabular display mode, the LEFT command (PF10) causes the display to shift left for a specified number - <nnnn> of
character positions. To shift the display left to the first table column specify MAX, for the number of characters constituting
the page size specify PAGE, for the number of characters constituting a half page specify HALF. To shift the display that is
left by the cursor position specify CSR which is treated the same as PAGE.

LOCATE
 LOCATE [<ColNo> | 1 ] <Value>

The LOCATE command locates the row (in the object being edited) that contains the Value that is specified in its <ColNo>
column. If <ColNo> is not specified, column 1 is assumed. If the LOCATE command is entered without parameters,
the Locate Table Row selection screen is displayed. From this panel, you can then specify the values of columns to be
located.

MELT
 MELT [ <Col1> <Col2> ... | ALL ]

MELT is a FORM modification command. MELT lists the ordinal numbers of those columns (or the keyword ALL) to be
unfrozen.  Later, these columns can be scrolled left and right in a Tabular display mode. You can also MELT columns
using the Form Modification Dialog by setting the F (Freeze) field of the columns to 0 (zero).

Related commands: FREEZE

MODIFY
 MODIFY [ <Col1> <Col2> ... | ALL ] 

MODIFY is a FORM modification command. MODIFY lists the ordinal numbers of those columns (or the keyword ALL) to
be made modifiable. Columns can also be made modifiable using the FORM Modification Dialog by setting the D (Display
Mode) field of the columns to M.

Related commands: PROTECT, EXCLUDE

MODPREC
 MODPREC

MODPREC renders modifiable the precision column on the 'Data structure' panel. If you alter the scale or precision of a
field, data validation processing is affected. Do not use the MODPREC command during Db2 table editing, because scale
and precision are defined at Db2 table creation time. Instead, use MODPREC only for ISPF tables and VSAM files.

Related commands: FORM, MODIFY

NEXT
 NEXT [ <nnnn> | MAX | M | 1 ]
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The NEXT command is used in Row Display Mode to display the row following the current one. If no parameters are
entered, 1 is assumed. If nnnn is entered, the row that is nnnn rows after the current row is displayed. If MAX or M is
entered, the last row in the table is displayed.

Related commands: PREVIOUS

PREVIOUS
 PREVIOUS [ <nnnn> | MAX | M | 1 ]

The PREVIOUS command is used in Row Display Mode to display the row preceding the current one. If no parameters
are entered, 1 is assumed. If nnnn is entered, the row which precedes the current row by nnnn rows is displayed. If MAX
or M is entered, the first row in the table is displayed.

Related commands: NEXT

PROC
 PROC MODIFY 

 PROC SAVE <Proc> <Auth> [ <Descr> ]

The PROC MODIFY command allows you to view and modify the latest loaded REXX procedure. If no REXX procedure
is loaded, then an ISPF/Edit session begins in which you can type a new REXX procedure. You can then save the
procedure in the Host/EDIT Repository using the PROC SAVE command.

The PROC LOAD command allows you to load a REXX procedure from the Repository. When Host/EDIT is started, it
checks whether user exits were specified and attempts to load them from Host/EDIT Repository. If a procedure is not
found in the repository, it is executed from active SYSPROC or SYSEXEC DDNAME concatenation.

Refer to a note in the FORM command description for more information.

Related commands: FORM, PROFILE, QBE, QUERY

PROFILE
 PROFILE MODIFY 

 PROFILE LOAD <Profile> <Auth>

 PROFILE SAVE <Profile> <Auth> [ <Descr> ]

The PROFILE MODIFY command allows you to view and modify the currently active Host/EDIT session profile and save it
in variables of the ISPF profile variable pool.

The PROFILE SAVE and LOAD commands allow you to save and load the active PROFILE to / from the Host/EDIT
Repository. Refer to a Note in the FORM command for more information.

Related commands: FORM PROC, QBE, QUERY

PROTECT
 PROTECT [ <Col1> <Col2> ... | ALL ]

PROTECT is a FORM modification command. PROTECT specifies the ordinal numbers of the columns (or the keyword
ALL) to be protected from modification. Columns can also be protected using the FORM Modification Dialog by setting the
D (Display Mode) field of the columns to P.

Related commands: MODIFY, EXCLUDE

QBE
 QBE MODIFY

 QBE SAVE <name> <Auth> [ <Descr> ]

 QBE LOAD <name> <Auth> 
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The QBE MODIFY command allows you to view and modify the currently active QBE form (default or user created). The
QBE SAVE and LOAD commands allow you to save and load the active QBE form to or from the Host/EDIT Repository.
Refer to a Note in the FORM command for more information.

Related commands: FORM PROC, PROFILE, QUERY

The variable RTEDQBE contains the QBE form and the variable RTEDQBEN contains the name of the QBE form.

Related commands: FORM PROC, PROFILE, QUERY

QUERY
 QUERY MODIFY

 QUERY SAVE <name> <Auth> [ <Descr> ]

 QUERY LOAD <name> <Auth> 

The QUERY MODIFY command allows you to view and modify the currently active query. That is, the WHERE clause of
the SQL query that is used to retrieve a Db2 answer set for edit. The QUERY SAVE and LOAD commands allow you to
save and load the active query to/from Host/EDIT Repository.

Refer to a Note in the FORM command for more information.

The variable RTEDSEL contains the QUERY and the variable RTEDQRYN contains the name of the QUERY.

Related commands: FORM PROC, PROFILE, QBE

RCHANGE
 RCHANGE

The RCHANGE command repeats the latest CHANGE command. If no previous CHANGE command was issued,
RCHANGE terminates with an error message.

Related commands: CHANGE

REPOSITORY
 REPOSITORY

The REPOSITORY command initiates the dialog to manage the Host/EDIT Object Repository. Objects in the Repository
can be viewed, Deleted, Listed, and Selected.

RESET
 RESET

The RESET command lets you undo all changes to a data object that are still pending. Rows in pending state are restored
to their original values. Changes applied using update, insert, and delete commands that are no longer pending are not be
affected by this command. Use the RESET command to clear the pending state for Move/Copy After/Before commands.

Related Row commands: M, C, A, B

RFIND
 RFIND

The RFIND command repeats the latest FIND command. If no previous FIND command was issued, RFIND terminates
with an error message.

Related commands: FIND
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RIGHT
 RIGHT [ <nnnn> | MAX | PAGE | HALF | CRS ]

In Tabular display mode, the RIGHT command (PF11) causes the display to shift right for a specified number - <nnnn>
of character positions. To shift the display right to the last table column specify MAX, for the number of characters
constituting the page size specify PAGE, for the number of characters constituting a half page specify HALF. To shift the
display right by the cursor position specify CSR which is treated the same as PAGE.

Related commands: LEFT

ROLLBACK
 ROLLBACK

The ROLLBACK command aborts (undo) all uncommitted changes to a data object. When Db2 data is being edited, Host/
EDIT issues a SQL ROLLBACK statement.

Related commands: COMMIT

RTE
 RTE

The RTE command starts a recursive instance of the Host/EDIT dialog within an active Host/EDIT session.

SELECT
 SELECT [ <ColNo> | 1 ] <Value> | ALL ]

The SELECT command selects from the active display only those rows which have the specified Value in the <ColNo>
column. <Value> can be specified with the trailing * character, which stands for any number of characters of any value.
If <ColNo> is not specified, column 1 is assumed. If SELECT ALL is entered, the entire original SQL answer set is
displayed. If the SELECT command is entered without operands, a Select Table Rows panel is displayed from which
you can select the rows that you wish displayed. The SELECT command does not perform any I/O – it uses the ISPF
TBSARG service to display only table rows which contain the specified search arguments.

SHOWERR
 SHOWERR

The SHOWERR command displays detailed information on SQL error codes and Host/EDIT logic errors.

SHOWRI
 SHOWRI

The SHOWRI command displays the referential integrity constraints that are associated with the actively edited Db2 table.
If no RI constraint was defined to Db2, an RTE085 error message is issued.

SHOWSYS
 SHOWSYS

The SHOWSYS command displays all Db2 subsystems that are defined on this MVS system and shows their status.

SORT
 SORT [ <ColNo> [ A | D ] ]

The SORT command sorts displayed table rows in the order specified. The default sort order is A (Ascending). If no
parameters are specified, the Sort Table Rows dialog is started. The dialog offers a prompting panel on which you can
specify the desired table sort arguments.
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STATUS
 STATUS

The STATUS command shows the status of an active Host/EDIT session. Status includes the names of the currently
active FORM, PROC, PROFILE, QBE, and QUERY. The recursion level and the names of related tables being edited are
also displayed.

SWITCH
 SWITCH

The SWITCH command lets you toggle between Tabular and Row Display modes.

TRACE
 TRACE

TRACE is used as an On / Off switch to start or stop a REXX trace of Host/EDIT events. To stop the trace, enter the
TRACE command again. This command is used only for diagnosis, as directed by Broadcom Support.

Related commands: DEBUG

TRUNCATE
 TRUNCATE

TRUNCATE is used as an On / Off switch. TRUNCATE causes Host/EDIT to truncate the multi-line column display used
in the Row Display mode. Only the first line (first 40 characters) of a long column is displayed. To enable a full column
display, enter the TRUNCATE command again.

ZOOM
 ZOOM <ColNo> [ <RowNo> | 1 ]

The ZOOM command starts the Zoom-Edit Dialog. <ColNo> is a required parameter and specifies the ordinal number of
the Column which is to be Zoom-edited. If <RowNo> is not specified, Row 1 is assumed.

Row Commands
Row commands are entered in the Rcmd field of the Tabular Display panel and the Row Command field of the Row
Display panel. These commands let you insert, delete, and exclude table rows – among other operations.

A (After)

Insert a row after the table row on which the command in entered. After is used with the M (Move), MM (Block Move), C
(Copy), and CC (Block Copy) commands.

B (Before)

Insert a row before the table row on which the command in entered. Before is used with the M (Move), MM (Block
Move), C (Copy), and CC (Block Copy) commands.

C (Copy)

Copies a row on which the command is entered. Copy is used with the A (After) and B (Before) commands.
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CC (Block Copy)

Copies a block of rows delimited by the two rows on which the CC commands are entered. Block Copy is used with the A
(After) and B (Before) commands.

D (Delete)

Deletes the row on which this command was entered.

I (Insert)

Inserts a new row (created by the INSERT MODEL primary command) after the row on which this command was entered.

In (Insert n rows)

Inserts n new rows (created by the INSERT MODEL primary command) after the row on which this command was
entered.

J (Join RI-related table)

Recursively re-invokes Host/EDIT to start editing a table that is related to the table being edited using an RI (Referential
Integrity) constraint. If a primary table does not have RI constraints that are defined, then the Join command fails.

M (Move)

Moves a row on which the command is entered. Move is used with the A (After) and B (Before) commands.

MM (Block Move)

Moves a block of rows that are delimited by the two rows on which the MM command is entered. Block Move is used with
the A (After) and B (Before) commands.

R (Repeat)

Repeats the rows on which the command was entered. The repeated row immediately follows the original.

Rn (Repeat n rows)

Repeats the row n times. The new rows immediately follow the original row.

S (Switch)

Switches between Tabular and Row display modes. See the SWITCH primary command for details.

U (Update)

Updates a row in the current data object. When a row is modified and the ENTER key is pressed, the U command is
assumed.

X (Exclude)

Excludes from the display the row on which the command was entered. The excluded row can no longer be modified or
viewed in the active Host/EDIT session.
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Xn (Exclude n rows)

Excludes from the display the n rows immediately following the one on which the command was entered. Excluded rows
can no longer be modified or viewed in the present Host/EDIT session.

XX (Block Exclude)

Excludes from the display a block of rows. The block is delimited by the two rows on which the XX commands are
entered. Excluded rows can no longer be modified or viewed in the present Host/EDIT session.

Z (ZOOM)

This command can only be entered from the Row Display mode panel. See the Primary ZOOM command for details.
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Review and Modify the Session Profile
This article describes the session profile, which is a collection of variables that control a Host/EDIT session.

Session PROFILE

When you execute the PROFILE MODIFY primary command, an active Host/EDIT Dialog Profile is displayed. The same
display appears when entering the O (Modify session options) command from the Host/EDIT for Db2 primary panel.
Profile variables can be overridden by the Host/EDIT invocation parameters.

Profile Variables Panel

When you execute the PROFILE MODIFY primary command, an active Host/EDIT Session Profile is displayed on the
scrollable panel that follows. The same display is shown when entering the O (Modify session options) command from
Host/EDIT for Db2 primary panel. Some profile variables can be overridden by the Host/EDIT invocation parameters. For
more information, see Customize Host/EDIT Invocation.

                   Dialog Profile Variables                 

 Option ===>                            

                                                                   More:     + 

 Db2 Connection Parameters                        

    Db2 Subsystem Name  . . . . . . DSN8      (to which Host/EDIT will connect) 

    Db2 Application Plan  . . . . . RTE513CS                

    Current SQL ID  . . . . . . . . RAI026    

              

 Table access control and display modes                     

    Auto commit frequency . . . . . 0         (1 = after every change )         

    Resource serialization  . . . . N         (N=None, L=Lock, E=ENQ )          

    Initial display mode  . . . . . T         (T=Tabular display; R=Row display)

    Edit or browse  . . . . . . . . E         (E=Allow to change; B=Browse only)

    Truncate wide columns . . . . . N         (Y/N - Show only first 40 bytes ) 

    Maximum rows to retrieve  . . . 0         (0 = all rows )         

    Translate to uppercase  . . . . N         (Y/N)                   

    Translate to uppercase input. . Y         (Y/N)  

                 

 Default width for datatypes                      

    Maximum column width (Tbl)  . . 30        (Number 1-99999, for Tabular mode)

    Maximum column width (Row)  . . 40        (Number 20-40, Row mode)          

    Float datatype width  . . . . . 21        (Number 1-21)           

    Integer datatype width  . . . . 14        (Number 1-14)           

    Smallint datatype width . . . . 7         (Number 1-5)       

     

 Date / Time Format                     

    Date format . . . . . . . . . . U         (I=ISO, U=USA, E=EUR, J=JIS)      

    Time format . . . . . . . . . . I         (I=ISO, U=USA, E=EUR, J=JIS)      

 Host/EDIT Dialog Flow                            

    Ad hoc QUERY. . . . . . . . . . N         (Specify any SQL SELECT statement)

    QBE Dialog  . . . . . . . . . . N         (Conduct Query By Example Dialog) 

    Form Dialog . . . . . . . . . . N         (Conduct Initial Form Tailoring)  
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 Host/EDIT Repository                             

    Repo Name . . . . . . . . . . . RTE.V513.RTEREPO                  

    Resides in  . . . . . . . . . . V         (D=Db2, V=VSAM)      

   

 Run-Time Parameters                    

    QBE form name . . . . . . . . .               

    QUERY name  . . . . . . . . . .               

    User Initialization exit name .               

    User Termination exit name  . .               

                                                                   More:   -   

    Maximum column width (Row)  . . 40        (Number 20-40, Row mode)          

    Float datatype width  . . . . . 21        (Number 1-21)           

    Integer datatype width  . . . . 14        (Number 1-14)           

    Smallint datatype width . . . . 7         (Number 1-5)       

     

 Date / Time Format                     

    Date format . . . . . . . . . . U         (I=ISO, U=USA, E=EUR, J=JIS)      

    Time format . . . . . . . . . . I         (I=ISO, U=USA, E=EUR, J=JIS)      

 Host/EDIT Dialog Flow                            

    Ad hoc QUERY. . . . . . . . . . N         (Specify any SQL SELECT statement)

    QBE Dialog  . . . . . . . . . . N         (Conduct Query By Example Dialog) 

    Form Dialog . . . . . . . . . . N         (Conduct Initial Form Tailoring)  

 Host/EDIT Repository                             

    Repo Name . . . . . . . . . . . RTE.V513.RTEREPO                  

    Resides in  . . . . . . . . . . V         (D=Db2, V=VSAM)    

     

Run-Time Parameters                    

    QBE form name . . . . . . . . .               

    QUERY name  . . . . . . . . . .               

    User Initialization exit name .               

    User Termination exit name  . .               

    User Row Selection Exit name  .               

    User Primary Commands Processor               

    User Row     Commands Processor               

    User Data Validation exit name                

 Db2 System table (or shadow table) to search for table names:        

    Table creator  . . . . . . . .  SYSIBM                  

    Table name . . . . . . . . . .  SYSTABLES          

     

 Color Attributes          W - White              

    Input  - Normal . . . . . . . . G          R - Red                

    Input  - High . . . . . . . . . P          B - Blue               

    Output - Normal . . . . . . . . Y          G - Green              

    Output - High . . . . . . . . . R          P - Pink               

    Text   - Normal . . . . . . . . T          Y - Yellow             

    Text   - High . . . . . . . . . W          T - Turquoise          

The fields of this panel are listed in the order in which they appear.
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Db2 Subsystem
Must specify the name of a valid Db2 subsystem to which Host/EDIT should connect.

Db2 Application Plan
By default is RTEvrm. You can use the BINDPLAN command to bind another Db2 application plan. You then must
specify the new name in this field.

Current SQLID
Initially set to your TSO user ID. This value is also your primary Db2 authorization ID. If you must switch to a
secondary authorization ID for this Host/EDIT session, you can enter it here. Host/EDIT issues the SQL command
SET CURRENT SQLID = ID. If the SQLID you supply is incorrect, an error message is displayed. You must
supply a valid SQLID to continue with the edit dialog. If your SQLID has SYSADM authority, any secondary
authorization ID is accepted.

Auto Commit Frequency
Defines how many Db2 modifications can take place before a COMMIT is issued automatically by Host/EDIT.
When set to 0, Host/EDIT does not issue an automatic COMMIT at all. In this case, you must issue the COMMIT
primary command. Alternatively, at the end of the Host/EDIT session, you are asked to commit or roll back the
changes you made to the Db2 table.

Resource Serialization
Specifies the method Host/EDIT uses to restrict simultaneous access to table being edited. Resource Serialization
only applies when Auto-commit frequency is set to 1. That is, Db2 is not serializing access to the table (COMMIT
is issued after every update operation).

• N - Specifies that Host/EDIT does not perform any access serialization.
• L - Specifies that Host/EDIT issues LOCK TABLE table_name SQL statement. No other user can access this

table.
• E - Specifies that Host/EDIT issues an OS/390 ENQ macro to prevent other users from accessing this table.

Initial display mod
Specifies T for Tabular or R for Row display mode. In Tabular display mode, you can see multiple table rows on
the display and can use the primary commands RIGHT, LEFT, UP and DOWN to scroll the table. In Row display
mode, you can edit or browse only one row at a time. Regardless of the Initial display mode you can always
change the display mode while in the Edit / Browse dialogs using the SWITCH command.

Edit or browse
Specifies whether the tables are presented in B (Browse) mode or in E (Edit) mode. In Browse mode, all table
columns are protected and the Status column is excluded by default. Most of the primary commands related to
data presentation are only available from the Edit and Browse panels.

Truncate wide columns
Specifies whether (Y) or not (N) Host/EDIT should truncate a wide table column to its first 40 characters in
Row display mode. This information lets you abbreviate long character fields, if desired. You can also use a
TRUNCATE primary command during the Host/EDIT session to dynamically change this parameter.

Maximum rows to retrieve
Specifies the maximum number of Db2 table rows to be fetched for a Host/EDIT session. This value is a
performance tuning parameter that is used with the START run-time parameter.

Translate to uppercase
Specifies whether all character input data that are entered in a DRAW dialog is translated (Y) to uppercase. This
parameter only applies to the DRAW dialog and has no effect on the QBE and QUERY dialogs.

Maximum column width (tbl)
Specifies an initial maximum column width in Tabular Display mode. This width can be altered later by the FORM
MODIFY primary command.
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Maximum column width (Row)
Specifies a line width to present column data in Row display mode. This information is useful when a column has
character data that is functionally subdivided into segments of a specific length. The default is 40 bytes.

Float datatype width
Specifies an initial width for columns whose datatype is FLOAT. The default is 21 bytes.

Integer datatype width
Specifies an initial column width for columns of INTEGER datatype. The default is 14 bytes.

Smallint datatype width
Specifies an initial column width for columns of datatype SMALLINT. The default is 7 bytes.
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Customize Host/EDIT Invocation
This article describes how to invoke Host/EDIT from a REXX EXEC or from a compiled application program. You can add
run-time parameters to the command that invokes Host/EDIT for a customized user experience.

Invoke Host/EDIT

Examples of how to invoke Host/EDIT from various environments and programming languages follow. PARM1(VAL1)
PARM2(VAL2) ... are symbolic designations of the Host/EDIT run-time parameters that are described in the Parameter
Syntax section. You can add the parameters to your invocation statement that are appropriate for your environment, as
shown in the following examples.

From TSO:

RTE PARM1(VAL1) PARM2(VAL2) ...

From TSO/ISPF:

TSO RTE PARM1(VAL1) PARM2(VAL2) ...

From a REXX EXEC:

The syntax of the call command is:

CALL RTE ‘PARM1(VAL1) PARM2(VAL2) ...’

An example of a particular Host/EDIT invocation from a REXX exec follows.

/* Rexx */

...

Call RTE ‘QBE QBEFORM(QBE1) FORM(FORM1) OWNER(RTE) OBJECT(DEMO_TABLE)’

...

  Return

From any High-Level Language:

CALL ISPEXEC SELECT CMD(RTE PARM1(VAL1) PARM2(VAL2)...)

Parameter Syntax

The general syntax of Host/EDIT parameters is:

KEYWORD(VALUE)

Host/EDIT invocation parameters are of the following types:

Keyword Parameters (K)
Do not require a VALUE. However, you can specify the values YES (Y) or NO (N).
Examples: CAPS, CAPS(YES), CAPS(Y) are all valid, and mean CAPS(YES). CAPS(NO), CAPS(N) both mean
CAPS(NO).

Keyword Value Parameters (V)
Always requires a VALUE which can be a number, a list of allowed literals, an identifier, and so on.

Special Parameters (S)
Similar to Keyword parameters, but they have some special characteristics that are discussed separately.
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Parameters

The invocation parameters are listed in alphabetical order. Each has a parameter type designation next to it.

AUTHID (V)
Specifies the current authorization ID to use with Db2. The authorization ID must be a valid primary or secondary
authorization ID of the TSO user.
Example: AUTHID(GL021)

AUTOCMT (V)
Auto Commit frequency is the number of change operations (insert, update, delete) that can be applied to Db2
before an automatic commit is issued by Host/EDIT. VALUE must be an integer. If Value is 0 (zero), no auto
commit is issued by Host/EDIT. In this case, you can explicitly issue a COMMIT command. If no automatic or
explicit COMMIT is issued before exiting the edit session, Host/EDIT displays a Confirmation popup panel with
change statistics. At this point, you request either a commit or a rollback.
Example: AUTOCMT(1)
In this example, a Db2 Commit is issued after every change.

BINDPLAN (K)
This command displays a panel with the parameters that are must BIND a Db2 application plan to be used by
Host/EDIT. This command should only be used by a DBA or systems programmer responsible for Host/EDIT
installation and maintenance.
Example: BINDPLAN

BROWSE (K)
All table columns are protected from modification so that the table can only be browsed.
Example: BROWSE

CAPS (K)
Translate all newly entered character data to uppercase and display all existing character data in uppercase.
When using this parameter be aware of the possible difference in the way data is displayed and the way, it is
stored in Db2. CAPS may be a cause of confusion when searching for data using an uppercase search argument
and not being able to find it because the data is stored in Db2 in mixed case.
Example: CAPS

Db2CAT (V)
Specifies an owner ID of the Db2 Shadow Catalog. The default is SYSIBM.
Example: Db2CAT(SHADOW)

DDNAME (V)
Specifies a DDNAME to be used for ISPF permanent table edit. This DDNAME is used with the LIBRARY
operand of the TBOPEN ISPF Dialog Manager command.
Example: DDNAME(DD1)

DEBUG (K)
Produces a diagnostic trace of key Host/EDIT events. This parameter should only be used under the supervision
of Broadcom Support.
Example: DEBUG

DISPMODE (V)
Initial display mode. Two values are allowed: T=Tabular or R=Row.
Example: DISPMODE(T)

FILTER (K)
This parameter causes a display of a FILTER line. You then can enter values to act as selection criteria to govern
the display of only those rows with the desired column values.
Example: FILTER
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FORM (V)
This parameter lets you specify the name of a FORM object to use in the edit dialog. VALUE is the name of a form
(1-8 characters) previously created and saved in the Repository. Usage of this parameter requires that the name
and residence of the Host/EDIT Repository is also specified.
Example: FORM(FORM1) REPO(PAYROL.RTE_REPO) REPDTYPE(Db2)

KEYMOD (K)
Specifies whether primary / unique key columns should be modifiable (Y), or protected (N). The Default is Y.
Example: KEYMOD(NO)

LOCATION (V)
Specifies the location of the Db2 table if the table resides on a system other than the one to which Host/EDIT is
connected. Specify a valid Db2 location name of up to 16 characters.
Example: LOCATION(NEWYORK)

LOCK (V)
Controls locking of the Db2 table being edited:

• N = No locking request is issued
• L = A Db2 LOCK TABLE statement is issued
• E = MVS ENQ/DEQ locking is used

Example: LOCK(E)
MAXROWS (V)

This parameter specifies the maximum number of rows to fetch from Db2. It lets you limit the number of rows that
are fetched from Db2 to give you more control over resource utilization (Memory, CPU).
Example: MAXROWS(1000) START(10)

MENU (K)
This parameter causes Host/EDIT to display the Selection Menu. Use this parameter if you must specify Host/
EDIT as an option selectable from one of your site ISPF panels.
Example: RTE MENU

NEW (K)
This parameter re-initializes the Host/EDIT Session Profile variables. The TSO/ISPF profile of the session is
rebuilt. Using this parameter is equivalent to deleting RTEPROF from your ISPF profile.
Example: NEW

OBJDTYPE (V)
Data type of the object to be edited. Supported values are Db2, VSAM, and ISPF. The default is Db2.
Example: OBJDTYPE(Db2)

OBJECT (V)
This parameter specifies the name of the Db2 table, VSAM file, or ISPF table to be edited.
Example: OBJECT(DEMO_TABLE) OWNER(RTE) OBJDTYPE(Db2)

OWNER (V)
This parameter specifies the owner of the Db2 table to be edited.
Example: OWNER(PAYROLL)

PANELROW (V)
Name of a user designed panel that displays row data. The panel name that you specify is used in lieu of the
default Host/EDIT panel (named RTEDT) that displays a single row of data. User designed panels should be
closely patterned after the RTEDR panel. Only the textual information in panel RTEDR panel should be changed
in a user designed panel.
Example: PANELROW(ROW)
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PANELTAB (V)
Name of a user designed panel that displays multiple rows of data in a tabular format. The panel name that you
specify is used in lieu of the default Host/EDIT panel that is named RTEDT that displays a table of data. User
designed panels should be closely patterned after the RTEDT panel. You may only change this panel textual
information.
Example: PANELTAB(TABULAR)

PATCH (V)
Use this parameter only as directed by Broadcom Support to implement a temporary program fix.

PLAN (V)
This parameter specifies the name of the Db2 application plan to be used by Host/EDIT.
Example: PLAN(RTE310)

PROFILE (V)
This parameter specifies the session profile to use during the Host/EDIT session. The session profile must exist in
the Repository.
Example: PROFILE(DEFAULT)

QBE (K)
This parameter invokes a Query By Example dialog to create SQL WHERE clauses for use in edit sessions.
Example: QBE

QBEFORM (V)
This parameter specifies the name of a QBE form to be used with the Host/EDIT session. The QBE form must
exist in the Repository.
Example: QBEFORM(QBE1)

QUERY (V)
This parameter specifies the name of a QUERY to be used to fetch rows of the Db2 table for editing. The QUERY
must exist in the Repository.
Example: QUERY(QUERY1)

REPDTYPE (V)
This parameter specifies where the Host/EDIT Object Repository resides. Supported values are Db2 and VSAM.
Example: REPDTYPE(Db2)

REPO (V)
This parameter specifies the name of the Object Repository VSAM KSDS which contains dialog elements to be
used in the Host/EDIT session.
Example: REPO(SYS2.RTE.V45R1M30.REPO)

ROWSEL (K)
This parameter controls the appearance of the RTERC (Row command column) and the RTERS (Row status
column) on the Tabular display. If ROWSEL is set to YES, RTERC and RTERS columns are displayed. Otherwise,
they are excluded.
Example: ROWSEL(NO)

SELECT (S)
This parameter specifies the valid clauses that are used with the SELECT SQL statement to fetch Db2 table rows
for editing. SELECT is a special parameter. You must ensure that the syntax of the SQL statement clauses you
specify are valid.
Example: SELECT(WHERE COLUMN1 IN (SELECT * FROM PAYROLL.TBL1))

START (V)
The START parameter is used with the MAXROWS parameter. The parameter value specifies the number of the
first row in the answer set to be used in the edit session. Suppose that the answer set contains 10000 rows while
START(8001) and MAXROWS(1000) are in effect. Rows 8001 through 9000 are presented for edit. This improves
response time and lets you edit tables of any size.
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Usage Example: START(8001)
SYSTEM (V)

This parameter specifies the Db2 subsystem to which Host/EDIT should connect.
Example: SYSTEM(DSN)

USRINIT (V)
This parameter specifies the 1-8 character name of a user written initialization exit routine. The exit should be
coded as a REXX exec.
Example: USRINIT(INITPROC)

USRPCMD (V)
This parameter specifies the 1-8 character name of a user written exit routine that handles primary commands.
The exit should be coded as a REXX exec.
Example: USRMCMD(PRICMD)

USRRCMD (V)
This parameter specifies the 1-8 character name of a user written exit routine that handles row commands. The
exit should be coded as a REXX exec.
Example: USRRCMD(ROWCMD)

USRRSEL (V)
This parameter specifies the 1-8 character name of a user written exit routine that handles the row selection
dialog. Use this exit when you would like to provide your own row selection dialog in lieu of the QUERY, QBE, or
SQL DRAW dialogs.
Example: USRRSEL(ROWSEL)

USRTERM (V)
This parameter specifies the 1-8 character name of a user written termination exit routine. The exit should be
coded as a REXX exec.
Example: USRTERM(TERMPROC)

USRVALP (V)
This parameter specifies the 1-8 character name of a user written exit routine that validates entered data. The exit
should be coded as a REXX exec.
Example: USRVALP(DVALPROC)
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R I Editing
This article describes the Referential Editor component of Host/EDIT that exploits Db2 Referential Integrity (RI) Constraint
definitions that are stored in the Db2 Catalog (foreign keys, relationships, and so on). Referential Edit presents all selected
Db2 Tables that are related using Db2 RI constraints on a panel in a hierarchical view that makes all relationships
between tables immediately obvious. You can select tables from the list for Edit, Browse, and DDL Display. While editing a
table, the J row command lets you join the table with the dependent table if such a dependency was defined to Db2.

Invoking Referential Edit

As shown in the following panel, enter the RI command and, optionally, some generic table selection criteria to select
a subset of tables. If no table selection criteria are specified, all Db2 tables in your Db2 subsystem catalog that have a
defined RI constraint display.

----------------------------- Host/EDIT for Db2 --------------------------------

 Option ===> ri      

                     

    e  - Edit dialog (default)          o  - Modify session options             

    b  - Browse dialog                  f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

    ri - Referential edit dialog        ex - Explain or run SQL statements  

    

 Db2 Table Specification                          

    Table Creator  ===> DSN8%      (Owner of the Db2 table or view   )

    Table name     ===>            (Name of the table, view or alias )

    Location       ===>            (Server name defined to local Db2 )

    Database       ===>            (List tables within databases     )

    Tablespace     ===>            (List tables within tablespaces   )

 Data presentation control                        

    Start from row ===> 1          (First row from answer set to edit)

    Max # of rows  ===> 0          (To retrieve and display for edit )

    Query method   ===> N          (S = SQL, Q=QBE, D=Draw, N=None   )

    Form name      ===>            (Display FORM name for Db2 table  )

The RI command displays the Referential Constraint Diagram which illustrates the relationships among the Db2 sample
tables. In the diagram, a comment such as (Ref#4) displayed on row 5 (that is, DSN8510.DEPT) is used to indicate a
recursive reference to the table displayed in row 4. This setup is necessary since recursive reference, if pursued, causes
an infinite loop. A column that is labeled LVL shows the hierarchical level of the table for the table directly preceding it in
the diagram. Dependent table names in the diagram are also indented to provide a graphical view of its dependency level.

 ------------------- Referential Integrity Diagram -------------- Row 1 of 12  

 Command ===>                                                Scroll ===> HALF

 For Creator: DSN8%                    

 RowCmd: Browse, Edit, Form, DDL    

             

 Sel Ord Table Name             LVL TBCreator      

 ''''   1 ACT                     1  DSN8510       

 ''''   2    PROJACT              2  DSN8510       

 ''''   3      EMPPROJACT         3  DSN8510       
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 b'''   4 DEPT                    1  DSN8510       

 ''''   5    DEPT (Ref#4)         2  DSN8510       

 ''''   6    EMP                  2  DSN8510       

 ''''   7      DEPT (Ref#4)       3  DSN8510       

 ''''   8      EMPPROJACT (Ref#3) 3  DSN8510       

 ''''   9      PROJ               3  DSN8510       

 ''''  10        PROJ (Ref#9)     4  DSN8510       

 ''''  11        PROJACT (Ref#2)  4  DSN8510       

 ''''  12    PROJ (Ref#9)         2  DSN8510

You can use one of the listed row commands to continue working with the selected diagram. When a Browse command is
entered in row 4, the panel that follows.

 Col 1 of 76 --------- Data Object: DSN8510.DEPT ---------------- Row 1 from 14 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

 -    1      2                              3      4        5         

 Rcmd DEPTNO DEPTNAME                    >> MGRNO  ADMRDEPT LOCATION            

 '''' A00    SPIFFY COMPUTER SERVICE DIV.   000010 A00                

 j''' B01    PLANNING                       000020 A00                

 '''' C01    INFORMATION CENTER             000030 A00                

 '''' D01    DEVELOPMENT CENTER             -      A00                

 '''' D11    MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS          000060 D01                

 '''' D21    ADMINISTRATION SYSTEMS         000070 D01                

 '''' E01    SUPPORT SERVICES               000050 A00                

 '''' E11    OPERATIONS                     000090 E01                

 '''' E21    SOFTWARE SUPPORT               000100 E01                

 '''' F22    BRANCH OFFICE F2               -      E01                

 '''' G22    BRANCH OFFICE G2               -      E01                

 '''' H22    BRANCH OFFICE H2               -      E01                

 '''' I22    BRANCH OFFICE I2               -      E01                

 '''' J22    BRANCH OFFICE J2               -      E01                

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Enter the J row command in row 2 to join this table row with one of the dependent tables. The panel that follows appears.

Host/EDIT ------------------ Select Related Db2 Table -------- Row 1 to 2 of 2 

Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

Row Cmds: S=Select      

               

Rcmd Creator  TbName             RelName  ColCount    DeleteRule     

s''' DSN8510  EMP                RED          1           N          

'''' DSN8510  PROJ               DEPTNO       1           R          

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

The DEPT table on line 4 has three tables that are immediately related to it: DEPT (row 5), EMP (row 6), and PROJ (row
12). The panel shows the EMP and PROJ tables while the DEPT table is not shown since it is self-referencing. When
only one table relates to the main then Host/EDIT selects it automatically and the Select Related Db2 Table panel is not
shown. Use the S row command on a row of the EMP table to display the following panel.

 Col 1 of 157 --------- Data Object: DSN8510.EMP ----------------- Row 1 from 1 
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 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

 -    -        1      2            3       4               5        6       7   

 Rcmd Status   EMPNO  FIRSTNME     MIDINIT LASTNAME        WORKDEPT PHONENO HIRE

 j'''          000020 MICHAEL_____ L       THOMPSON_______ B01      3476    10/1

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

By entering the J row command, you can continue drilling-down to the tables dependent on the EMP table as follows.

Host/EDIT ------------------ Select Related Db2 Table -------- Row 1 to 3 of 3 

Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> HALF 

Row Cmds: S=Select         

            

Rcmd Creator  TbName             RelName  ColCount    DeleteRule     

'''' DSN8510  DEPT               RDE          1           N          

'''' DSN8510  PROJ               RESPEMP      1           R          

s''' DSN8510  EMPPROJACT         REPAE        1           R          

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Select the EMPPROJACT table and continue editing with the following panel.

 Col 1 of 66 --------- Data Object: DSN8510.EMPPROJACT ----------- Row 1 from 1 

 Command ===> STATUS                                           Scroll ===> HALF 

 -    -        1      2            3       4 5          6             

 Rcmd Status   EMPNO  PROJNO   ACTNO EMPTIME EMSTDATE   EMENDATE      

 ''''          000020 PL2100 _____30 ___1.00 01/01/1982 09/15/1982              

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

All join edits are concurrently active since they are entered recursively. You can use the STATUS primary command to
identify the status of your edit session as shown.

---------------------------- Dialog Status Display -----------------------------

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> PAGE 

******************************** Top of Data ********************************** 

   Data Object Type.......... Db2                 

   Db2 subsystem name........ DSN1                

   Db2 application plan...... RLX615E                       

   SQL requester module...... RLXSQL                        

   Level of Recursion........ 3                   

   Current Data Object....... DSN8510.EMPPROJACT            

   Prior Data Object......... DSN8510.EMP                   

   Prior Data Object......... DSN8510.DEPT                  

   Uncommited table changes.. 0                   

   RI edit mode.............. -                   

   ---EMPNO = :WV1........... -                  

******************************* Bottom of Data *********************************

The Dialog Status Display shows the level of recursion, the names of all tables being edited in this session, and the last
column that is used by the J row command to select rows from a dependent table. To exit from the last panel you must
issue the END command (PF3) three times, to repeatedly exit from every level of recursive edit.
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EXPLAIN Facility
This section describes the EXPLAIN Facility which assists you in tuning your application SQL statements. The EXPLAIN
facility proceeds in stages:

1. Accepts a dataset that contains the source of an application program that is written in COBOL, PL/I, C, or Assembler
language that contains embedded SQL statements

2. Enter SS, SS block row commands to identify the SQL statement to be explained. Then, enter the EXPLAIN primary
command.

3. The SQL statement is checked and validated. The statement is then displayed in an ISPF EDIT dialog in which you
can further change the SQL statement if necessary. Then enter the EXEC primary command to run Db2 EXPLAIN.

4. Once the SQL statement is processed, the EXPLAIN report is displayed.
5. Examine the EXPLAIN report. You should understand the meaning of the information that is obtained from the

PLAN_TABLE. Refer to the Db2 SQL Reference and Db2 Administration Guide for an explanation of the column
values within the PLAN_TABLE and their impact on performance.

EXPLAIN Dialog
To start the EXPLAIN dialog, enter ex in the Option field of the panel that follows.

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for Db2 ---------------------------------

 Option ===> ex       

                  

    e  - Edit dialog (default)          o  - Modify session options             

    b  - Browse dialog                  f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

    ri - Referential edit dialog        ex - Explain or run SQL statements     

 

 Db2 Table Specification                          

    Table Creator  ===> RTE        (Owner of the Db2 table or view   )

    Table name     ===> DEMO_TABLE (Name of the table, view or alias )

    Location       ===>            (Server name defined to local Db2 )

    Database       ===>            (List tables within databases     )

    Tablespace     ===>            (List tables within tablespaces   )

 Data presentation control                        

    Start from row ===> 1          (First row from answer set to edit)

    Max # of rows  ===> 0          (To retrieve and display for edit )

    Query method   ===> D          (S = SQL, Q=QBE, D=Draw, N=None   )

    Form name      ===>            (Display FORM name for Db2 table  )

Follow the instructions displayed on the following panel. In this example, a Db2 sample program was used to demonstrate
the EXPLAIN facility.

 Explain - Specify source of SQL statements ------------------------------------

 Command ===>        

                  

   The following requirements must be fulfilled in order to successfully       

   conduct an EXPLAIN dialog:   

                 

   1 - Specify the Dataset name containing the SQL statements to be EXPLAINed  
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   2 - While editing the dataset, use the EXPLAIN or RUN primary Edit commands 

       and S or SS line commands to select and execute SQL statements          

   3 - Any SQL statement must be embedded within EXEC SQL ... END-EXEC strings 

   4 - Only SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements can be EXPLAINed      

   5 - Make sure a PLAN_TABLE for your Authorization ID exists       

   6 - Unqualified Db2 objects and the PLAN_TABLE are initially qualified      

       by your Auth ID.  The Auth ID can be changed on the           

       'Prepare to issue EXPLAIN' panel       

             

   Enter END command to cancel further processing   

       

 Partitioned or Sequential Data Set:                       

    Data Set Name . . . 'DSN510.SDSNSAMP(DSN8HC3)'                   

    Volume Serial . . .           (If not cataloged)                 

Specify the dataset name (and member name) to commence an ISPF EDIT session. Next, locate the SQL statement
that you want to explain. Then, identify the SQL statement using SS / SS block row commands. Finally, enter the primary
command EXPLAIN as shown in the following panel.

 EDIT       DSN510.SDSNSAMP(DSN8HC3) - 01.00      Columns 00001 00072 

 Command ===> explain                                           Scroll ===> CSR  

 068400       *---------------------------------------------------------------* 

 068500       * SQL CURSORS                                                   * 

 068600       *---------------------------------------------------------------* 

 068700       *                         

 ss8800            EXEC SQL DECLARE CURDEPTLOC CURSOR FOR             

 068900               SELECT LOCATION                      

 069000               FROM VHDEPT                

 069100               WHERE DEPTNO = :EMP-WORK-DEPT                  

 069200                 AND LOCATION = CURRENT SERVER                

 ss9300            END-EXEC.                      

 069400       *                         

 069500            EXEC SQL DECLARE DEPTLOC CURSOR FOR                

 069600               SELECT LOCATION                      

After you press the ENTER key, the selected SQL statement is displayed on the panel that follows. The table name of the
original SQL statement was simply VHDEPT. We modify the statement now to specify the table as DSN8510.VHDEPT.
This process enables EXPLAIN to run successfully rather than fail with a SQLCODE value of –204 (which denotes table
not found).

Explain - Prepare to issue EXPLAIN -------------------------- Columns 000 000  

Command ===> exec                                             Scroll ===> CSR  

  You can modify the SQL statement and then enter the EXEC command to conduct  

  EXPLAIN processing.  Enter the END command to abort further processing.   

   

  AuthID for unqualified objects . . . . . RAI027          

  SQL Query Number (row in PLAN_TABLE) . . 32         

     

  The following SQL statement will be explained :  

        

****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************
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000001  SELECT LOCATION FROM DSN8510.VHDEPT WHERE DEPTNO = :HI1 AND LOCATION = 

000002 CURRENT SERVER                            

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

The SQL Query number is automatically selected as the next available (unused) row in the PLAN_TABLE. You can
change this number to specify any number from 1 to 232-1.

The AuthID value in previous panel is the same as the one you defined in your Host/EDIT Session Profile. (The default is
your TSO user ID). The PLAN_TABLE qualified by this AuthID must exist before you use the EXPLAIN facility. Otherwise,
an EXPLAIN error occurs.

 EDIT       Host/EDIT EXPLAIN Report              Columns 00001 00072 

 Command ===>                                         Scroll ===> CSR  

 ****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

 000001                                 

 000002           *** Host/EDIT Explain Report ***          

 000003                                 

 000004 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000005                                 

 000006 APPLNAME(PLAN):                     04/06/1999      

 000007 PROGRAM (DBRM): RLXSQL              16:04.4142      

 000008                                 

 000009 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000010 SQL QUERY NO: 32                          

 000011                                 

 000012     SELECT LOCATION FROM DSN8510.VHDEPT WHERE DEPTNO = :HI1 AND LOCATIO 

 000013    N = CURRENT SERVER                     

 000014                                 

 000015                                 

 000016                                 

 000017 EXPLANATION FOR QUERY NO: 32 PLANNO(Step):1                   

 000018 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

 000019 QBLOCKNO (Subquery): 1                    

 000020   METHOD           : 0     - First_table_accessed             

 000021   ACCESS TYPE      : I     - By_index               

 000022                                 

 000023   NEW  TABLE SORT  : UNIQUE: N JOIN: N ORDERBY: N GROUPBY: N            

 000024   COMP TABLE SORT  : UNIQUE: N JOIN: N ORDERBY: N GROUPBY: N            

 000025                                 

 000026 Type Obj  Name              Lock   Fetch Seq Match Only Uniq            

 000027 ---- ---- ------------------------ ----- --- ----- ---- ----            

 000028      <TS> DSN8D51A.DSN8S51D  IS                     

 000029      <TB> DSN8510.DEPT                    

 000030      <IX> DSN8510.XDEPT1                   0   1    N    N              

 000031                                 

 000032 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

The EXPLAIN report that is presented in the panel is a mapping of the PLAN_TABLE entry for the specified SQL
statement. If the SQL statement contains a union or joins, multiple PLAN_TABLE rows appear in the report, one for each
table in the union or join.
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Standalone EXPLAIN report
You can display the EXPLAIN report for a previously EXPLAIN-ed PLAN_TABLE entry by issuing a primary command
within the Host/EDIT dialog.

 Host/EDIT ---------------------- Select Db2 Table ---------- Row 1 to 33 of 41 

 Command ===> TSO RTENREP 10 RAI027                   Scroll ===> HALF 

 Row Cmds: Edit, Browse, Form, DDL, DROP, RUNS     

         

 SYSTABLES Specification                          

    Owner name   ===> SYSIBM                      

    Table Name   ===> SYSTABLES     

              

 Rcmd Owner    Name             Type  DbName   TsName   Created  ColCount Card  

 '''' DSN8510  EACT               T   DSN8D51A DSN8S51R SYSADM   5        0     

 '''' DSN8510  EPROJACT           T   DSN8D51A DSN8S51R SYSADM   7        0     

 '''' DSN8510  EEPA               T   DSN8D51A DSN8S51R SYSADM   8        0     

 '''' DSN8510  VDEPMG1            V   DSN8D51A DSN8S51D SYSADM   7        -1    

 '''' DSN8510  VEMPDPT1           V   DSN8D51A DSN8S51E SYSADM   7        -1    

 '''' DSN8510  VASTRDE2           V   DSN8D51A DSN8S51E SYSADM   13       -1

In the panel, a request is made to display the EXPLAIN report from the RAI027.PLAN_TABLE for queryno 10. For the
report to be meaningful, the row in the PLAN_TABLE must have been previously populated.
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Other Table Functions
This section describes the Host/EDIT commands (DDL and RUNS) that can be entered from the Select Db2 Table panel
that follows.

 Host/EDIT ---------------------- Select Db2 Table ---------- Row 1 to 33 of 41 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

 Row Cmds: Edit, Browse, Form, DDL, DROP, RUNS     

        

 SYSTABLES Specification                          

    Owner name   ===> SYSIBM                      

    Table Name   ===> SYSTABLES  

                 

 Rcmd Owner    Name             Type  DbName   TsName   Created  ColCount Card  

 '''' DSN8510  EACT               T   DSN8D51A DSN8S51R SYSADM   5        46     

 '''' DSN8510  EPROJACT           T   DSN8D51A DSN8S51R SYSADM   7        52     

The DDL Facility
You can use the DDL row command to generate and display the DDL for a selected Db2 table. This DDL can be modified
(or cloned) and then executed to create a Db2 object. As an example, let us clone the Host/EDIT sample Db2 table
created with the DEMODb2 command.

Request display of the Select Db2 Table panel by entering a partially qualified name in the Table name field using the %
pattern character.

 ---------------------------- Host/EDIT for Db2 --------------------------------

 Option ===>                            

                              

    e  - Edit dialog (default)          o  - Modify session options             

    b  - Browse dialog                  f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

    ri - Referential edit dialog        ex - Explain or run SQL statements      

                              

 Db2 Table Specification                          

    Table Creator  ===> rte        (Owner of the Db2 table or view   )

    Table name     ===> demo%      (Name of the table, view or alias )

    Location       ===>            (Server name defined to local Db2 )

    Database       ===>            (List tables within databases     )

    Tablespace     ===>            (List tables within tablespaces   )

                              

 Data presentation control                        

    Start from row ===> 1          (First row from answer set to edit)

    Max # of rows  ===> 0          (To retrieve and display for edit )

    Query method   ===> D          (S = SQL, Q=QBE, D=Draw, N=None   )

    Form name      ===>            (Display FORM name for Db2 table  )

In the Rcmd column, enter the DDL row command. Press the ENTER key to display the panel follows.
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 Host/EDIT ---------------------- Select Db2 Table ------------ Row 1 to 3 of 3 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

                              

 Row Cmds: Edit, Browse, Form, DDL, DROP, RUNS              

                              

 SYSTABLES Specification                          

    Owner name   ===> SYSIBM                      

    Table Name   ===> SYSTABLES                   

                              

 Rcmd Owner    Name             Type  DbName   TsName   Created  ColCount Card  

 ddl' RTE      DEMO_TABLE         T   DSNDB04  DEMORTAB RAI027   13       -1    

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

We changed the boxed information as shown the panel that follows:

• On line 1, change the tablespace name from DEMORTAB to DEMO2
• On line 14, change the table name from DEMO_TABLE to DEMO2
• Remove the comma at the end of line 27
• Delete line 28 with the column COMMENTS
• On line 30, rename DEMORTAB to DEMO2

 DDL - Prepare to execute SQL statements --------------------- Columns 000 000  

 Command ===> save                                             Scroll ===> CSR  

                              

   Use any ISPF EDIT commands to modify these statements if required:           

   - Enter SAVE command to save all changes you made                  

   - Enter EXEC command to execute saved statements                   

   - Enter END  command to abort further processing and exit the dialog         

                              

   The following SQL statement(s) will be executed :                  

                              

 ****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

 000001 CREATE TABLESPACE DEMO2 IN DSNDB04               

 000002       USING STOGROUP SYSDEFLT                       

 000003             PRIQTY 3                      

 000004             SECQTY 3                      

 000005             ERASE  NO                     

 000006       FREEPAGE     0                      

 000007       PCTFREE      5                      

 000008       GBPCACHE     CHANGED                

 000009       BUFFERPOOL   BP0                    

 000010       LOCKSIZE     ANY                    

 000011       LOCKMAX      0                      

 000012       CLOSE        YES                    

 000013       ;                         

 000014 CREATE TABLE RTE.DEMO2_TABLE               

 000015 (                               

 000016       COMPANY_NAME       CHAR(20)       NOT NULL,             

 000017       COMPANY_RANK       SMALLINT       NOT NULL,             

 000018       CEO                CHAR(20)       NOT NULL,             

 000019       FOUNDED_DATE       DATE           NOT NULL,             

 000020       FOUNDED_TIME       TIME           NOT NULL,             

 000021       FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP  TIMESTAMP      NOT NULL,             
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 000022       EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR  INTEGER        NOT NULL,             

 000023       EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR  INTEGER        NOT NULL,             

 000024       STAFF_GROWTH       SMALLINT       ,            

 000025       REVENUE            DECIMAL(13, 2) ,            

 000026       FLOATING_REVENUE   FLOAT(4)       NOT NULL,             

 000027       COMPANY_RATING     CHAR(3)        NOT NULL,             

 000028       COMMENTS           CHAR(40)                   

 000029 )                               

 000030 IN DSNDB04.DEMO2                       

 000031 AUDIT NONE;                     

 ****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

After all changes are made, enter the SAVE primary command. Once the Data save message is displayed you can issue
the EXEC primary command to execute the altered DDL.

The prepared DDL is validated and executed in stages, one statement at a time. Individual SQL statements are separated
with the ; character. After the DDL of the statement is checked, the first statement CREATE TABLESPACE is displayed
as shown in the following panel. At this point, you can execute the statement by replying Y to the prompt or any other
character to abort the operation. In the example Y was entered. After the statement is successfully executed, the following
message is displayed:

Statement executed with SQLCODE = 0 Rc = 0

 Following SQL statements are ready for execution:            

                      

 CREATE TABLESPACE DEMO2 IN DSNDB04                 

       USING STOGROUP SYSDEFLT            

             PRIQTY 3                     

             SECQTY 3                     

             ERASE  NO                    

       FREEPAGE     0                     

       PCTFREE      5                     

       GBPCACHE     CHANGED               

       BUFFERPOOL   BP0                   

       LOCKSIZE     ANY                   

       LOCKMAX      0                     

       CLOSE        YES                   

       ;                        

 Enter Y to execute this statement or anything else to bypass execution

y

Next, the CREATE TABLE statement is displayed. We reply Y and the table is created.

CREATE TABLE RTE.DEMO2                  

 (                             

       COMPANY_NAME       CHAR(20)       NOT NULL, 

       COMPANY_RANK       SMALLINT       NOT NULL, 

       CEO                CHAR(20)       NOT NULL, 

       FOUNDED_DATE       DATE           NOT NULL, 

       FOUNDED_TIME       TIME           NOT NULL, 

       FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP  TIMESTAMP      NOT NULL, 

       EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR  INTEGER        NOT NULL, 

       EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR  INTEGER        NOT NULL, 

       STAFF_GROWTH       SMALLINT      ,          
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       REVENUE            DECIMAL(13, 2),          

       FLOATING_REVENUE   FLOAT(4)       NOT NULL, 

       COMPANY_RATING     CHAR(3)        NOT NULL, 

 )                             

 IN DSNDB04.DEMO2                        

 AUDIT NONE;                   

Enter Y to execute this statement or anything else to bypass execution

y

Since the DDL is displayed in an ISPF/EDIT session, you can use the edit CREATE primary command to save the DDL in
the dataset and member of your choice. You can also discard the DDL statements since you can always recreate them at
the later time with the DDL command. You can also copy your own DDL into the EDIT window and execute it as if it were
created by Host/EDIT – any DDL is allowed.

If you made a mistake in typing a DDL statement, Host/EDIT displays an error panel that describes the error. You can then
correct the error and re-execute the corrected DDL.

You should understand DDL when changing or cloning DDL created by Host/EDIT. The Db2 SQL Reference describes the
syntax of the various SQL DDL statements.

The RUNSTATS Facility
The RUNS command can be entered from the Select Db2 Table panel. Address the following installation prerequisite to
use this feature.

The DSNxxx.SDSNLOAD load library must be in the program search order for your TSO session. Otherwise, this library
must be allocated to the DSNLOAD DDNAME before the RUNS command is executed.

You can enter the RUNS row command against a selected table. The RUNS command calls program DSNUTILB to
execute the RUNSTATS utility for the selected table in the TSO/ISPF foreground. In the following panel, the value for Card
(cardinality) for the table RTE.DEMO_TABLE was updated by RUNSTATS to reflect the 9 rows it contains.

 Host/EDIT ---------------------- Select Db2 Table ------------ Row 1 to 2 of 2 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

                              

 Row Cmds: Edit, Browse, Form, DDL, DROP, RUNS              

                              

 SYSTABLES Specification                          

    Owner name   ===> SYSIBM                      

    Table Name   ===> SYSTABLES                   

                              

 Rcmd Owner    Name             Type  DbName   TsName   Created  ColCount Card  

 '''' RTE      DEMO_TABLE         T   DSNDB04  DEMORTAB RAI027   13       9     

 '''' RTE      DEMO2              T   DSNDB04  DEMO3    RAI027   12       -1    

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************
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Editing VSAM data
This section describes the VSAM feature with which you can create, edit and browse VSAM KSDS, ESDS and RRDS
datasets. The data presentation is similar to Host/EDIT for Db2 and the same primary and row commands are supported.

The VSAM Allocation Facility allows you to display formatted VSAM cluster information with which you can create (clone)
new VSAM datasets. Managing VSAM datasets becomes simple and error free. The VSAM Allocation Facility is a
comprehensive, function-complete program product in its own right. The facility is not dependent upon Host/EDIT and can
be used on demand.

Invoking Host/EDIT for VSAM
This article describes how to invoke the VSAM facility.

You can invoke Host/EDIT for VSAM as an on-demand dialog. Entering the following command from TSO/ISPF option 6:

RTE MENU

This command displays the Host/EDIT Primary Menu.

---------------------------- Host/EDIT Primary Menu ---------------------------

 Option ===>                            

                              

    Select option                                  

                                                   

    1  Db2     - Db2 tables and Views             

    2  VSAM    - VSAM KSDS, RRDS, and ESDS files  

    3  SAM     - Sequential Files and PDS members 

    4  ISPF    - ISPF tables                     

    5  REPO    - Repository Manager              

    A  About   - Host/EDIT tutorial            

    X  Exit    - Leave the HOST/EDIT dialog     

              

                              

 Release 20.1 (c) Copyright Broadcom, Inc. 2022

Select Host/EDIT for VSAM from the menu with option 2. The following panel is displayed.

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for VSAM --------------------------------

 Option  ===> o                         

                              

    e - Edit Dialog (default)     a - Allocate a VSAM data set        

    b - Browse Dialog             v - Display VSAM Catalog data       

    o - Modify Session options    f - Select a presentation form      

                              

 Enter VSAM data set name specification                     

    DSName Level   ===>                           

                              

 Enter VSAM file access defaults                  

    Starting point ===>            (Key/KSDS, RRN/RRDS, RBA/ESDS)     

    Form name      ===>            (Specify initial display form name)
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Host/EDIT for VSAM Session Options
To review VSAM Session Options, enter the O primary command. The following panel is displayed.

---------------------- VSAM Editor Session Options ----------------------------

 Option  ===>                           

                              

 Session Options                        

    Edit or Browse           ===> B            (E = Edit data, B = Browse only )

    Maximum number of rows   ===> 0            (to display for edit/browse)     

    Autocommit frequency     ===> 0            (Num of changes before auto SAVE)

    Data serialization       ===> N            (N=None, L=LOCK table, E=ENQ/DEQ)

    Truncate wide columns    ===> N            (Y/N - Show only first 40 bytes) 

    Translate to upper case  ===> N            (Y/N - Translate all char data)  

    Modify data presentation ===> N            (Y/N - Modify (and save) FORM)   

                              

 Host/EDIT Repository:                            

    VSAM Dataset             ===> RTE.V5R3M0.RTEREPO

VSAM Editor Session Options are similar to Db2 editor options with the exception that COMMIT is a SAVE command
when an entire dataset is saved to DASD.

Enter the END command to return to the Host/EDIT for VSAM panel.

Create VSAM DEMO files
Use the DEMOVSAM primary command to create test KSDS, ESDS, and RRDS files so you can exercise the full
functionality of the product.

Enter DEMOVSAM in the Option field and the dataset name in the DSName Level field. The following panel is displayed.

In this illustration, we create a KSDS dataset with the boxed information.

Press ENTER to create the file.

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for VSAM --------------------------------

 Option  == +------------------------------------------------------------------+

            | ------------------ Create VSAM Demo Datasets ------------------- |

    e - Edi | Option ===>                                                      |

    b - Bro |                                                                  |

    o - Mod | VSAM Demo Dataset Specification                                  |

            |    Dataset type . . . K     (Ksds,Esds,Rrds)                     |

 Enter VSAM |    Dataset name . . . RTE.V5R1M3.DEMOKSDS                        |

    DSName  |    Volser . . . . . . WORK01                                     |

            |                                                                  |

 Enter VSAM | Press ENTER to create Host/EDIT Repository or END to exit        |

    Startin |                                                                  |

    Form na +------------------------------------------------------------------+

Specifying VSAM files for Edit
Enter a fully or partially qualified dataset name in the DSName Level. Use no quotes, since Host/EDIT for VSAM makes
no assumptions about the High Level Qualifier. This behavior is similar to ISPF Option 3.4, the Data Set List Utility. You
can use the * character to specify a dataset name pattern -- anywhere except in the first node of the dataset name. If you
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enter a dataset pattern like RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMO*  the dataset list shown following panel appears. You can use any of
the row commands -- B, E, F, A, V, or DELETE -- by entering them in the Command column.

 DSList Data sets beginning with RTE.V5R1M3       Row 1 to 14 of 14 

 Command ===>                    Scroll ===> HALF 

                              

    b   - Browse a VSAM file     a      - Allocate a VSAM data set  

    e   - Edit a VSAM file       v      - Display VSAM Catalog data 

    f   - Select dataset display FORMs  delete - Delete the VSAM data set  

                              

 Command  Name                          

 ________ RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMOESDS                 

 ________ RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMOESDS.DATA                      

e________ RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMOKSDS                 

 ________ RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMOKSDS.DATA                      

 ________ RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMOKSDS.INDEX                     

delete__  RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMORRDS                 

 ________ RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMORRDS.DATA                      

******************************* Bottom of data *********************************

Editing VSAM Datasets
Enter the E row command to start editing a VSAM KSDS file. The following panel is displayed.

 Col 1 of 0 --------- Data Object: RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMOKSDS -------- Row 1 from 8 

 Command ===>                                                Scroll ===> HALF 

                              

 -    -        1         2                        

 Rcmd Status   KEY       Record A                 

 d'''          Company B ,2,Barry B. Baker    , 01/01/199,10.34.21,1991-01-01-10

 ''''          Company C ,3,Charles C. Collins, 01/01/199,10.34.21,1992-01-01-10

 i'''          Company D ,4,David D. Davis    , 01/01/199,10.34.21,1993-01-01-10

 ''''          Company E ,5,Eric E. Edwards   , 01/01/199,10.34.21,1994-01-01-10

 r'''          Company F ,6,Frank F. Friendly , 01/01/199,10.34.21,1995-01-01-10

 ''''          Company G ,7,George G. Gardener, 01/01/199,10.34.21,1996-01-01-10

 ''''          Company H ,8,Harry H. Harper   , 01/01/199,10.34.21,1997-01-01-10

 ''''          Company I ,9,Iris I. Ivy       , 01/01/199,10.34.21,1998-01-01-10

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Similar to Db2 table edit, you can enter any valid row or primary commands (such as D, R, I). Some restrictions apply:

For KSDS datasets:

• You can delete, update, or insert records freely
• When inserting a new record, make sure the key is unique or else an error results

For ESDS datasets:
• No records can be deleted from an ESDS dataset. Use update to set the first byte of a record to X’FF’. This convention

identifies a deleted record in a VSAM ESDS.
• New records can only be appended at the end of the file. A new RBA is computed automatically.
• A new record must not be longer that the old one. Updates are performed in-place.

For RRDS datasets:
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• Records can be deleted and updated in-place
• Upon insertion of a new record, Host/EDIT generates a random RRN which you must review and change – no

computation or search for a vacant RRN is performed.
• By default, you start VSAM file editing in tabular mode. This is done to help you better visualize and size the file and

your editing position within it. You can change to edit in record mode if it better suits your needs.

The data presentation is formed by isolating Key, RRN, or RBA information into a separate column and placing the rest of
the record in the Record A column. You can customize this view by creating your own form to view the dataset.

VSAM File Definition
The simplest way to create a VSAM dataset is to clone it from an existing VSAM dataset. In the following illustration,
we use the demo VSAM KSDS dataset to create another VSAM KSDS dataset with different attributes. Specify dataset
information as shown in the following panel and press the ENTER key.

 --------------------------- VSAM Allocation Facility --------------------------

 Option  ===>                       

                              

    blank   - Data set information   save - Save IDCAMS stmt within a PDS member

    a       - Allocate VSAM cluster  am   - Allocate Cluster using a PDS member 

    delete  - Delete a VSAM cluster  em   - Edit Cluster def using a PDS member 

    listcat - Exec. TSO LISTCAT cmd  new  - Refresh data set information buffer 

                              

 VSAM object                            

    Object type   ===>              E=ESDS, K=KSDS, L=LDS, R=RRDS, X=IDX, P=Path

    Object name   ===> RTE.V5R1M3.DEMOKSDS                  

                              

 Model from                             

    VSAM dataset  ===>                            

                              

 Save allocation parameters                       

    Dataset name  ===>                            

    Member  name  ===>                            

Host/EDIT obtains catalog information for the specified dataset and maps this information into the ISPF variables that are
displayed on the three panels that follow. Scroll through all the panels by pressing the ENTER key until you are returned
to the VSAM Allocation panel.

 ------------------- VSAM Allocation Facility (KSDS cluster) -------------------

 Command ===>                           

 VTE031 Review screen and press ENTER, or press END/RETURN to cancel.           

 VSAM object                            

    Cluster name  ===> RTE.V5R1M3.DEMOKSDS                  

    Data name     ===> RTE.V5R1M3.DEMOKSDS.DATA             

    Index name    ===> RTE.V5R1M3.DEMOKSDS.INDEX            

                              

 Cluster parameters                     

    Freespace CI  ===>      (Percent of free space in CIs)            

    Freespace CA  ===>      (Percent of free space in CAs)            

    Share Region  ===> 1    (1, 2, 3, 4)          

    Share System  ===> 3    (3, 4)                

    Key Length    ===>                            
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    Key Offset    ===>                            

    Space Units   ===> T    (C=CYL, T=TRACK, R=REC)         

    Primary alloc ===> 1                          

    Second  alloc ===> 1                          

                              

 Data Component Parameters             Index Component Parameters     

    Volser    ===> WORK01       Volser    ===>              

    CI size   ===> 22528        CI size   ===>              

    Avg recsz ===> 160          Imbed     ===>              

    Max recsz ===> 160          Replicate ===>              

 --------------- VSAM Allocation Facility (Additional parameters) --------------

 Command ===>                           

 VTE031 Review screen and press ENTER, or press END/RETURN to cancel.           

 Space Distribution                     

    Destagewait    ===>     (Y/N - destaging)               

    Ordered        ===> N             (Y/N - ordered volumes)         

    Stage          ===>     (S=STAGE, B=BIND C=CYLF)        

    To(date)       ===>     (YYYYDDD)             

    For(days)      ===>     (0 - 9999)            

                              

 Data management                        

    Erase          ===> N             (Y/N - erase upon delete)       

    Reuse          ===> N             (Y/N - reusable dataset)        

    Speed          ===> N             (Y/N - perform storage upon insert record 

    Recatalog      ===>     (Y/N - define cluster in ICF catalog)     

                              

 Data Layout                            

    Spanned        ===> N             (Y/N - span CI boundaries)      

    Bufferspace    ===> 45056         (0 - 1676704) 

--------------------- VSAM Allocation Facility (Security) ---------------------

 Command ===>                           

 VTE031 Review screen and press ENTER, or press END/RETURN to cancel.           

 Specify Security Parameters                      

    Attempts     ===>       (Max times operator can try password entry) 

    Code         ===>       (Code name for the entry being defined)     

    Auth.routine ===>       (User-Security-Verify-Routine name)         

    Auth. parms  ===>       (Parameters to be passed to the USVR)       

    Master       ===>       (The password dataset)            

    Control      ===>                             

    Read         ===>                             

    Update       ===>                             

    Except. exit ===>       (Name of the exception exit module)         

    Owner        ===> RAIXN (Owner-id of the entry being defined)       

    Write check  ===> N     (Y- Check on record update or insert)       

Now catalog information of the dataset RTE.V5R1M3.DEMOKSDS is saved in ISPF variables. Change the name of the
dataset to RTE.V5R1M3.DEMOKSD2, type the A primary command and press the ENTER key. You can navigate through
the panels changing VSAM cluster parameters as required. When the ENTER key is pressed from the panel, the following
window is displayed.
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 --------------------- VSAM Allocation Facility (Security) ---------------------

 Command ===>                           

                 +-----------------------------------------+

 Specify Security Parameters         | Allocate?                               |

    Attempts     ===>                |             Reply Y/N ===> N            |

    Code         ===>                |-----------------------------------------|

    Auth.routine ===>                |-----------------------------------------|

    Auth. parms  ===>                | VTE002 DEFINE                           |

    Master       ===>                | CLUSTER(NAME('RTE.V5R1M3.DEMOKSD2')     |

    Control      ===>                | TRACKS(1 1) BUFSP(8704) FSPC(0 0) IXD   |

    Read         ===>                | KEYS(9 0) OWNER(RAIXN) SHR(1 3) )       |

    Update       ===>                | DATA(NAME('RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMOKSD2.DATA    |

    Except. exit ===>                | ') VOL(WORK01) CISZ(4096)               |

    Owner        ===> RAIXN          | RECORDSIZE(4089 4089) )                 |

    Write check  ===> N              | INDEX(NAME('RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMOKSD2.IND    |

                                     | EX') VOL(WORK01) CISZ(512) )            |

                 +-----------------------------------------+

When you reply Y in the Allocate? field, Host/EDIT creates the VSAM dataset. If the dataset you are creating already
exists, you are prompted to confirm the delete request for the existing dataset. You can either delete the old dataset and
create a one, or abort all further processing.

You can store these IDCAMS control statements in a dataset and can execute them at some later time.

Experiment with the other primary commands. These commands are intuitive and self-explanatory.
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Editing ISPF Tables
This section describes the ISPF feature with which you can edit and browse ISPF temporary and permanent tables. ISPF
tables can be scrolled not only vertically, (a capability that is provided by ISPF commands) but also horizontally to allow
you to view multi-column tables in a tabular display mode.

ISPF Tables are presented with the same view as Db2 tables and VSAM files thus facilitating a common data presentation
interface with the same set of commands. The presentation is fully customizable through Host/EDIT forms and is
supported by the Object Repository that allows you to save customized presentation forms for later reuse.

Invoking Host/EDIT for ISPF
This article Describes how to invoke the ISPF feature.

You can invoke Host/EDIT for ISPF as a stand-alone dialog by entering the following command from TSO/ISPF option 6:

RTE MENU

This command displays the Host/EDIT Primary Men’ as shown.

 ---------------------------- Host/EDIT Primary Menu ---------------------------

 Option ===>                            

                              

    Select option                               

                                                 

    1  Db2     - Db2 tables and Views            

    2  VSAM    - VSAM KSDS, RRDS, and ESDS files 

    3  SAM     - Sequential Files and PDS members 

    4  ISPF    - ISPF tables                      

    5  REPO    - Repository Manager               

    A  About   - Host/EDIT tutorial              

    X  Exit    - Leave the HOST/EDIT dialog         

           

                              

Release 20.1 (c) Copyright Broadcom, Inc. 2022 

                                                 

To start Host/EDIT for ISPF, select option 4. The following panel is displayed.

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for ISPF --------------------------------

 Option ===> o                          

                              

    e  - Edit dialog          o  - Modify session options             

    b  - Browse dialog        f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

                              

 ISPF Table specification                         

    Name       ===>          (Temporary or Permanent table name      )

    DDNAME     ===>          (For permanent tables         )

                              

 Data presentation control                        

    Form name  ===>          (Form objects stored in repository      )
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Host/EDIT for ISPF Session Options
Let us review ISPF Session Options by entering the O primary command.

----------------------------- ISPF Session Options -----------------------------

 Option  ===>                           

                              

 Session Options                        

    Data serialization       ===> N            (N=None, L=LOCK table, E=ENQ/DEQ)

    Truncate wide columns    ===> N            (Y/N - Show only first 40 bytes) 

    Translate to upper case  ===> N            (Y/N - Translate all char data)  

    Modify data presentation ===> N            (Y/N - Modify (and save) FORM)   

                              

 Host/EDIT Repository:                            

    VSAM Dataset             ===> RTE.V5R1M3.RTEREPO

Session Options for the ISPF Table Editor are similar to the options for the Db2 and VSAM editors.

Enter the END command to return to the Host/EDIT for ISPF panel.

Create DEMO ISPF Tables
Use the DEMOISPF primary command to create a demo ISPF table with which you can exercise the full functionality of
the product.

On the following panel, enter DEMOISPF in the Option ===> field and the ISPF table name DEMOTBL.

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for ISPF --------------------------------

 Option ===> demoispf                             

                              

    e  - Edit dialog          o  - Modify session options             

    b  - Browse dialog        f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

                              

 IS +-------------------------------------------------------------+             

    | Host/EDIT ---- Create Demo ISPF Table --------------------- |  name      )

    | Option ===>                                                 |            )

    |                                                             |             

 Da | Host/EDIT ISPF demo table                                   |             

    |    Name    ===> DEMOTBL                                     | itory      )

    |    DDNAME  ===>             (Permanent ISPF table)          |             

    |                                                             |             

    | Press ENTER to create Host/EDIT ISPF demo table             |             

    |       END to exit                                           |             

    |                                                             |             

    +-------------------------------------------------------------+ ----------- 

In this illustration, a temporary ISPF table (DDNAME field is blank) is created.

Press ENTER to create the temporary ISPF table DEMOTBL.

Specifying the ISPF Table for Edit
There are several ways to specify the name of the ISPF table to be edited.
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(1) Enter the name of the ISPF table in the Name field of the panel and optionally the DDNAME of the dataset containing
this table (if the table is a permanent ISPF table).

(2) If the table name is not known, you can fill in the DDNAME field to select a table for edit from the list of tables that are
found in the partitioned dataset that is allocated to DDNAME.

We illustrate method (2) in the example. Enter ISPTLIB.

---------------------------- Host/EDIT for ISPF --------------------------------

 Option ===>                            

                              

    e  - Edit dialog          o  - Modify session options             

    b  - Browse dialog        f  - Select FORM, PROFILE, QBE          

                              

 ISPF Table specification                         

    Name       ===>          (Temporary or Permanent table name      )

    DDNAME     ===> ISPTLIB            (For permanent tables         )

                              

 Data presentation control                        

    Form name  ===>          (Form objects stored in repository      )

The following panel is displayed. Enter the S row command to select table DSNEEDIT for edit.

 ISPF Tables Library: 'RAI027.ISPPROF' ---------------------- Row 1 to 22 of 22 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF

                             

   Name     Action  Lib VV.MM  Created     Changed      Size  Init    Mod   ID 

s  DSNEEDIT Selected 1                           

   DSNEEDRT          1                           

   DSNEPROF          1                           

   ISFPROF           1                           

   ISPPROF           1                           

   ISPSPROF          1                           

   ISREDIT           1                           

 

 ******************************* Bottom of data *******************************

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+    

| RTE284 - More than one dataset is allocated to DDNAME ISPTLIB.  First   |    

| dataset RAI027.ISPPROF will be used.                                    |    

+-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

The following panel is displayed.

 Col 1 of 102 --------- ISPF Table: DSNEEDIT --------------------- Row 1 from 2  

 Command ===>                    Scroll ===> HALF 

                              

 -    1               2 3                                4        5        6 7   

 Rcmd ZEDPTYPE ZEDPLRCL ZEDPRCFM                  ZEDPFLAG ZEDPBNDL ZEDPBNDR ZEDP

 '''' DDL            80 F        000000001101100000010000        0        0     

 '''' JCL            80 F        010000001000100000010000        0        0     

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

You can now edit this table using all Host/EDIT row and primary commands.
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Editing ISPF Tables
Enter the E command in the Command ===> field of panel and DEMOTBL in the Name field and press the ENTER key.
The following panel is displayed:

 Col 1 of 166 --------- ISPF Table: DEMOTBL ----------------------- Row 1 from 9 

 Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> HALF 

                              

 -    1            2 3        4         5        6          

 Rcmd COMPANY   RANK CEO      DATE      TIME     TS         

 '''' Company A    1 Anthony A. Allen   01/01/199 10.34.21 1990-01-01-10.34.21.0

 d''' Company B    2 Barry B. Baker     01/01/199 10.34.21 1991-01-01-10.34.21.0

 '''' Company C    3 Charles C. Collins 01/01/199 10.34.21 1992-01-01-10.34.21.0

 '''' Company D    4 David D. Davis     01/01/199 10.34.21 1993-01-01-10.34.21.0

 u''' Company E    5 Eric E. Edwards    01/01/199 10.34.21 1994-01-01-10.34.21.0

 '''' Company F    6 Frank F. Friendly  01/01/199 10.34.21 1995-01-01-10.34.21.0

 i''' Company G    7 George G. Gardener 01/01/199 10.34.21 1996-01-01-10.34.21.0

 '''' Company H    8 Harry H. Harper    01/01/199 10.34.21 1997-01-01-10.34.21.0

 '''' Company I    9 Iris I. Ivy        01/01/199 10.34.21 1998-01-01-10.34.21.0

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Similar to Db2 table editing, you can enter any valid row or primary commands (such as, D, R, I, …).

Since ISPF table variables have no data type or scale definitions, Host/EDIT creates the presentation form for an ISPF
table using the following heuristic rules:

• Check the value of the column. If it is numeric, then assume an INTEGER datatype. Otherwise, assume that the
datatype is CHARACTER.

• Assume the scale to be the maximum length of the table column for all table rows.
• The final determination of a column datatype and scale is made only after an entire table is loaded.

Table editing is done on a temporary ISPF table that is copied from the original. You can edit the table using the auto
commit parameter. If auto commit is set to zero, then no table changes are made and you can abort all the changes at
the end of the edit session. Thus, you have as much control as when you are editing a Db2 table. This also provides
operational consistency among Db2, VSAM, and ISPF edit.
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Dialog Elements
This section discusses Host/EDIT Dialog Elements, the building blocks of an edit dialog. A dialog consists of the following
functional elements:

• A set of parameters used by the Host/EDIT session -- called a Session PROFILE
• The SQL statement with which to select table rows for the edit session -- called a QUERY.
• A dialog to select table rows using predefined table columns as search criteria -- called a QBE  (Query By Example)

form.
• There are many ways to view selected table rows. You may change column order, change column headings and

widths, exclude columns from the display, etc. The data structure that describes the presentation of a table is called a
FORM.

• You can implement your own Host/EDIT user exits as REXX procedures and can store them in the Host/EDIT
Repository. We call such a REXX procedure a PROC.

All these dialog elements have default behaviors which are discussed. You can modify default elements -- such as
the Session PROFILE, QUERY, QBE, and FORM -- and can create your own. They can then be saved in the Object
Repository and used in future dialogs.

The PROFILE
The PROFILE is a custom developed dialog element that can be stored in the Repository and used by custom Host/EDIT
dialogs.

The QUERY
This section discusses the Host/EDIT QUERY dialog element and how it is used to develop custom dialogs. A QUERY is
the SQL statement that is used to fetch Db2 table rows for editing or browsing. It has a fixed part:

SELECT * FROM <db2_table_name>

An optional WHERE clause can be specified to limit the number of rows of the Db2 table to be edited. It can be passed
with the SELECT run-time parameter.

Modifying the default QUERY
On the Main Menu, enter RTE.DEMO_TABLE and in the Query method specify S. Press ENTER to see a panel like the
one that follows. You must know SQL syntax and the structure of the table being editing in order to type a WHERE clause
to be used as a QUERY in the edit session. Type the WHERE clause as shown within the boxed text in the following
panel. Then enter the EXEC primary command and press the ENTER key.

---------------------------- Execute SQL Statements ---------------------------

 Command ===> exec                                             Scroll ===> PAGE 

                              

    Instruction:                        

                              

       Enter WHERE clause to be used with SELECT statement.  Do not enter       

       the SELECT clause itself.  This fixed SELECT statement is assumed:       

         SELECT * FROM RTE.DEMO_TABLE                       

                              

       Enter EXEC to start table edit                       
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       Enter END or CANCEL to exit                

 ****** ***************************** Top of Data ******************************

 '''''' where company_rank > 3       

****** **************************** Bottom of Data ****************************

You should see the display that follows. Enter the QUERY MOD command and you should again see the prior panel.
When developing a customized dialog, set the Session PROFILE variable RTEPQBE to Y to cause the panel to be
displayed before the edit dialog starts.

 Col 1 of 258 --------- Data Object: RTE.DEMO_TABLE -------------- Row 1 from 6 

 Command ===> QUERY SAVE                                       Scroll ===> CSR  

                              

 -    -        1                               2 3          4         

 Rcmd Status   COMPANY_NAME         COMPANY_RANK CEO        FOUNDED_DA

 ''''          Company D___________      ______4 David.D.Davis_______ 01/01/1993

 ''''          Company E___________      ______5 Eric.E.Edwards______ 01/01/1994

 ''''          Company F___________      ______6 Frank.F.Friendly____ 01/01/1995

 ''''          Company G___________      ______7 George.G.Gardener___ 01/01/1996

 ''''          Company H___________      ______8 Harry.H.Harper______ 01/01/1997

 ''''          Company I___________      ______9 Iris.I.Ivy__________ 01/01/1998

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

In the panel, we see that only rows with a COMPANY_RANK value greater than 3 are displayed. This agrees with the
specified WHERE clause.

Saving the QUERY in the Repository
When you issue the QUERY SAVE primary command, the following panel appears.

 Col 1 of 258 --------- Data Object: RTE.DEMO_TABLE -------------- Row 1 from 6 

 C +-------------------------------------------------------------+ ll ===> CSR| 

   |                     |              

 - | Enter required Name and Access          |    4         

 R | Press ENTER or END to abort             |    FOUNDED_DA

 ' |                     | __ 01/01/1993

 ' | Operation..... SAVE                     | __ 01/01/1994

 ' | Object type... QUERY                    | __ 01/01/1995

 ' |                     | __ 01/01/1996

 ' |    Name        ===> QUERY1              |__  01/01/1997

 ' |    Access      ===> P        (P=Public, U=User)             | __ 01/01/1998

 * |    Description ===> Test Query          | *************

   +-------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter the boxed information and press the ENTER key to save the QUERY object in the Repository. To display the content
of the repository, enter the REPO command and the following panel is displayed.

 Repository: RTE.V5R1M3.RTEREPO --------------------------- Row 1 to 1 of 1 

 Command ===>                    Scroll ===> CSR  

                              

 PriCmds: LOCATE                        

 RowCmds: S=Select, D=Delete, E=Edit, B=Browse, C=Copy, U=Upgrade     
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 S Name     Type   Acc  Data_Being_Mapped    Creator  Last Modified Date        

 _ QUERY1   QUERY   P   RTE.DEMO_TABLE       RAI027   14:52           

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Using a Saved QUERY
As you can see, QUERY1 is now stored in the Repository and can be specified on the run-time parameter QUERY as in
the following command:

RTE OWNER(RTE) OBJECT(DEMO_TABLE) QUERY(QUERY1)

The command bypasses display of the Host/EDIT primary menu and immediately displays the QUERY Modification
Dialog.

The QBE Object
This section discusses the QBE object and how it is used in customized dialogs. The QBE object is an alternative to
QUERY. While QUERY defines a specific SQL SELECT statement used to retrieve table rows for edit, QBE defines a
dialog that lets you build SELECT statements without knowing SQL. Host/EDIT builds the SQL statement for you.

The default QBE dialog is a panel which shows all the table columns that can be used to select table rows. Typically, you
use specific column values to select table rows. The QBE object lets you specify the appearance of the QBE dialog panel
so that selection remains simple and relevant. In this section, we illustrate the process of creating your own, customized
QBE dialog.

Customizing QBE
While editing the RTE.DEMO_TABLE, enter the QBE MOD command to start a QBE Modification Dialog. The following
panel appears.

Host/EDIT ----------------- QBE Column Selection ----------- Row 1 to 13 of 13 

Command ===>                                                   Scroll ===> CSR  

                             

Primary Cmds: CANCEL, SAVE, TEST, REPOSITORY               

Row Cmds:     X=eXclude, M=Move, A=After, B=Before                   

                             

Use row command X to exclude row from QBE panel or D to display the column     

Use row commands M, A, B to reposition rows via the MOVE command     

                             

Db2 TABLE ===> RTE.DEMO_TABLE                QBE FORM ===>           

                             

Rc Ord Column Name        T  N  Prec Sc D F Width Heading            

''   1 COMPANY_NAME       C  0    20  0 D 0 20    COMPANY_NAME       

''   2 COMPANY_RANK       S  0     2  0 D 0 7     COMPANY_RANK       

X'   3 CEO                C  0    20  0 D 0 20    CEO                

X'   4 FOUNDED_DATE       DT 0    10  0 D 0 10    FOUNDED_DATE       

X'   5 FOUNDED_TIME       TM 0     8  0 D 0 8     FOUNDED_TIME       

X'   6 FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP  TS 0    26  0 D 0 26    FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP            

X'   7 EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR  I  0     4  0 D 0 14    EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR            

X'   8 EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR  I  0     4  0 D 0 14    EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR            

X'   9 STAFF_GROWTH       S  1     2  0 D 0 7     STAFF_GROWTH       

X'  10 REVENUE            D  1    13  2 D 0 18    REVENUE            

X'  11 FLOATING_REVENUE   F  0     4  0 D 0 21    FLOATING_REVENUE             

X'  12 COMPANY_RATING     C  0     3  0 D 0 3     COMPANY_RATING     
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X'  13 COMMENTS           C  1    40  0 D 0 30    COMMENTS           

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

An explanation of the panel fields follows:

• Rc is the column where you enter the row commands that are allowed on this panel:
– X - the Exclude command excludes selected columns from the customized QBE panel that is displayed to the dialog

user
– M - the Move command moves the selected column after the column identified by the A row command or before the

column denoted by B.
– B - Before marker used with the M row command to move the column before the selected column
– A - After marker used with the M row command to move the column after the selected column

• Ord is the order of the column, as recorded in the Db2 catalog.
• Column name is the name of the Db2 column.
• T is an abbreviation for the column dataType. The following data types are supported:

DT = DATE

TM = TIME

TS = TIMESTAMP

V  = VARCHAR

C  = CHAR

L  = LONGVARCHAR

CC = LONGVARCHAR (Terminated by X'00')

VG = VARGRAPH

G  = GRAPHIC

LG = LONGVARGRAPH

F  = FLOAT

D  = DECIMAL

I  = INTEGER

S  = SMALLINT

• N is a flag which designates whether NULLs are allowed (1) or not (0) for this column, as defined in the Db2 catalog.
• Prec and Sc are the Precision and Scale attributes of the column, as defined in the Db2 catalog.
• D is the Display mode that you may set as M=Modifiable, P=Protected or X=eXcluded. This attribute governs the

appearance of the column on the display. It can also be changed during an active edit session using the MODIFY,
PROTECT, and EXCLUDE primary commands.

• F is the column Freeze indicator. If set (1), it prevents this column from being scrolled when in tabular display mode
(RIGHT / LEFT scroll commands). Frozen columns appear on the display before any other columns, except for the
Rcmd and Status columns.

• C is the column capitalization indicator. If set (1), it causes column values that are defined as datatype CHAR to be
displayed in the uppercase. Use this indicator in conjunction with the CAPS command.

• Width is the width of the column. You can override the default width or scale with your preferred values.
• Heading is the column heading that appears in the tabular and row display panels instead of the column name that is

defined in the Db2 catalog.

Suppose we want to select rows from the RTE.DEMO_TABLE based on values for the COMPANY_NAME and
COMPANY_RANK columns only. To accomplish this, enter the X command in all other rows as shown boxed in the
following panel. Press ENTER and the X appears in the D column (Display mode) for the excluded rows.

Use the TEST primary command to display the customized QBE form. The display looks as follows. This is how QBE
displays before entry to the edit dialog.

 Host/EDIT ---- Query By Example: RTE.DEMO_TABLE --------------------------------
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 Command ===>                           

                              

 Use symbols % and _ to activate LIKE predicate logic.  Use  > and < as a first 

 character in numeric column types.  ENTER to continue or END to exit dialog    

                              

 Ord Dir Seq Column Name/Type             Column Value                

 ... .     1 COMPANY_NAME...........(C20) --------------------        

 ... .     2 COMPANY_RANK............(S2) >3----            

Use the SAVE command to place this QBE object in the Repository. You are prompted for the QBE name. Suppose we
save this QBE object with the name QBE1.

We can use the REPO command to see what dialog elements already exist in the Repository for the table being edited.

Using the saved QBE object
To use a saved QBE object in a custom dialog, enter the following command from ISPF option 6:

RTE OWNER(RTE) OBJECT(DEMO_TABLE) QBEFORM(QBE1)

This command bypasses display of the primary menu and immediately displays the QBE Dialog. Enter ‘> 3’. Press
ENTER and only rows whose COMPANY_RANK column value is greater than 3 are displayed. If you now enter the
QUERY MOD command, the following QUERY appears:

WHERE COMPANY_RANK > 3

The QBE Dialog constructed this QUERY from the values entered in the QBE panels.

The FORM
The FORM is the Dialog element that controls the way Db2 table rows are presented for browse and edit. The default
FORM is based on the Db2 table definition and the Session PROFILE variables which define the initial column width
settings and the Edit / Browse mode. Some run-time parameters are also provided to control the default form.

FORM internal representation
Internally, the active FORM is represented as an ISPF table. This table has a fixed structure. Every row of a FORM table
defines a column of the Db2 table being edited. The FORM modification Dialog allows you to alter the display attributes of
the Db2 columns.

FORM Modification Dialog
In this section, we present an example of FORM modification. Enter the FORM MODIFY command in the Command
===> field. The resulting panel depicts a Form Modification panel for the RTE.DEMO_TABLE.

 WIDTH 156 ----------- Data Structure of: RTE.DEMO_TABLE ---- Row 1 to 15 of 15 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> HALF 

                              

 Primary cmds: CANCEL, REPO, MODPREC                        

 Row Commands: Move, After, Before, Update, Select, SPlit             

                              

 Rcmd Ord K Column Name        T  N  Prec Sc D F C Width Heading      

 ''''   1   RTERC              C  0     4  0 M 1 1     4 Rcmd         

 ''''   2   RTERS              C  0     8  0 M 1 0     8 Status       

 ''''   3   COMPANY_NAME       C  0    20  0 M 0 0    20 COMPANY_NAME           
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 ''''   4   COMPANY_RANK       S  0     2  0 M 0 0     7 COMPANY_RANK           

 ''''   5   CEO                C  0    20  0 M 0 0    20 CEO          

 ''''   6   FOUNDED_DATE       DT 0    10  0 M 0 0    10 FOUNDED_DATE           

 ''''   7   FOUNDED_TIME       TM 0     8  0 M 0 0     8 FOUNDED_TIME           

 ''''   8   FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP  TS 0    26  0 M 0 0    26 FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP      

 ''''   9   EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR  I  0     4  0 M 0 0    14 EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR      

 ''''  10   EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR  I  0     4  0 M 0 0    14 EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR      

 ''''  11   STAFF_GROWTH       S  1     2  0 M 0 0     7 STAFF_GROWTH           

 ''''  12   REVENUE            D  1    13  2 M 0 0    18 REVENUE      

 ''''  13   FLOATING_REVENUE   F  0     4  0 M 0 0    21 FLOATING_REVENUE       

 ''''  14   COMPANY_RATING     C  0     3  0 M 0 0     3 COMPANY_RATING         

 ''''  15   COMMENTS           C  1    40  0 M 0 0    30 COMMENTS     

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

An explanation of the panel fields follows:

• Rcmd is the field where you enter the row commands that are listed on this panel: M, A, B, U, S, SP.
• Ord is the order of the column, as recorded in the Db2 catalog.
• Column name is the name of the Db2 column.
• T is an abbreviation for a column’s datatype. The following data types are defined:

DT = DATE

TM = TIME

TS = TIMESTAMP

V  = VARCHAR

C  = CHAR

L  = LONGVARCHAR

CC = LONGVARCHAR (Terminated by X'00')

VG = VARGRAPH

G  = GRAPHIC

LG = LONGVARGRAPH

F  = FLOAT

D  = DECIMAL

I  = INTEGER

S  = SMALLINT

• N is a flag which designates whether NULLs are allowed (1) or not (0) for this column, as defined in the Db2 catalog.
• Prec and Sc are Precision and Scale attributes of the column, as defined in the Db2 catalog.
• D is the Display mode that you may set as M=Modifiable, P=Protected or X=eXcluded. This attribute governs the

appearance of the column on the display. It can also be changed during an active edit session using the MODIFY,
PROTECT, and EXCLUDE primary commands.

• F is the column Freeze indicator. If set (1), it prevents this column from being scrolled when in Table display mode
(RIGHT / LEFT commands). Frozen columns appear on the display before any other columns, except for the Row
Command and Row Status columns.

• C is the column capitalization indicator. If set (1), it causes column values that are defined as datatype CHAR to be
displayed in the uppercase. Use this indicator in conjunction with the CAPS command.

• Width is the width of the column. You can override the default width or scale with your preferred values.
• Heading is the column heading that appears on the Tabular and Row display panels instead of the column name that

is defined in the Db2 catalog. By default, the heading is set to the column name. You can enter another name using
mixed mode characters. This lets you customize displays with meaningful column headings.
Host/EDIT provides two special columns which are not part of a Db2 table:
– RTERC is the row command column
– RTERS is the row status column
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You can change the Width and Display mode of these columns, just as you can with Db2 table columns.

Use the row commands to move the table rows. When a table is edited, the order of the rows you create by using the M
(move) command determines the order in which the Db2 table columns are displayed. You need not use the U (update)
row command explicitly. Every time that you change a row, it is updated in the FORM table. Tab to the Heading of the
COMPANY_NAME column and change it as shown.

WIDTH 156 ----------- Data Structure of: RTE.DEMO_TABLE ---- Row 1 to 15 of 15 

Command ===>                                                 Scroll ===> HALF 

                             

Primary cmds: CANCEL, REPO, MODPREC                        

Row Commands: Move, After, Before, Update, Select, SPlit             

                             

Rcmd Ord K Column Name        T  N  Prec Sc D F C Width Heading      

''''   1   RTERC              C  0     4  0 M 1 1     4 Rcmd         

''''   2   RTERS              C  0     8  0 M 1 0     8 Status       

''''   3   COMPANY_NAME       C  0    20  0 M 0 0    20 Name of Company        

''''   4   COMPANY_RANK       S  0     2  0 M 0 0     7 COMPANY_RANK           

''''   5   CEO                C  0    20  0 M 0 0    20 CEO          

''''   6   FOUNDED_DATE       DT 0    10  0 M 0 0    10 FOUNDED_DATE           

''''   7   FOUNDED_TIME       TM 0     8  0 M 0 0     8 FOUNDED_TIME           

''''   8   FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP  TS 0    26  0 M 0 0    26 FOUNDED_TIMESTAMP      

''''   9   EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR  I  0     4  0 M 0 0    14 EMPLOYEES_THIS_YR      

''''  10   EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR  I  0     4  0 M 0 0    14 EMPLOYEES_LAST_YR      

''''  11   STAFF_GROWTH       S  1     2  0 M 0 0     7 STAFF_GROWTH           

''''  12   REVENUE            D  1    13  2 M 0 0    18 REVENUE      

''''  13   FLOATING_REVENUE   F  0     4  0 M 0 0    21 FLOATING_REVENUE       

''''  14   COMPANY_RATING     C  0     3  0 M 0 0     3 COMPANY_RATING         

''''  15   COMMENTS           C  1    40  0 M 0 0    30 COMMENTS     

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Press the ENTER key to save the changes and then PF3 to exit to the following panel.

Col 1 of 258 --------- Data Object: RTE.DEMO_TABLE -------------- Row 1 from 9 

Command ===>                    Scroll ===> HALF 

                             

-    -        1           2 3          4         

Rcmd Status   Name of Company      COMPANY_RANK CEO        FOUNDED_DA

''''          Company A___________      ______1 Anthony.A.Allen_____ 01/01/1990

''''          Company B___________      ______2 Barry.B.Baker_______ 01/01/1991

''''          Company C___________      ______3 Charles.C.Collins___ 01/01/1992

''''          Company D___________      ______4 David.D.Davis_______ 01/01/1993

''''          Company E___________      ______5 Eric.E.Edwards______ 01/01/1994

''''          Company F___________      ______6 Frank.F.Friendly____ 01/01/1995

''''          Company G___________      ______7 George.G.Gardener___ 01/01/1996

''''          Company H___________      ______8 Harry.H.Harper______ 01/01/1997

''''          Company I___________      ______9 Iris.I.Ivy__________ 01/01/1998

******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Observe the change of the column heading in panel. Experiment with changing various attributes and verifying your
changes by returning to the Edit panel. When you are satisfied with the modified FORM, enter the FORM SAVE
command. A pop-up window appears. Enter FORM1 in the Name field, enter P in the authority field and Test form in the
Description field. Press ENTER to save the form in the Object Repository.
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Use the REPOSITORY command to see what forms already exist in the Repository for the table being edited.

Using the Saved FORM object
To use the FORM you saved in the prior topic, enter the following command from ISPF option 6:

RTE FORM(FORM1)

The FORM object includes a PROFILE and a QBE or QUERY object, if these are active when the FORM is saved. Thus
the FORM by itself can completely define the entire custom dialog. You can override objects that are defined in the form
by specifying more invocation parameters like so:

RTE FORM(FORM1) QBEFORM(QBE2)

In these examples, it is assumed that a Host/EDIT repository name is hard-coded in the RTEBOOT exec. If you must
override the name of the repository, use a command like the following:

RTE FORM(FORM1) QBEFORM(QBE2) REPO(RTE.DBA01.RTEREPO)

The PROC
The PROC object is a REXX exec that is stored in the Repository. When developing custom dialogs you must program
application logic to handle commands, entry and exit code, and so on. Once an exit is implemented and tested, you can
place it into the Host/EDIT Repository. This affords you the following benefits:

• Once saved in the Repository, a PROC cannot be easily modified. You can also control who can modify it.
• All objects in the Repository contain descriptions, show what data source they control and are thus self-documenting
• Referenced PROCs are cached in memory to improve performance.
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The Object Repository
This section describes the Host/EDIT Object Repository in which all Host/EDIT objects are stored. Host/EDIT objects are
the building blocks of edit dialogs. The presently defined object types are: PROFILE, QUERY, QBE, FORM, and PROC.

You can define and use several repositories. For example, you can establish a repository for a specific application. Use
the Host/EDIT administration dialog to create a repository. Specify a Repository name in your active session PROFILE to
make it accessible in the edit session or on the REPO parameter of the RTE command.

Invoking the Repository Management Dialog
From the main panel, select option 5 to start the Repository Manager Dialog. The following panel appears.

 ---------------------------- Repository Manager -------------------------------

 Option ===> c                           

                              

    blank - Select a member           i - Import a member into repository       

    c     - Create a new repository   e - Export a member from repository       

                              

 Repository Specification                         

    Residency       ===> V            (V=VSAM KSDS, D=Db2 Table)      

    Repository name ===> RTE.V5R1M3.RTEREPO           

                              

 Retrieval criteria                     

    Member name     ===>                          

    Member type     ===>              (E.g. FORM, QBE, PROFILE ...)             

    Member access   ===>              (P=Public, U=User)              

    Referred object ===>                          

                              

 Dataset for Import / Export                      

    Dataset name    ===>                          

Create a Repository
This article describes how to create a repository for Host/EDIT.

Invoke the Repository Manager dialog as explained in Invoking the Repository Management Dialog. Enter the information
for the new repository panel including the C primary command to create a VSAM KSDS to be used as the Host/EDIT
Repository.

After you press ENTER, the following panel appears:

 ---------------------------- Repository Manager -------------------------------

 Option ===> C                          

                              

    blank - Select a member           i - Import a member into repository       

    c     - Create a new repository   e - Export a member from repository       

                              

 Re +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

    | ---------------------- Repository: Create command --------------------- | 

    | Option ===> C                                                           | 
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    |                                                                         | 

 Re | Repository Specification                                                | 

    |    VSAM Cluster Name          ===> RTE.V5R1M3.RTEREPO                   | 

    |    VSAM Data Component Name   ===> RTE.V5R1M3.RTEREPO.DATA              | 

    |    VSAM Index Component Name  ===> RTE.V5R1M3.RTEREPO.INDEX             | 

    |    VOLSER for VSAM KSDS       ===> WORK02                               | 

    |    Primary alloc in cyls      ===> 2                                    | 

 Da |    SHAREOPTIONS(crossregion)  ===> 2                                    | 

    |    SHAREOPTIONS(crosssystem)  ===> 4                                    | 

    |                                                                         | 

    | Press ENTER to create Repository or END to exit                         | 

    |                                                                         | 

    +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+

Enter the names for the VSAM cluster, data, and index components. Enter a valid VOLSER to designate where the VSAM
dataset should reside. The amount of space you should specify depends on how many members will be saved in this
repository and how many columns are contained in the underlying data object (Db2 table, ISPF table or VSAM file).
Broadcom recommends that you start with two cylinders and create a larger repository when needed. You can always
copy members from one repository to another.

The recommended SHAREOPTIONS are:

• Cross-region SHAREOPTION 2: Allows any number of users to read from a repository, but only one user may update it
at a given moment in time. A system ENQ is issued to serialize the control interval being updated.

• Cross-system SHAREOPTION 4: The dataset may be fully shared, and buffers that are used for direct processing are
refreshed with each request.

You can create a repository residing in a Db2 table in the same way as you created a VSAM KSDS file by entering D into
the Residency field and specifying any valid Db2 Table name in the Repository name field.

Host/EDIT -------------------- Create Repository -------------------------------

Option ===> _

Host/EDIT Repository Specification

   Owner ID .................===> RTE310      (Db2 table owner ID)

   Repository Db2 table name.===> REPOSITORY  (Db2 table name )

   Table Space ..............===>             (For Repository table)

   Data Base ................===> DSNDB04     (For Repository table)

   VCAT name for Index.......===>             (Index for Repo table)

   STOGROUP for Index .......===>             (Index for Repo table)

Press ENTER to create Host/EDIT Repository table or END to exit

You can override the Host/EDIT defaults by specifying your own Repository table name, Db2 Database and Table Space.
Press ENTER to create the Repository.

Working with the Repository
This article describes how to use the repository.

Specify the Repository name and residency on the panel and press the ENTER key. If objects are in the repository, the
following panel is displayed:

 Repository: RTE.V5R1M3.RTEREPO --------------------------- Row 1 to 4 of 4 
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 Command ===>                                                Scroll ===> CSR  

                              

 PriCmds: LOCATE                        

 RowCmds: S=Select, D=Delete, E=Edit, B=Browse, C=Copy, U=Upgrade     

                              

 S Name     Type   Acc  Data_Being_Mapped    Creator  Last Modified Date        

 _ DEMO     FORM    P   RTE.V5R1M3 .DEMOK RAI027   13:07           

 _ LA       FORM    P   RTEDOBJ              RAI027   12:36           

 _ QBE1     QBE     P   RTE.DEMO_TABLE       RAI027   16:30           

 _ QUERY1   QUERY   P   RTE.DEMO_TABLE       RAI027   14:52           

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

An explanation of the displayed information follows:

• Name - Repository object name
• Type - Repository object type. Valid types are PROFILE, FORM, QBE, QUERY, and PROC.
• Acc - Object access type. Valid access types are P (public) or U (user).
• Data Being Mapped - Name of the Db2 table, VSAM file or ISPF table for which this object was created.
• Creator - ID of the TSO user ID who created this object.
• Last Modified - The date when this object was last modified

Valid row commands are as follows:

• S - The Select command is only used by Host/EDIT while in the edit session to select the object to be used in an active
Host/EDIT edit session. It has no effect within the Repository Manager session.

• D - The Delete command permanently removes an object from the repository
• E - The Edit command allows you to modify an object in the repository. Although any object can be modified,

Broadcom recommends not doing so for any objects other than PROC objects. PROCs are REXX execs which can
be freely changed. All other objects are collections of variables together with their values. Changing variable values
requires knowledge of Host/EDIT internals and should only be done as directed by Broadcom Support.

• B - The Browse command lets you view the content of an object but does not allow you to change it.
• C - The Copy command allows you to copy an object within the same repository or from one repository to another.
• U - The Upgrade command is used to upgrade objects from one release to another. It acts as a Copy command and

also checks the consistency of the object with respect to a new Host/EDIT release. Host/EDIT reference the upgrade
procedure when necessary.

Import and Export Repository Members
When developing REXX procedures to serve as Host/EDIT exits, you must copy these procedures from a SYSEXEC
library into a Host/EDIT Repository. Enter the IMPORT primary command in the Option field of the Repository Manager
panel. You must also enter a dataset name (with member name if a PDS). If no information is entered in the Retrieval
criteria field, the following assumptions are made:

• Member name is set to the name of the PDS member.
• Member type is set to PROC.
• Member Access is set to P (public).

To export a member of a Repository, specify the member name, type and access along with the target data set name and
member (if a PDS).
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Customize User Exits
This section describes user exits and how to customize them for your site.

The articles in this section begin with an example that implements a customized Host/EDIT dialog. Using the sample exit
provided, a REXX exec that is named RTEUX, we discuss the implementation requirements of all user exits. Host/EDIT
exits are functionally subdivided into groups. The functional exits can be implemented as a single REXX routine or as
many execs. The following types of User Exits are defined:

• Initialization
• Termination
• Row Selection
• Primary Commands
• Row Commands Processor
• Data Validation

Sample User Exit

The articles in this section refer to this sample user exit:

000001 /* Rexx                         

000002 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

000003              Host/EDIT -  Db2, VSAM and ISPF table editor     

000004        (c) Copyright Broadcom, Inc. 2021.              

000005      

000006 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

000007    rteUX - Sample user exit               

000008 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

000009    This generic Host/EDIT user exit handles all types of user           

000010    exits. It receives parameters in the following format:     

000011                                 

000012    ARG <xType> <parms>                    

000013                                 

000014    <xType>    - Exit type. Possible values are:               

000015    .  INIT    - Host/EDIT initialization exit                 

000016    .  TERM    - Host/EDIT termination exit          

000017    .  FILTER  - Row Selection Exit                  

000018    .  PRICMD  - Primary command exit                

000019    .  ROWCMD  - Row command exit                    

000020    .  VALID   - Data validation exit                

000021                                 

000022    <command>  - Parameters passed to the exit vary with the exit type.  

000023    .  INIT, TERM, FILTER and VALID exits receive no parameters          

000024    .  PRICMD exit receives in <parms> a primary command       

000025    .  ROWCMD exit receives in <parms> a row command           

000026 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

000027    History: 05/10/99 piv                  

000028 ------------------------------------------------------------------------

000029 */                              

000030 Trace 'O'                       
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000031 Parse Arg,                      

000032  xType,            /* Exit type                                       */

000033  command           /* optional command                                */

000034  Address ISPEXEC                          

000035                                 

000036  Select

000037   When xType       = 'INIT'   Then mRc = uxINIT()             

000038   When xType       = 'TERM'   Then mRc = uxTERM()             

000039   When xType       = 'FILTER' Then mRc = uxFILTER()           

000040   When xType       = 'PRICMD' Then mRc = uxPRICMD()           

000041   When xType       = 'ROWCMD' Then mRc = uxROWCMD()           

000042   When xType       = 'VALID'  Then mRc = uxVALID()            

000043   Otherwise;  Return uxMSG(8,type)                  

000044  end                            

000045 Return mRc                      

000046                                 

000047 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000048 /* Process INIT command                                               */

000049 /* There is no action taken in INIT exit                              */

000050 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000051 uxINIT :                        

000052  Address TSO "ALLOCATE DD(AUDIT) DA('SYS1.SAMPLIB') SHR REU"            

000053  xx      = uxMSG(3,'INIT')                

000054 Return 0                        

000055                                 

000056 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000057 /* Process TERM command                                               */

000058 /* There is no action taken in TERM exit                              */

000059 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000060 uxTERM :                        

000061  Address TSO "FREE DD(AUDIT)"                       

000062  xx      = uxMSG(3,'TERM')                

000063 Return 0                        

000064                                 

000065 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000066 /* Process FILTER command                                             */

000067 /* Select Db2 table rows for processing                               */

000068 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000069 uxFILTER :                      

000070  xx      = uxMSG(3,'FILTER')              

000071 Return 0                        

000072                                 

000073 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000074 /* Process PRIMARY commands                                           */

000075 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000076 uxPRICMD :                      

000077  xx      = uxMSG(3,'PRICMD')              

000078 Return 4  /* RC=4 will signify a passthrough - Host/EDIT is to execute*/

000079           /* this command                                             */                        

000080                                 

000081 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000082 /* Process Row commands                                               */

000083 /*  rtepRid -  a curent row number in the ISPF table containing data  */
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000084 /*             being edited. this is a row number where command was   */

000085 /*             entered.                                               */

000086 /*  rtediTbl - a name of the ISPF table containing data being edited  */

000087 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000088 uxROWCMD :                      

000089  "VGET (rteprid rteditbl)"                

000090  If rc            \= 0 Then               

000091     Return uxMSG(9,'VGET',rc)                       

000092  "TBTOP"  rteditbl                        

000093  If rc             <  0 Then                                               

000094     Return uxMSG(9,'TBTOP',rc)                                            

000095  "TBSKIP" rteditbl "NUMBER(&rteprid)"                              

000096  If rc             <  0 Then                                                

000097     Return uxMSG(9,'TBSKIP',rc)                     

000098  hv1     = Strip(hv1,'B')          /* DDNAME                         */         

000099  dsn     = "'"Strip(hv2,'B')"'"    /* Dataset Name                   */         

000100  If rters          = 'Freed' Then            /* No commands allowed  */  

000101     Return 4                    

000102                                 

000103  Select                         

000104   When command     = 'S' Then rc = 4         /* Pass thru            */         

000105   When command     = 'F' Then rc = uxFREE()                   

000106   When command     = 'B' Then rc = uxBROWSE()                 

000107   When command     = 'E' Then rc = uxEDIT()                   

000108   Otherwise;    xx = uxMSG(2,command); rc = 8                 

000109  End                            

000110 Return rc                       

000111                                 

000112 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000113 /* Process Validation command                                         */

000114 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000115 uxVALID :                       

000116  xx      = uxMSG(3,'VALIDATION')          

000117 Return 0                        

000118                                 

000119 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000120 /* Process Init command                                               */

000121 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000122 uxINIT :                        

000123  xx      = uxMSG(3,'INIT')                

000124 Return 0                        

000125                                 

000126 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000127 /* Process Term command                                               */

000128 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000129 uxTERM :                        

000130  xx      = uxMSG(3,'TERM')                

000131 Return 0                        

000132                                 

000133 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000134 /* Edit selected dataset                                              */

000135 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000136 uxEDIT :                        
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000137  "EDIT DATASET("dsn")"                    

000138  If rc             > 4 Then Do                      

000139     rters          = 'Err='rc                       

000140     xx             = uxMsg(001,'EDIT',rc)           

000141  End                            

000142  Else Do                        

000143     rters          = 'Edited'                       

000144  End                            

000145  "TBPUT" rteditbl                         

000146 Return 0                        

000147                                 

000148 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000149 /* Edit selected dataset                                              */

000150 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000151 uxBROWSE :                      

000152  "BROWSE DATASET("dsn")"                  

000153  If rc             > 4 Then Do

000154     rters          = 'Err='rc                       

000155     xx             = uxMsg(001,'BROWSE',rc)                   

000156  End                            

000157  Else Do                        

000158     rters          = 'Browsed'                      

000159  End                            

000160  "TBPUT" rteditbl                         

000161 Return 0                        

000162                                 

000163 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000164 /* Free DDNAME                                                        */

000165 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000166 uxFREE :                        

000167  Address TSO,                             

000168  "FREE DD("hv1")"                         

000169  If rc             > 4 Then Do                      

000170     rters          = 'Err='rc                       

000171     xx             = uxMsg(001,'FREE',rc)           

000172  End                            

000173  Else Do                        

000174     rters          = 'Freed'                        

000175  End                            

000176  "TBPUT" rteditbl                         

000177 Return 0                        

000178                                 

000179 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000180 /* Format Message Text and return to caller                           */

000181 /*--------------------------------------------------------------------*/

000182 uxMsg :                         

000183 Address ispexec                           

000184  Parse Arg msgid,p1,p2,p3,p4                        

000185  p1      = Strip(p1)                      

000186  p2      = Strip(p2)                      

000187  p3      = Strip(p3)                      

000188  p4      = Strip(p4)                      

000189  msgid             = Right(msgid,3,0)               
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000190  zedlmsg = 'RTEUX'msgid '-' msgText()               

000191  /***                           

000192  Say zedlmsg

000193  ***/                        

000194  'SETMSG MSG(ISRZ001)'                 

000195 Return msgid                           

000196 /*---------------------------------------------------*/              

000197 /* Format Message Text and return to caller          */              

000198 /*---------------------------------------------------*/              

000199 MsgText :                    

000200  signal on syntax name MsgTextInvalid            

000201  signal value msgid                    

000202                              

000203 001 : Return,                          

000204 'Service' p1 'completed with RC =' p2            

000205 002 : Return,                          

000206 'Invalid command =' p1                 

000207 003 : Return,                          

000208 'No processing logic for' p1 'exit'              

000209 008 : Return,                          

000210 'Invalid exit type' p1                 

000211 009 : Return,                          

000212 'ISPF service' p1', Rc =' p2                     

000213 MsgTextInvalid : Return 'Invalid message id'               

Sample Customized Host/EDIT Dialog
We illustrate the usage of User Exits by constructing an application that lists the Allocated Datasets in a TSO/ISPF
environment. The sample REXX exec RTEUXSMP found in the CRAIXEC library creates an ISPF table which is browsed
with Host/EDIT and implements a custom dialog to perform various functions on the allocated datasets. The method
of custom dialog development presented here can be used with Db2 tables and VSAM files in the same fashion as are
demonstrated here for an ISPF Table.

From option 6 in your ISPF session execute the following command:

EX 'RTE.VdRdMd.CRAIEXEC(RTEUXSMP)' EX

This creates an ISFP table that is called LA which contains a list of all allocated datasets. Enter Host/EDIT to browse this
ISPF table. See line 65 of the RTEUXSMP exec, where Host/EDIT is invoked with the command:

000065     Call Rte 'OBJDTYPE(ISPF) OBJECT(LA)'

We now demonstrate usage of Host/EDIT User Exits by implementing the Row Command User Exit named RTEUX
(found in the RTEEXEC library).

After exec RTEUXSMP is executed, a scrollable panel appears.

 Col 1 of 66 --------- ISPF Table: LA --------------------------- Row 1 from 79 

 Command ===> PROF MOD                                          Scroll ===> CSR  

                              

 -    1        2                    3        4     5        

 Rcmd DD       DSN               >> DSORG    DISP  DISPA              

 '''' STEPLIB  RAIXN.AUTH.CMDLIB    PO       KEEP           

 '''' SYSHELP  SYS1.HELP            PO       KEEP           

 '''' SYSHELP  ISP.SISPHELP         PO            
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 '''' SYSLBC   SYS1.BRODCAST        DA       KEEP  KEEP     

 '''' SYSEXEC  QMF.DSQEXECE         PO       KEEP           

 '''' SYSEXEC  ISF.SISFEXEC         PO            

 '''' SYSEXEC  ISP.SISPEXEC         PO            

Enter the PROF MOD command and the following panel is displayed:

 ----------------------------- ISPF Session Options ----------------------------

 Option  ===>                           

                              

 Session Options                        

    Data serialization       ===> N            (N=None, L=LOCK table, E=ENQ/DEQ)

    Truncate wide columns    ===> N            (Y/N - Show only first 40 bytes) 

    Translate to upper case  ===> N            (Y/N - Translate all char data)  

    Modify data presentation ===> N            (Y/N - Modify (and save) FORM)   

                              

 Host/EDIT Repository                             

    Repo Name     ===> RTE.V5R1M3 .RTEREPO               

    Resides in    ===> V        (D=Db2, V=VSAM)             

                              

 User Exits                             

    User Initialization exit name   ===>                    

    User Termination exit name      ===>                    

    User Row Selection Exit name    ===>                    

    User Primary Commands Processor ===>                    

    User Row     Commands Processor ===> RTEUX                   

    User Data Validation exit name  ===>                    

Enter RTEUX in the User Row Commands Processor field and press ENTER. The active session profile is changed
and now specifies a user exit. Now try to enter an X row command. You receive an error message: RTEUX002 - Invalid
command = X issued by the RTEUX user exit (line 108).

Now enter FORM MOD command and you see the following panel.

 WIDTH 58 ------------ Data Structure of: LA ------------------ Row 1 to 7 of 7 

 Command ===>                                                  Scroll ===> CSR  

                              

 Primary cmds: CANCEL, REPO, MODPREC                        

 Row Commands: Move, After, Before, Update, Select, SPlit             

                              

 Rcmd Ord K Column Name        T  N  Prec Sc D F C Width Heading      

 ''''   1   RTERC              C  0     4  0 M 1 0     4 Rcmd         

 ''''   2   RTERS              C  0     8  0 P 1 0     8 Status       

 ''''   3   DD                 C  0     8  0 P 0 0     8 DD           

 ''''   4   DSN                C  0    44  0 P 0 0    44 Dataset Name          

 ''''   5   DSORG              C  0     8  0 P 0 0     8 DSORG        

 ''''   6   DISP               C  0     5  0 P 0 0     5 DISP         

 ''''   7   DISPA              C  0     4  0 P 0 0     5 DISPA        

 ******************************* Bottom of data ********************************

Execute the MODPREC command to make the Prec field editable. Apply modifications as shown and press the ENTER
key, then press PF3. Now execute the FORM SAVE command to save the FORM with the name LA.

In the RTEUXSMP exec, delete the following line:
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000065     Call Rte 'OBJDTYPE(ISPF) OBJECT(LA)'   

and uncomment line 67:

000067     Call Rte 'FORM(LA) OBJDTYPE(ISPF)'

Line 67 specifies the form LA we created earlier to invoke the customized Host/EDIT dialog. Examine the REXX exec
RTEUX. Although we implemented this exec as a universal exit, only a Row Commands exit was activated in the LA form.
Thus, RTEUX is entered only when you enter a row command. On line 41:

000041   When xType       = 'ROWCMD' Then mRc = uxROWCMD()

a check is made whether the exit was entered to process a row command. If so, the internal subroutine uxROWCMD is
called (see line 88 through 110).

000088 uxROWCMD :                      

000089  "VGET (rteprid rteditbl)"                

000090  If rc            \= 0 Then               

000091     Return uxMSG(9,'VGET',rc)                       

000092  "TBTOP"  rteditbl                        

000093  If rc             <  0 Then                         

000094     Return uxMSG(9,'TBTOP',rc)                      

000095  "TBSKIP" rteditbl "NUMBER(&rteprid)"               

000096  If rc             <  0 Then                        

000097     Return uxMSG(9,'TBSKIP',rc)                     

000098  hv1     = Strip(hv1,'B')          /* DDNAME       */         

000099  dsn     = "'"Strip(hv2,'B')"'"    /* Dataset Name */         

000100  If rters          = 'Freed' Then            /* No commands allowed */  

000101     Return 4                    

000102                                 

000103  Select                         

000104   When command     = 'S' Then rc = 4         /* Pass thru    */         

000105   When command     = 'F' Then rc = uxFREE()                   

000106   When command     = 'B' Then rc = uxBROWSE()                 

000107   When command     = 'E' Then rc = uxEDIT()                   

000108   Otherwise;    xx = uxMSG(2,command); rc = 8                 

000109  End                            

000110 Return rc                       

Host/EDIT saved two special variables in the ISPF SHARED pool before invoking the exit:

• RTEPRID – the current row number of the ISPF table containing data being edited
• RTEDITBL – the name of the ISPF table

These variables are retrieved from the ISPF variable pool in line 89. Then the ISPF table is positioned at the current
row to populate REXX variables representing values of the row. You must know the structure of the table being edited.
All columns in the ISPF table have names in the form ‘HV’index, for example. HV1, HV2, … In this example, HV1 is a
DDNAME and HV2 is a DSNAME, and so on. The row command that is entered by the user is checked (lines 103 – 109)
and actions are performed based on the command. An S (Switch) command is passed through to Host/EDIT to execute
(Rc = 4). The row command F (Free) is implemented by an internal subroutine uxFREE in lines 166 – 177. Commands
B (Browse) and E (Edit) are implemented by subroutines uxBROWSE (lines 151 – 161) and uxEDIT (lines 136 – 146)
respectively. All other row commands are disallowed by setting RC to 8.

Thus, this customized edit dialog screens all Host/EDIT row commands and allows only F ,B, E commands, which are
user-written (not implemented in Host/EDIT). In addition, the presentation of the table was changed by modifying the
heading of the dataset name column and setting its column width to 44 characters. The User exit RTEUX can be stored in
the Host/EDIT Repository by issuing the PROC MOD command.
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Description of User Exits
The example provides a taste of the coding and usage of Host/EDIT user exits. In this section, we describe the interfaces
to specific types of user exits. All Host/EDIT exit routines are invoked as shown in the following REXX CALL statement:

Call <user_exit> <type> <parameters>

Arguments are received in a User Exit as follows:

Arg <type> <command>  

…

Return <rc>

The values of <type> and <command> depend upon the type of exit.

User Initialization Exit
The Initialization Exit is used to perform certain actions only once for the entire dialog.

<type> is set to INIT

<parameters> empty string

<rc> Upon return, should be set to zero

As shown in the RTEUX exit, a file that is named AUDIT is allocated at initialization time. Other user exits can then read /
write information to this DDNAME.

User Termination Exit
The Termination Exit is used to undo results of the actions performed in the INIT exit.

<type> is set to TERM

<parameters> empty string

<rc> Upon return, should be set to zero

As shown in the RTEUX exec, the AUDIT DDNAME is freed in the TERM exit.

User Row Selection Exit
The Row Selection exit is used to prepare the SQL query to be passed to Host/EDIT that selects a subset of the Db2 table
for edit. This exit is not used with ISPF tables and VSAM files.

<type> is set to FILTER

<parameters> empty string

<rc> Upon return, should be set to zero

You can display a panel to solicit information with which to build the SQL WHERE clause to be passed to Host/EDIT as
follows:

Rtedsel  = ‘WHERE COMPANY_NAME LINE ‘Co%’”

Address ISPEXEC ‘VPUT (RTEDSEL) SHARED’

The variable RTEDSEL is a special variable that is fetched by Host/EDIT for use in the SQL SELECT statement. It can be
as complex as necessary and may contain sub-queries, unions, and so on.
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User Primary Commands Processor
The Primary Command processor allows you to intercept primary commands (entered at the Command => prompt) and
perform one of the following actions:

• Execute the command
• Stop the command from executing
• Pass the command to Host/EDIT for execution

These actions are governed by a return code that is passed from the exit.

• <type> is set to PRICMD
• <parameters> command as entered at the Command => prompt
• <rc> If rc is set to 4, then primary command ‘pass through’ is requested. The primary command is passed on to Host/

EDIT to execute as it was entered at the Command =>’prompt.

If rc is set to 5, then Host/EDIT fetches the special variable.

RTEXCMD as in:

VGET (RTEXPCMD)’

and uses it as a substitute command string. This allows you to alter the command string, lets you abbreviate commands,
and so on.

All other return codes are treated as an indication that the command is executed by the exit. The exit can set RC to 0
(successful execution) or to any other value other than 4 and 5 (which were discussed earlier).

You can write your own commands and can suppress those Host/EDIT primary commands that you do not want to be
available to your users. The primary command exit can also validate a user Id to ensure it is authorized to issue a specific
Primary command.

User Row Commands Processor
The Row Command processor allows you to intercept row commands (entered in the Rcmd column in a tabular display
mode) and performs one of the following actions:

• Execute the command
• Stop the command from execution
• Pass command for execution to Host/EDIT

These actions are governed by a return code that is passed from the exit.

<type> is set to ROWCMD

<parameters> command as entered in the Rcmd column

<rc> If rc is set to 4, then primary command passthrough is requested. Host/EDIT executes this command as it was
entered.

If rc is set to 5, then Host/EDIT fetches the special variable RTEXCMD as in:

‘VGET (RTEXPCMD)’

and use it as a substitute row command. You can change the command string, allow for command abbreviations, and so
on.

All other return codes are treated as an indication that the command was executed by the exit. The exit can set RC to 0
(successful execution) or to any other value other than 4 and 5 (which were discussed earlier).
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User Data Validation Exit
The Data Validation Exit allows you to receive the value of every column being changed and perform one of the following
actions:

• Determine that the column’s value is in error: range or datatype error
• Substitute the entered column value with your own
• Direct Host/EDIT to continue with basic edit

These actions are governed by the return code that is passed from the exit.

<type> is set to VALID

<parameters> Three parameters are passed delimited by a space:

• <column_name> - as defined in the Db2catalog
• <column_datatype> - One of the valid data types
• <column_value> - the new value entered in this column

<rc> If rc is set to 0, then the exit determined that the value is correct and instructs Host/EDIT to bypass its basic edit.

If rc is set to 1, then Host/EDIT treats this column value as being in error due to a violation of its valid numeric range.

If rc is set to 2, then Host/EDIT treats this column value as a datatype error. This may occur when the value of the data
does not adhere to the column data type, such as a column that is defined with the DATE datatype receives a value that is
not a valid DATE.

If rc is set to 4, then Host/EDIT fetches the special variable HVVALUE as in:

‘VGET (HVVALUE)’

and use it as a substitute value for the value entered by the user.

If rc is set to 8, then Host/EDIT applies Basic Edit to the value entered by the user.

All other return codes are treated as an error in the column and validation is aborted.

The Data Validation exit must be used sparingly due to possible performance degradation. If used, the exit routine should
be stored in the Repository to improve performance.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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